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MEDIUM WAVE TRANSMITTERS 

From 10 kW to 
1 Megawatt, 

nobody even 
comes close. 

Proven quality and 
unmatched power. 

For nearly a decade, Harris has 
raised the world standards of 
reliability, efficiency and power 
for medium wave transmitters. 
With solid state power amplifier 
modules delivering an MTBF of 
6 million hours, typical AC to RF 

efficiency to 86 percent and a sig- 
nal that sounds like FM, Harris 
DX transmitters have proven to 
be the choice of more than 600 
broadcasters around the world. 

To meet the demands of the 
global market, Harris provides 
DX transmitters at all power 
ranges from 10 kW to 1000 kW. 
In fact, with our 1995 Internation- 
al Broadcasting Award -winning 
DX 1000, Harris is the only com- 
pany in the world that can deliver - and has delivered -a 1 -Mega- 
watt solid state AM transmitter. 

Digital is here 
now, with Harris. 

As the only transmitter proven 

to be capable of digital medium 
wave broadcasting, Harris DX 
Transmitters have been used for 
every on -air In Band /On Channel 
AM DAB test to date. And, be- 
cause DX is the only medium 
wave transmitter compatible with 
both analog and digital transmis- 
sion, while meeting IBOC DAB 
standards, Harris stands alone 
in its ability to meet your broad- 
casting demands today, while 
preparing you for tomorrow. 

Experience that 
serves you well. 

Broadcasters worldwide rely on 
the vast experience and resourc- 
es of Harris. From medium wave 
to FM, UHF, VHF, satellite and 
wireless cable networks, Harris 
has repeatedly proven its ability 
to help clients get the most out of 
their facilities and their budgets. 

And that's a matter of record, 
too. 

So, why settle for coming 
close, when Harris can take you all 
the way? For more information, 
just call Harris. 

HARRIS CORPORATION 
BROADCAST DIVISION 

US and Canada 
TEL: +1 217 222 -8200 
FAX: +1 217 224 -1439 

Elsewhere 
TEL: +1 217 222 -8290 
FAX: +1 217 224 -2764 

HARRIS 
DIGIT' Digital FM Exciter Transmitters: DAB - DX Digital Solid State AM - Gatese Solid State AM - Quests"" Solid State FM - Platinum PT CD Digital 

Solid State FM - HT CD Digital Single -Tube FM Medium Wave Phasing Systems FM Antennas Analog and Digital Studio Systems 
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Introducing 
The DSA309 
Digital Studio Analyser 

DSA309 
DIGITAL STUDIO 

ANALYSER 

DATA ASS 
COLOR SPACE 

ERROR LOG 

Advanced Audio 
Visual Sjstens 

Ver. 1.1 

DSA309 
Digital Studio Analyser 

Eence 

All Format Digital Video Analyser: Tests 
component and composite serial digital video 
signals in both 525 line and 625 line formats. 

Real Time Measurements: Continuous real 
time, on -line measurements of all key parameters 
permits live monitoring of: 

- Serial Jitter 
- Signal Amplitude 
- Color Levels 
- Non- Recommended Value Errors 
- EDH Errors 
- Parity Bit Errors 
- TRS Errors 
- Bit Activity 

Reserved Code Errors 

Real Time Color Level Monitoring: Monitors 
component digital video in real time for RGB or 
NTSC/PAL color space infractions. 

Circle (5) on Action Card 

For a comprehensive information 
packet, call 1- 800 -769 -AAVS (2287). 

Extensive Error Logging: Permits system 
performance monitoring and documentation by 
logging system errors on either the built -in 
LCD display, external printer, or on the built -in 
3.5" disk drive. 

Alarm Interface: Provides immediate notification 
when user defined thresholds are exceeded. 

Comprehensive Digital Displays: Complemented 
by simulated analog waveforms, these displays 
help bridge the gap between analog and digital 
testing, creating a user friendly interface for both 
operations and engineering staff. 

Easy To Use: The touch screen interface and 
easy to use menu system permits full instrument 
utilization while minimizing user reference to 
the manual. 

A Sby Sencore 

The Name To Know In Digital Video Testing 

Advanced Audio Visual Systems by Sencore 
3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107 
Direct (605) 339 -0100 Fax (605) 339 -0317 



NEWS By Dawn Hightower, senior associate editor 

Tower owners 
have to register towers 

According to a new FCC plan, tower own- 
ers, rather than licensees of facilities located 
on them, will have to register their towers. 
The FCC is now the single point of contact 
for FCC or FAA business concerning towers. 

Tower owners have primary responsibility 
for marking, monitoring lighting and main- 
tenance. The FCC has developed a staggered 
schedule for existing tower owners to register 
over a 2 -year period. Those applying for 
tower modifications or for new tower con- 
struction will begin registering July 1, 1996. 
For more detailed information, see this 
month's "FCC Update" on p. 8. 

Panasonic makes 
donation to The Museum 
of Television & Radio 

The Panasonic Broadcast & Television Sys- 

tems Company has donated video equip- 
ment to The Museum of Television & Radio 
in New York City. This donation will let the 
institution duplicate its extensive collection 
for its new West Coast facility in Los Angeles 
with no decrease in program quality. The 
new facility will open on March 18 and will 
be located at 465 North Beverly Drive, Bev- 

erly Hills, CA. 
The museum is a non -profit organization 

founded by William S. Paley in 1975 to 
collect and preserve radio and TV programs 
and to make these programs available to the 
public. 

Panasonic's equipment donation includes 
10 AJ -D350 D -3 digital composite video- 
tape recorders, 12 FT -2700 27 -inch color 
video monitors, RAMSA audio mixing con- 
soles, power amps and condenser micro- 
phones and two 51 -inch Panasonic con- 
sumer projection televisions. The D -3 equip- 
ment will help in duplicating the New York 
archives and help in preservation efforts. 

ANSI proclaims SCTE as 
a standards developer 

The American National Standards Insti- 
tute (ANSI) has recognized the Society of 
Cable Telecommunications Engineers (SCTE) 
as a Standards Developing Organization 
(SDO) for the broadband telecommunica- 
tions industry. 

ANSI works with a variety of industries to 
determine that their proposed standards 
have been given due process and proper 
evaluation. According to SCTE president 
Bill Riker, the society can submit standards 
developed by its engineering subcommittees 
to ANSI. ANSI will certify that the industry 
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has had proper input in the development of 
SCTE- submitted technical standards. Upon 
ANSI approval, SCTE's standards will have 
increased creditability and visibility in the 
industry. This can assure their adoption 
and use by broadband telecommunications 
companies nationwide. The SCTE plans to 
submit 16 standards developed by its Inter- 
face Practices Subcommittee to ANSI for 
approval. 

WavePhore gets more 
patents 

WavePhore has been allowed two addi- 
tional patents by the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office. These are extensions of 
previously issued patents dealing with Wave - 
Phore's proprietary in -band transport of dig- 
ital data within the NTSC TV signal. The two 
additional patents deal with transmitting data 
with video and transmitting data with dy- 
namic data injection control. 

WavePhore's advanced multimedia data - 
casting was recently approved for field test- 
ing by the National Data Broadcasting 
Committee (NDBC), a joint effort of the 
NAB and the EIA. 

Microsoft exec to speak 
at SMPTE Conference 

SMPTE's 30th Advanced Motion Imaging 
Conference, to be held Feb. 1 -3 in Seattle, 
WA, will feature speaker Steve Raney of 
Microsoft. He will address some of his com- 
pany's relevant technologies associated with 
the conference theme, "The Convergence 
Continues... Computer Technology and Tele- 

vision." 
The conference will also address the tech- 

nologies that are changing the face of the 
motion -imaging industry and will feature a 

day -long course on an introduction to dig- 
ital video. 

For additional information, contact the 
SMPTE Marketing Department by phone 
at (914)761 -1100 or by fax at (914)761- 
3114 or by E -mail at mktg @smpte.org. 
More information can be found on the 
SMPTE home page on the web at http: // 
www.smpte.org. 

On another SMPTE note, 1996 -1997 of- 
ficers and governors have been announced. 
Mark S. Richer, PBS, is engineering vice 
president; Neil B. Feldman, Video Post & 
Transfer, is financial vice president; and 
Fung Fai Lam, Sony of Canada Ltd., is 

sections vice president. Edward P. Hobson 
II, Graham -Patten Systems, has been re- 
elected as conference vice president. Newly 
elected governors include Gary Teltscher, 
Astral Tech, Canadian region; Donald T. 

Adydan, Post Effects, Central region; Tho- 

mas M. Jordan, Leitch, and Robert J. Ross, 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Corporation, 
Eastern region; Robert B. Kisor, Paramount 
Pictures and Gavin Schutz, Four Media 
Company, Hollywood region; Edgar A. 

Schuller, Entertainment Video Systems, New 
York region; Clyde D. Smite, Turner Enter- 
tainment Networks, Southern region; and 
Peter D. Symes, The Grass Valley Group, 
Western region. 

The Weather Channel 
creates interactive and 
on -line programming 

The Weather Channel and Time Inc. are 
creating and distributing interactive program- 
ming for a series of ventures launched by 

Time Inc. New Media Division. 
TV programming from The Weather Chan- 

nel appears on The News Exchange, Time 
Inc. New Media's news and information 
service on Time Warner Cable's Full Service 
Network (FSN) in Orlando, FL. 

As part of the service, viewers will be able 
to view on- demand local, regional and na- 
tional weather that is produced by The 
Weather Channel. The News Exchange pro- 
vides customized news and information se- 

lected by cable subscribers. 
The Weather Channel will also provide 

global forecast information, maps and 
graphics to the Pathfinder Weather Center. 
This feature is located on Time Warner's 
web site at http: / /pathfinder.com. 

SMPTE welcomes 
international section 

The Society of Motion Picture and Televi- 
sion Engineers (SMPTE) has formed its 28th 
section worldwide. The society inaugurated 
the Hong Kong section during a reception 
at the Park Hotel at Tsim Sha Tsui, in Hong 
Kong. 

Michael Cheng and his group from AV 

Technology formed the section because inter- 
national cooperation is important to SMPTE 
in its standardization efforts. 

CONFERENCE 
CALENDAR 

April 14 -18 
NAB in Las Vegas 

(202)429 -5350 

April 15 -17 
Cable & Satellite 

London 
+44 181 -910 -7918 



"BTS cameras give 
the best pictures,;, 
under the sun... 
or snow... or humidity.. 
Gideon Uys 
Operations Manager 
Soljay Productions. Inc. 

"Our mobile production company covers some 

of the hot television sports -NFL games of the 

week for Fox, college football, hockey and base- 

ball for ESPN ...We're on the road 250 days a 

year: a new venue every few days. 

"Our clients demand the best pictures whatever 

conditions: today, in Alabama, with 95 legree 

temperatures and 90 percent humidity, )r 

tomorrow in Green Bay, in 14 degrees a.id snow 

"We can't have cameras that require constant 

tweaking. They have to function perfectly every 

time. 

"That's why our Mother Series MU's are 

equipped with BTS cameras. They deliv -r 

the hest, sharpest pictures thanks to BTS' 

pheromenal FT -SR CCD sensors. Our clients 

tell us about the unbelievably good pictures we 

get - more proof that we've got the right cam- 

eras. Some have bought BTS cameras for their 

own : rucks, based on their experience with ours. 

" We're so satisfied that we're on our third 

gene-ation of BTS cameras. On our newest 

truck, Nother Mo:her, we bought both BTS 

LDK 10 full size cameras and 101) companion 

cameras. 

"In mobile production, there's no time for 

secord-best performance. That's why we're such 

stron; supporters of BTS cameras." 
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EDITORIAL 

When the Government giveth, it also taketh away 

I'd laugh if it weren't so serious. First, there was the trial balloon idea that the government would sell 
the needed UHF ATV allocations to broadcasters. For the billions (yes billions) the sale might generate, 
the government would then "give back" $50 vouchers to consumers so they could buy set -top decoder 
boxes. These boxes would be needed to convert the UHF digital ATV signals back to NTSC for display 
on current TV sets. 

After broadcasters blasted the idea of forcing them to buy ATV allocations (see the November 
"Editorial "), the Clinton administration floated a second proposal. This plan involved selling the 
spectrum vacated by broadcasters to new users. The money generated from that sale would be counted 

toward the national debt. (Oh yeah, I believe that!) In addition, 
vouchers of $100 would be given to consumers to upgrade their TV 
sets (note the amount has now doubled). 

Now, another so- called industry pundit has suggested that part 
of that "revenue windfall" be given to broadcasters in the form of 
$2 million vouchers to purchzse new equipment for ATV transmis- 
sion. Whoa, isn't that a nifty idea? Free money! 

When was the last time the government gave you anything? Nary 
a dollar comes from Washington without strings attached. If you 
think the government is in your pocket now, just cash a $2 million 
voucher and see what happens. 

Current EEO guidelines might seem lightweight compared to 
what could be mandated upon a station's participation in such a 
voucher program. Also, stations who saw a free meal in this idea 
might find their Uncle Reed telling them how many hours of 
children's programming to carry, the number of commercials 
permitted each hour and the amount of community service pro- 
gramming they'd have to provide. There's no telling what strings 
Washington would put on these so- called vouchers. When the 
Government givith, it also taketh away. 

Also, equipment manufacturers are not likely to discount any- 
thing when it's a seller's market. That's especially going to be the 
case if the suppliers know that the broadcast station is going to be 
getting $2 million in free federal bucks. A program like this is more 

likely to increase the real price of those very products needed by stations to get ATV on the air. 
Politicians don't give anything away, let alone money, without getting something in return. It's the give 

a dollar, get a vote syndrome. 
The idea of giving vouchers to consumers or broadcasters based on revenue from spectrum sales is a 

wolf in sheep's clothing. The process will merely place government more squarely than ever on the backs 
of the American consumer and broadcaster. 

The last election clearly indicated that the American public wants less, not more, government 
involvement in their lives. I think the U.S. broadcaster is too smart to follow the pied piper of DC, even 
if he is throwing (someone else's) money around. 

.4400, 
Brad Dick, editor 

Internet: 
be©intertec.com 

CompuServe: 
74672,3124 

FAXback: 
913 -967 -1905 
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Editbox is editinil 

ti 

Daily Planet 

`It's my pride and 
joy, my Porsche - 

I love it and so do 
my clients.' 

Daily Planet is a leading 

Chicago -based editing 

bout que heavily involved in 

graplícs, special effects and 

3D animation Since it was 

found 15 years ago, 

Daily Planet has grown into a 

full -service post production 

facili-y occupying more thar 
10,000 square feet and 

emplicying 25 people. 

Fred Berkover 
President anc Senior Editor 

Qu 

Call 

No waiting, no worries, just sheer editing power. 

r 24 hour Editbox Hotline now 1 800 218 0051 Ext.125 
Quantal lnz., 85 Old Kings Highway No-th, Darien, CT 06820 Te : (203) 656 3100 Fax: .203) 656 3459 
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FCC UPDATE By Harry C. Martin and Andrew S. Kersting 

1 Owners must register towers with FCC 

The commission has adopted a streamlined 
procedure under which tower owners will 
register antennas that require FAA clearance 
and special painting and lighting because of 
aviation safety concerns. In addition, the 
FCC has revised the painting and lighting 
requirements in Part 17 of its rules to conform 
to the specifications in two FAA advisory 
circulars on tower marking and lighting. 

Under the new scheme, each antenna will 
be registered by its owner rather than by 
each individual licensee that uses the struc- 
ture. The owner will be the only point of 
contact for resolving antenna -related prob- 
lems. Now, the burdens associated with the 
antenna clearance process will be reduced 
for the commission and the licensees. 

Beginning July 1, 1996, under the new 
antenna clearance procedures, owners 
of all proposed antennas requiring FAA 
notification or of existing structures with 
alterations requiring FAA notification 
will be required to register such struc- 
tures with the FCC, prior to the con- 
struction or alteration. The commission 
will also establish a phased 2 -year win- 
dow for registration of all existing towers 
(i.e., constructed prior to July 1, 1996) that 
require FAA notification. During the peri- 
od between July 1, 1996 and June 30, 
1998, the owners of all existing towers 
must register them with the FCC. 

meaning as "accepted for filing," a term of 
art at the FCC. 

Broadcasters with mutually exclusive AM, 
FM or TV applications that have been pend- 
ing since before the February 1994 compar- 
ative freeze probably will not be affected by 
the auction mandate, since in those cases, 
mutually exclusive applications already have 
been accepted for filing. However, because 
none of the mutually exclusive FM applica- 
tions filed with the FCC after the February 
1994 freeze have been accepted for filing, 
they would not fall within the exception to 
the auction language just discussed. (Unlike 
FM applications that are filed only during a 

designated window, AM and TV applica- 
tions are filed in response to cut -off lists that 
include previously accepted applications. 
Thus, an AM or TV application filed after the 
freeze may have been accepted for filing.) 

Any broadcaster who has a mutually exclu- 
sive radio or TV application for a facility that 
was filed with the FCC after the comparative 
freeze and has not been accepted for filing, 
may have to bid at auction for a facility 
authorization or will find that the time and 
money already invested in the process 
are lost. 

LPTV/TV translator in the near future is 

hopeless, an option does exist. The FCC 
does allow, without the need of a window, 
the purchase of existing operating stations 
and stations under construction permits. 

Recent discussions with 
the FCC indicate that it 
does not plan to open a 
window for applications 
for new low -power TV 

or TV translator stations 
anytime soon. 

EEO sanctions levied 
The FCC granted the renewal of a North 

Carolina station subject to reporting condi- 
tions, and issued the licensee a notice of 

apparent liability (NAL) of $15,000 
for violations of the EEO rule. The 

action was taken following its ap- 
proval of a joint request for settle- 

ment agreement between the NAACP 
and the licensee, and the subsequent 

dismissal of the NAACP's petition to 
deny the pending renewal application. 

The record indicated that in an MSA, 
which was 17.8% minority, the licensee 
had maintained an average of 15% mi- 
norities on its staff, and 11°/0 minorities 
in upper -level positions during the 5- 
year period preceding the filing of its 
renewal application. During the period 
between July 31, 1988 through July 31, 
1991, the licensee had 29 full-time hires, 
including 19 for upper -level positions. 

Although the licensee claimed to have 
contacted a variety of general and minority- 
specific recruitment sources for 29 of its full - 
time vacancies, it was unable to provide any 
recruitment data for 15 of its 29 full -time 
job openings. Specifically, the licensee could 
not provide recruitment sources for 135 of 
its 216 applicants, and could substantiate 
the use of only five general recruitment 
sources for any of its remaining applicants. 
Moreover, the licensee was unable to pro- 
vide data regarding the race or national 
origin of any of its applicants. 

The FCC concluded that the licensee did 
not keep adequate records and failed to 
conduct a self- assessment of its EEO pro- 
gram until the end of its license term. 

DATELINE: 

Commercial stations in the following states 

must file their annual ownership r 
reports 

or 

ownership certifications by Mississippi, 

Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, 

Nebraska, New Jersey, New York and Okla- 

homa. 

Auctions or no auctions? 
The budget reconciliation bill, not the 

highly publicized telecommunications bill, 
will control the future disposition of facili- 
ties for which mutually exclusive applica- 
tions are pending. The budget bill includes 
language that provides for the auction of 
any facilities for which mutually exclusive 
applications are filed after the effective date 
of the bill. With respect to mutually exclu- 
sive applications pending, the bill provides 
that such proceedings will be determined by 
an auction unless the application has been 
"accepted" prior to the effective date of the 
bill. Little guidance is available on the def- 
inition of "accepted" as used in the bill. 
"Accepted" may or may not have the same 
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LPTV/TV translator window 
not expected till '97 

Recent discussions with the FCC staff indi- 
cate that it does not plan to open a window 
for applications for new low -power TV 
(LPTV) or TV translator stations anytime 
soon. There were some expectations that the 
commission was going to open the LPTV/TV 
translator window by the end of December. 

However, the FCC's staff advises that a 

window for new stations will not open until 
the Advanced Television (ATV) spectrum has 
been allocated. The ATV allocations could 
reportedly take anywhere from one to two 
years. However, a window may open to 
allow for major modification of LPTV/TV 
translator stations as early as January of 1996. 

Although it seems that applying for a new 
Harry C. Martin and Andrew S. Kersting are attorneys with Fletcher, 
Heald & Hildreth, P.L.C., Rosslyn, VA. 
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Operational areas 

By Leonard Charles 

The federal government's Emergency Alert 
System (EAS) commitment is to distribute 
national emergency messages to each state. 
Each state will be divided into operational 
areas defined by its State Emergency Com- 
munications Committee (SECC) to dissemi- 
nate the national, as well as the state EAS 
messages. Additionally, the SECC will deter- 
mine the EAS designation and two monitor- 
ing assignments for each broadcaster and 
cable operator in the operational area. This 
information, along with actual emergency 
procedures, will be published in your EAS 
state plan and distributed to you after FCC 
approval. Because many SECCs are small, 
they would welcome any input into formu- 
lating this plan. To find out the chairman of 
your SECC, contact the FCC's EAS office at 
(202)418 -1220. 

3 YEAR 
WARRANT! 

VIDEO D A's 
ES-207A 

Broadcast Quality 
1x 4 or 1x5 

Gain -Adjustable from 
.8 to 1.5 Volts 

Equalization-Compensates 
for 1000' of RG -59/U 

Response -.5dß at 10MHz 
Propagation Delay - 

5Nsec 

$175 
MANY OTHER AUDIO AND 
VIDEO DA's AVAILABLE!! 

Including Rockmount Configurations 

142 SIERRA ST. EL SEGUNDO 
CALIFORNIA 90245 
(310) 322 -2136 
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Operational areas can be further broken 
down into local operational areas (LOAs). 
Each LOA can be thought of as the "last - 
mile" path to the public for an EAS message. 
Because most emergencies are local in nature, 
the role of the LOA in disseminating local 
EAS information is immense. It is here where 
the web architecture of the EAS will see its full 

development. When properly implemented, 
this web will carry emergency messages 
through the LOA on background (non - 
broadcast) channels. 

Background channels 
To facilitate these channels, additional 

monitoring inputs will be necessary on your 
EAS decoder. The strength of using back- 
ground channels comes from their availability 
24 hours a day, every day of the year. Any 
broadcaster or cable operator monitoring these 
channels will have emergency information 
delivered to them as soon as it is available. 
They can then make the decision to broadcast 
based on the event and area data encoded in 

the digital header. No longer will one station's 
decision not to relay prohibit other broad- 
casters from receiving the message. 

A typical background channel is the NOAA 
weather radio and its Specific Area Message 
Encoding (SAME). The SAME and EAS pro- 
tocols are identical. Add to that the fact that 
a high percentage of emergencies are weather 
related, and it becomes clear that the NOAA 
weather radio makes an excellent choice for 
an additional monitoring input to your EAS 

decoder. 
In counties equipped with a 911 center, an 

EAS encoder outfitted onto an existing com- 
munications channel from that center would 
be another excellent background channel. 
Broadcasters and cable operators monitor- 
ing that channel would be in constant con- 
nection to each government agency served 

by that 911 center. In counties not fortunate 
enough to have a 911 center, developing a 

background channel from the county sheriff 
or the local police department would accom- 
plish the same goal. 

Header codes 
and local planning 

An important part of any local EAS plan 
involves the identification of message -header 
codes that will represent life -threatening sit- 

uations vs. codes that will precede advisory 
information. This is essential for those auto- 
mated or unattended facilities in your LOA 
and any facility choosing some level of auto- 
matic relay. 

EAS equipment will allow such facilities to 
choose automatic relay of messages contain- 
ing life -threatening codes and manual relay 
of all others. Though the EAS rules publish 
the only codes permitted in an EAS digital 
header, the FCC recognizes that more codes 
could be necessary to effectively design a 

local EAS. As such, they will accept addition- 
al code requests from LOA committees sub- 
mitted through the state plan. Deciding on 
these additional custom codes will be part of 
the LOA organizational effort. 

Because each LOA is unique, its EAS de- 

sign is best accomplished through the coop- 
erative efforts of the broadcasters, cable op- 

erators and local government officials within 
it. Local SBE chapters can be valuable start- 
ing points for this organizational effort. The 
result will be an LOA plan that includes 
participants, paths, procedures and header 
codes to be used in it. This plan must be 

submitted to and approved by your SECC 
and the FCC before implementation. 

Leonard Charles is an SBE board member and engineer at WISC -P 
in Madison, WI. He chairs the SBE National EAS Committee. 

SBE EAS PRIMER 
is now available 
SBE member price: $25.00 
Non -member price: $35.00 

The SBE EAS Committee 
produced this primer, which 
includes everything you want 
to know about the EAS: 

National and state 
FAS plans 
Local EAS plans 
The FAS web 
Guide for SECC chairs 
EAS FAQs 

and more! 

For more information on how to obtain the primer, call the SBE at 317/253 -1640. 



Ikegami's HK -366 Wideband 
Studio /Field CCD Camera System 

Our HK -336 camera incpnorates 
many new features derrorded 
by video professionals. :ct 
superior studio performcnce that 
draws encores, the HK -36x3 

offers a newly- develoçec 
Shot Memory-3ard, JF DT_ and 
Picture -In- Picture, Shin Cie-ail 

includ ng Auto Skin Hue Set -Up, 
and Sá Vector Color Coredion. 

During he dNveloprert cf the 
HK -3E6, every dentfiabie 
operating nuance carne arcer 

close scrut ny. Exceatirnal image quality WOE achievad \A-th 

450,000 pixel CGCts. Cable runs up to 240C metes are 
handed with the new l ng -rcnge triax transmission system. 

Commitmen- to essential functions plus productior fea -ires, 

The HI' -366P Portable Camera 
emplo!s the some 45C,C00 -aixel 
CODs cs the HK -366, an can be 
operated through he same Base 
Station and contra: pallet as the 
HK -363. When the HK-336R is 
docket to a VCR, it be:o nes o 
high -inage quality EN3 camera. 

combined with excepiortil oic-ure 
qualify, results in the H14- 3E.6's 
superb performance. 

The HK 366 achiev3s .a horizontal 
resolution of 800 lines (v-c-i), a 

S/N ratio cf 62db, and c high 
sensitivity of f8, while ofe-ing 
startling picture quality yiwl of the 
HK- Series Cameras. 

When an optional Cigial IiF unit is 

added, the base station car provid-3 a 

composte serial digital t ria 
(143Mb:s) or a comports- serial 
digital signal (270Mb/s) Tn s allows 
the HK -266 to be inte-foxec with a 

variety or digital systeTis 
The HK -366 and its p:rtcble 

companion are readily epFgrcdeable to a 16:4 cspect ratio. 
Take command api l=ac.Ta learn more, call the nearest 

Ikegami Regional Office 

The I-K- 366:366P 
caneras nal,e the Skin 
Tarie Dec I future which 
recel .ed the Engineering 
Enmi Award for technical 
achievenent 

T H E P R O F E S S I O N A L ' S C H C I C E 

ILegami Electronics .J.S.A.), Inc 37 B'ookAen-e, Maywood, NJ 07607 East Coast: (201) 363 -7'; 
We4 Coast (310) 534-0050 Southeast: (_ 05) 735.220. Suthwest: (I14) 869 -236: Midwest: (708) E34 -. ;74 
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TRANSITION TO DIGITAL 
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The transition from an analog to an all - 
digital facility is no longer a question of if, 

but rather when, and there is no better time 
than the present. Enough products are cur- 
rently on the market to ensure a smooth and 
successful transition. However, it won't be 
accomplished without some forethought and 
pragmatic planning. 

The ideal situation would be to design a 
brand -new all- digital facility and switch 
over after final checkout. The major con- 
straints here are time and money. Some can 
afford this luxury, but for many, it will be 
a step -by -step process, replacing one sec- 
tion or functional area at a time. The objec- 
tive is to capitalize on existing 
equipment investments and arrive 
at an all- digital facility as quickly 
and cost -effectively as possible, 
avoiding the traps and shortcom- 
ings that the pioneers have en- 
countered on the way. 

Having worked as a technical sup- 
port engineer for a leading manu- 
facturer of digital products, such as 
production switchers, routers, 
DVEs, editing and format conver- 
sion products, I have been involved 
in working through many of the 
initial problems that have been en- 
countered. Many of these solutions 
have become industry standards. 
There are still lessons to be learned 
and problems to solve, but progress 
has been made. There are many 
choices to make and many paths to 
follow on the way to an all- digital 
facility. This article will help you 
make better choices when deciding 
how to upgrade your facility. 

Which digital format? 
The format of choice is clearly 

digital component. A major factor 
is the lower cost of the new digital 
component videotape recorders. 
Component digital costs are still 
slightly higher than composite, but 
the advantages far outweigh the 
cost difference. Some of these ad- 

By John Joannou 

Choosing a system integrator, part 1 

vantages include: 

Higher signal quality due to the absence of 
subcarrier artifacts; 

Quantizing resolution for a 10 -bit compo- 
nent signal is higher than a 10 -bit composite 
signal because component digital does not 
digitize below black; 

In component, bit rates for 525 and 625 
serial digital are similar; 

Most component products can switch 
between 525- and 625 -line formats by mere- 
ly changing a software or hardware switch 
and/or the reference signal; 

Most production switchers, DVEs and 
routers are 16x9 ready; 

Because this is the emerging standard, 
manufacturer's support will take you well 
past the new century; and 

Available converters allow for use of ana- 
log component as well as composite analog 
and digital signals. 

Using a component production switcher 
with composite VTRs, although possible, 
should be approached with caution. The 

choice of various composite VTRs, pro- 
duction switchers, converters and transla- 
tors should be carefully studied to make 
sure that the whole system can be properly 
timed, especially in edit facilities were the 
preread capability of VTRs is a require- 
ment. Timing is usually not a major prob- 
lem when one or two composite VTRs are 
used as sources only. However, advanced 
reference of a line or two may be required 
to compensate for the decoder and/or dig- 
ital converter. 

NTSC composite digital may be a viable 
choice for some facilities, based on current 
equipment investment and client require- 
ments. However, PAL composite digital 
applications have never been viable due to 
editing limitations. 

Choosing equipment 
Choosing major pieces of equipment, such 

as large -scale routers, production switchers, 
DVEs and edit controllers, is an important 
step toward the future success of your facil- 
ity. Take your time, don't be pressured into 
making a hasty decision. Exhaust all ave- 

nues and get all the information 
before deciding. The best decisions 
are usually made by a team rather 
than individually. First, make a 

list of requirements and consider 
items such as: 

If planned and implemented properly, changes can be incorporated while 
keeping cabling neat. 
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Budget; 
Industry standards; 
Client preferences, especially for 

leading edit facilities; 
Availability of free -lance opera- 

tors; 
Important features specific to 

your needs; 
Extent of intercontrol of various 

equipment - extremely important 
when considering automation; 

Reliability; and 
Manufacturer's technical sup- 

port and financial stability. 

Put a team together by getting 
operators and maintenance engi- 
neers involved in the selection pro- 
cess. People are more likely to 
support the changes if they are 
involved. Seek operator input, be- 
cause they will ultimately use the 
equipment and make money for 
you. They can provide informa- 
tion as to ease of use and impor- 
tant feature sets. 

Maintenance engineers usually 
have valuable information as to 



which products are reliable and which 
manufacturers have the best technical sup- 
port. All the features, bells and whistles 
mean nothing when you have a major 
piece of equipment down, and there is no 
tech support and spare parts are unavail- 
able. 

Armed with your team of advisers, set up 
as many demos as possible and compare 
features, keeping in mind the requirements 
list. Trade shows are an excellent place to 
gather comparable data. 

If the product is fairly new on the market, 
find out how many are currently installed 
in working facilities. If possible, have the 
sales person set up a demo at an existing 
facility. This way, you will get an opportu- 
nity to ask the end user some practical 
questions about the equipment's function- 
ality and reliability. 

Once the field is narrowed down, ask the 
sales person to arrange for the equipment 
to be left at your facility for a few days. 
Then have the operators spend some time 
working on it. As the time to make a 
purchase decision nears, make sure that a 
manufacturer's checkout, operational and 
technical training, along with a full set of 
service literature, also is included in the 
negotiations. 

Staff engineers or 
outside integrators? 

Unless your facility has a department ded- 
icated to installing systems, it's not wise to 
use maintenance support engineers to de- 
sign and install a digital facility. Even though 
they may best understand the facility's spe- 
cific needs, they usually do not have suffi- 
cient time, system expertise or project man- 
agement skills to pull it off smoothly. De- 
spite this, their participation at various steps 
of the design process is of utmost impor- 
tance. It's a good idea to assign a mainte- 
nance engineer to work with and communi- 
cate their needs to the system integrator. 

The system integrator and or indepen- 
dent consultant will ultimately put the fa- 
cility together; get them involved in the 
process as early as possible. It is important 
that they have a good understanding of the 
facility's requirements and procedures. 

System integrators come in many shapes 
and sizes, from the conglomerate "we -do- 
it -all" manufacturer /system designer /archi- 
tect /contractor to the 1 -man video- or au- 
dio -only system engineer. All are capable 
of doing an excellent job in their respective 
field, but they do not necessarily do a good 
job all the time. The bigger and /or most 
expensive companies are not necessarily 

the best in all cases. Many factors need to 
be considered, such as who will manage 
the project? Does he /she have the relevant 
experience and a good reputation? Does 
the company have more projects than re- 
sources at present? Have any of their top 
project managers recently left the company? 

Larger companies are financially more 
stable, can throw in more resources if need- 
ed, and will probably be around for a while 
after the installation is completed. On the 
other hand, smaller companies or individ- 
uals are usually chosen for their specific 
expertise and reputation, which may be 
worth more than financial stability. 

Just as on the artistic side where clients 
tend to follow artists as they move from one 
company to the next, companies stick with 
engineers they know and trust. Many large 
companies will stick with the same project 
manager /design engineer as he /she moves 
from one company to the next. Large con- 
tracts have been awarded to small compa- 
nies rather than to a large system integrator 
because of previous experience with an indi- 
vidual at the small company. 

Dealers, or "systems houses" as they are 
referred to, sell equipment from various man- 
ufacturers and will design and install the vid- 
eo /audio part of the system. They normally 

"YES! THE WAYAHEAD TO DIGITAL CAN BE 
PRETTY TRICKY" CAUTIONED SNELL. 
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handle smaller -sized projects and usually do 
not have a staff engineer, or they have one 
who is overworked, and thus many times 
will look outside for additional help. 

Regardless of their size, the quality of work 
tends to vary when companies use outside 
design engineers. To ensure quality work and 
overall satisfaction, check the reputation of 
the company as well as the system engineer. 

When choosing equipment manufactur- 
ers and a system integrator, make sure that 
they have a good working relationship and 
that the manufacturer will support your 
system integrator. This should be carefully 
considered when the equipment manufac- 
turer and system integrator are competing 
for the same project. 

If you are working with a company that 
will sell you the equipment and also design 
your facility, it is wise to hire an independent 
consultant that will research and give you 
an impartial opinion on the recommenda- 
tions they make. You don't want to buy a 

product only to find at the last minute that 
it does not perform as promised. 

Some large manufacturing companies may 
be interested in taking on the project man- 
agement of large installations. The manag- 
ing company can put together a team where- 

by the best in each field is chosen for the 
project. The client can choose from a list of 
possible candidates, or may request a spe- 
cific company or individual to be part of 
the team. The client gets the best of both 
worlds, the backup and support of a large 
corporation and the cumulative expertise 
of industry leaders. This way, you are 
assured the manufacturer will support the 
integrator during the installation and your 
facility long after the project is completed. 

Planning and 
scheduling the change 

The biggest mistake facility owners or 
managers can make is to wait too long 
before getting an integrator involved. It 
does not make sense to spend hundreds of 
thousands or even millions of dollars on 
equipment and then undermine the entire 
operation by not allowing enough time for 
due process. 

Some facilities seem to wait forever to 
decide whether they will go for the change 
or not, and once they decide, they rely on 
sales representatives to come up with an 
equipment list. Getting the integrator in- 
volved after the equipment orders have been 
placed is doing it backward, to say the least. 

Not allowing enough time for the design 
and installation puts everything in a state 
of chaos. 

Enough time needs to be allowed for each 
of the following stages: 

Equipment selection; 
Equipment delivery planning; 
Design and installation; 
Check out equipment problems and solu- 

tions of any system; 
Operator and technical staff training; and 
Operations changeover. 

Next month, we will discuss things to 
look for in choosing a system integrator; as 
well as what to look for during and after 
the installation. 

John Joannou is the owner of Teklogic Systems, a consulting firm 
based in Woodland Hills, CA. 

Internet: 
be@intertec.corn 

CompuServe: 
746723124 

FAXback: 
' 913-967-1905 
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"AT LAST.. THE DOORWAY TO DIGITAL!" 
WHISPERED WILCOX. 
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Snell & Wilcox. 
"Your essential guide to digital.' 

"THIS MUST BE THE LEGENDARY 

ANALOG'S GRAVEYARD..." 

GUESSED SNELL. 

Do you really need to dump your existing equipment 
to change to digital? 

Does changing to digital have to be so daunting? 

"WHEN THE WORLD WENT 
DIGITAL THEY GOT LEFT 

BEHIND "SNELL EXPLAINED. 

"THEY OBVIOUSLY WENT DIGITAL 

TOO ABRUPTLY "GASPED WILCOX. 

Don't get left behind! Come and explore the way ahead with 
Snell & Wilcox. 

Buy "Your essential guide to digital" only at address below. 

SNELL & WILCOX) o 
i :ngirlu'(.'l i)lti With \ l ioll 
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Teleplone: US (408) 734 1688. Fax: (408) 734 4760. UK +44 (0) 181 607 9455. Fax: +44 (0) 181 607 5466. Email: Info @Snell.co.UK 



A MANAGEMENT 

During the past decade when the broad- 
cast industry was in a slump, many facilities 
spent much of their time looking for anoth- 
er management or re- engineering concept. 
They spent little time following up on the 
one they had already taught their managers. 
Because this is the month to make New Year 

resolutions, it's time to relearn ways in which 
you can better manage yourself and others. 

You can't discover new oceans without 
having the courage to lose sight of the shore, 
so take a leap of faith and build from the 
management style that you already have. 
Don't try to reinvent yourself and your 
management style. 

The management process 
The ABCs of management are: 
A = Activator - What a manager does 

before a performance. 
B = Behavior - Performance or what 

someone says or does. 
C = Consequence - What a manager 

does after performance. 
As a manager, your job is to make sure that 

your employees are clear on their key areas 
of responsibility (accountability) and what 
good performance in each of those areas 
looks like (performance standards). Goal 
setting is the most important activator for 
managers to remember because it gets the 
ball rolling. During this process, make sure 
that you clarify your own priorities. Weigh 
the value of each project and estimate the 
time you'll need to do it well. Then set your 
priorities according to the objectives that 
you should already have. Rate and organize 
your activities to gain a clear perspective on 
all of the functions of your own work. 
Remember, you can't lead your staff if you 
can't even organize yourself. 

Next, you should watch what your em- 
ployees do or say while trying to accomplish 
the tasks you've given them. This is a mea- 
sure of their performance or behavior - the 
B portion of the ABCs. It's important to 
observe your staff's behavior so that it can 
be measured. Similarly, you have the same 
behavioral goals to attain. In other words, 
to be effective, you must clarify and orga- 
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By Curtis Chan 

The ABCs of management 

nize your objectives in the plan that will 

work best for you. Structure your current 
and future projects according to priorities, 
set due dates and deliverables. Thinking 
further ahead, consider breaking down your 
long -range goals into monthly, weekly and 
daily plans, while working out a scheme 
that will allow you to revise and update 
them as necessary. 

The C of the ABCs is responding, since 
that has to do with consequences. As the 
manager, the C is the response you give to 
your employees when they perform or at- 
tempt to perform a task. A note of caution: 
Avoid giving praise or reprimands if you 
think it's dependent on your mood 
swing...it's a good way to lose your credibil- 
ity fast. 

The important thing 
is not what happens 
when you're there to 
supervise, but what 

happens when you're 
not there. 

Another way to look at it is if a person can't 
do something, then go back to goal setting, 
because this is a training problem. If the 
person won't do something, reprimand him 
or her, because this is an attitude problem. 

In training 
The five steps to training a learner (your 

employee) to be a good "performer" are: 
1. Tell (what to do); 
2. Show (how to do it); 
3. Let the person try it; 
4. Observe his or her performance; and 
5. Praise the progress or redirect it. 

It has been said that only positive conse- 
quences encourage good future performance; 
therefore, performance is determined main- 
ly by consequences. If this is true, then all the 
goal setting without any managing of con- 
sequences - praising good performance 
and reprimanding poor - will only get 
things started and provide short -term suc- 

cess. As a manager, the important thing is 

not what happens when you're there to 
supervise, but what happens when you're 
not there. 

The secret to getting good performance 
from your staff when you're not in the office 
is how effectively you deliver consequences 

when you are there. The last bit of advice in 

this area is when you end a reprimand with 
praise, people think about their behavior, not 
your behavior. After all, you want your 
people to think about improving their be- 
havior instead of focusing on how you 
scolded them and missing the point entirely. 

The PRICE system 
Now that you have an overview of the 

ABCs of management, let's expand on it a 

little with an acronym called the PRICE 
system. The PRICE system is targeted at 
achieving excellence in all parts of your life 

as well as helping to attain positive results 
for your employees. Using the system, you 
can make your New Year's resolutions come 
true, rather than having another unfulfilled 
promise for yourself and your staff. Here's a 

brief summary of the system: 
P (pinpoint) - Determine the perfor- 

mance area of interest; 
R (record) - Measure current perfor- 

mance level on a graph that you develop; 
I (involve) - Agree on performance goals 

and strategies for coaching and evaluation; 
C (coach) - Observe performance and 

manage consequences; and 
E (evaluate) - Track performance 

progress and determine future strategies. 
If everyone in your organization sets up 

PRICE -specific projects, then the goals them- 
selves are the pinpointed areas of interest. 
Present performance on each of these goals 
will be recorded. Then each employee will 
be involved with setting his or her own goal, 
as well as establishing coaching and coun- 
seling strategies. Next, coaching can begin. 
Finally, everyone can join in to evaluate their 
own progress and make corrections where 
needed. 

In the end, the system won't work unless 
you start it, so what is important is not that 
it's done right the first time, but that you and 
your staff get under way. Of course, that 
means overcoming procrastination, but that 
is another lesson. 

Curtis Chan is president of Chan & Associates, a marketing consult- 
ing service for audio, broadcast and post- production, Fullerton, CA. 

Tell us your tale 

If you have a good management 
story to tel, we want to hear it 

Contact us through CompuServe 
at 74672,3124, via the Internet 

at be@intertec.com 
or by fax at 913- 967 -1905. 



The new Tektronix 764's Session Statistics Display records key 
digital audio parameters, while the WFM601i provides 

extended error checking, eye pattern testing, and a traditional 
analog display for serial digital video. 

You can shop a long list of 

suppliers for bits and pieces of 

test equipment for your new 

component digital studio. 

Fortunately, that's an ordeal you 

can avoid. 

The SPG 422 Component Digital Sync Pulse Generator is fast 
becoming the new industry standard, providing master digital 

timing references plus serial digital video and AES digital audio 
test signal sources. 

content, data integrity and transport layer. And to perform 

every essential studio function, from monitoring channel 

status data and accumulating session statistics during 

digital audio mastering, to testing the integrity of a 

270 Mb /s digital video transport layer. 

Why deal with a multitude of suppliers when you 

Tektronix is the one place you can turn for all the test can turn to Tektronix, the video industry leader for more 

equipment to equip your entire high -end digital studio. 

Plus all the expertise and assistance you need to ensure 

that your move to digital is fast and efficient. 

Tektronix offers the industry's most advanced 

instruments to monitor and analyze everything, including 

than 40 years. 

For information on any of our communications test 

solutions, just call 800 -426 -2200. (When prompted, press 

"3" and ask for program 464.) Or, find us on the Web at 

http://www.tek.com/mbd/w464 

TESTING THE CHANGING WORLD OF COMMUNICATIONS 

01495 Tektronix Inc - VAA-TVTti-l'1.0 
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PRODUCTION By Har 

Editing "on the fly" implies a post -pro- 
duction process that goes directly from ac- 
quisition to on -line editing, with no prepa- 
ratory off -line steps. This style of produc- 
tion has become significantly faster and 
easier with the arrival of digital non -linear 
editing. 

For example, the ability to copy an entire 
sequence with the stroke of a pen or a few 
keystrokes frees the editor from an entire 
array of old- school, time -consuming tasks. 
As a result, an editor gains freedom to 
concentrate on the essence of the project at 
hand, as opposed to being burdened by the 
pure mechanics of the effort. Those who 
have become accustomed to working in the 
non -linear domain generally find it difficult 
to return to linear editing. 

Linear vs. non -linear 
In the days of linear editing, the editor's 

work was largely dictated by the equipment 
that he or she used. Time -based errors, chang- 
ing tapes, routing signals, multiple machine 
control and work prints were part of every 
editor's routine. These tedious tasks were 
never questioned. They were just part of 
your job in the linear world. 

In the non -linear world, when footage is 

put into the system, the only thing left to do 
is edit. You don't worry about frame delays 
or whether the matte and beauties are on the 
same tape. You can often change a shot 
faster than a producer can change his or her 
mind. You may also find that you're able to 
communicate much more effectively with 
the producer because you're not forced to 
wait for the result every time an edit is made. 
This results in a better product, a shorter 
session and a happier client. 

Most non -linear on -line editing systems 
are extremely expensive, however, and not 
all of them deliver everything they promise 
(at least not yet). Some of these systems also 
have to render many transitions and ef- 
fects, which can slow down the process 
significantly - although the overall result 
is still faster than linear editing. The tech- 
nology is still fairly new, which implies that 
there also may be numerous software bugs. 
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Editing on the fly 

(Of course, Murphy's Law dictates that 
these will only rear their ugly heads in front 
of the most demanding clients.) Most man- 
ufacturers soon become aware of these prob- 
lems and generally solve them on their next 
software version. Although each revision 
can hold its own new set of bugs, a good 
system will generally get better with every 
new software release. 

Selecting a system 
Your decision to go non -linear may be an 

easy one, but finding a system to fit your 
needs may not be. Most of today's editors 
have learned and refined their skills work- 
ing in traditional linear edit suites. Over the 
last few years, more and more clients have 
come to the sessions in such facilities with 
EDLs from non -linear off -line systems. This 
means that editors working in the on -line 
suite have found themselves conforming 
these projects instead of actually building 
the projects as they used to do. 

Your decision to go 
non -linear may be an 

easy one, but finding a 
system to fit your needs 

may not be. 

Many of these editors found that they 
were missing the creative process, so they 
learned how to run non -linear off -line sys- 
tems. Once exposed to this technology, 
most editors realize that non -linear is a 
much more efficient way to work. But non- 
linear converts with on -line backgrounds 
may miss working with the quality of an 
on -line suite. 

To satisfy these needs, you'll have to find 
the ultimate non -linear, real -time on -line 
system for your operating style. Prepare a 
list of requirements and go shopping. 

Friendly, fast and reliable 
The most important quality of a non- 

linear system is that it meets the needs of 
yourself as well as the client. You'll need 
something that your clients will be comfort- 
able with, because they may be reluctant to 
use a system that they are unaware of or 
have negative feelings about. 

To get the utmost from your system, it 
should be friendly, fast and reliable. It should 
also have real -time CCIR -601 input and 
output and plenty of storage, along with 

Id Sellers and James Klotz 

digital video effects requiring minimal ren- 
dering time. Depending on your applica- 
tions, you may also find that integration 
tools (such as stabilization and color correc- 
tion) are important. They may be useful for 
minor "fixing" of scratches and film dirt. 

Of course, technical support is always a 
critical issue. The true acid test for this 
parameter is to call after hours and measure 
how long it takes to get a technician on the 
phone. 

Friendliness is a factor because the more 
producers understand when they look at 
the screen, the more they can be involved in 
the process. Furthermore, the speed of a 

non -linear system frees up an entire realm of 
possibilities unknown in the linear world. 

Some clients, unaccustomed to the speed 
of the non -linear world, may be reluctant to 
request changes in the middle of a session 
because they think it would be a major time - 
consuming task. A learning curve is inevita- 
ble for some, but once they adjust to the 
notion of non -linear on -line digital editing, 
they are never the same. Clients are also 
beginning to realize that taking a project to 
a non -linear facility from the beginning 
(from conforming an EDL list through revi- 
sions and fixes to final effects) actually saves 
them money because of the system's speed. 

Reliability is another key factor. When it is 

midnight and the producer has decided to 
make the tenth shot revision of the evening - and the project airs at 6:00 a.m. - speed 
is useless if the system is constantly going 
haywire. 

Many users that have made the move to 
non -linear report that they are convinced it 
represents the future of post -production. 
Their clients like the system, they are booked 
solid weeks in advance and they can pump 
out a large amount of material in a short 
period of time. In the words of one recent 
non -linear convert, "It's nice to feel that I 

am finally the master of the technology 
instead of its servant." 

Harold Sellers is vice president and James Klotz is president of 11 th 

Street Post, Atlanta. 

For more information on non- 
linear on -line editing systems, 

circle (154) on Action Card. See also 
"Editing Controllers," p. 74 of the 

1996 BE Buyers Guide. 

l ' Internet: be ®intertec.ccm 
CompuServe: 74672,3124 
FAXback: 913-967-1905 



IF 
you want 
to make 

the move from 
tape to disk, 
Ira Goldstone 
has a few quick 
words of advice: 

Q: As Director of Engineer- 

ing at Tribune Broadcasting, 

you're in the midst of updating 

your entire system. How do 

you deal with the pressure? 

A: Carefully. 

Q: Right. So did you choose 

the Louth ADC -100 automa- 

tion system to bridge to disk or 

give you future flexibility? 

HOW 
FAST 

CAN 

DISKYOU O9 
A: 

Q: 

Ys. 

Meaning you liked Louth's 

ability to control all types of 
different devices? 

A: Yes. 

Q: And you weren't worried 
about any problems with propri- 

A U T O M A T I O N 

etary aitomation software 

or choosing any disk vendor 

you wanted? 

A: No 

Q: So if you were to give 

advice on how to make the 

transition to disk, without 
worrying about where your 

station goes in the future, 

what would it be? 

A: Louth. 

Q: And what about the 
multi- casting environment? 

A: Louth. 

Q: Of course, you'd still 

need a media management 

and traffic interface system 

to tie it together.. Any final 

words of advice? 

A: Louth. 

CORPORATE OFFICE: 545 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD, SUITE 160, MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA 94025 (415) 329 -9498 FAx: (415) 329 -9530 
REGIONAL OFFICE: 8400 NORTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE, SUITE 309, TAMARAC, FLORIDA 33321 (305)722 -5116 FAx: (305)722 -5104 
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INTERACTIVE By Steven Blumenfeld and Mark Dillon 

By now you're probably tired of all the 
Internet hype. It's been touted as the '90's 
panacea, a cure for our dysfunctional edu- 
cational system and a new home shopping 
environment. While Vice President Al Gore 
and Newt Gingrich discuss the societal 
changes taking place in the "Information 
Age," there are some practical aspects of 
the Internet. The Internet grew up - be- 
hind our backs - first and foremost be- 
cause it was practical. And it still is. 

Immediate information 
when you need it, 
that is the promise 

of the Internet. 

Have you ever had to install a hard drive 
in a computer, then set the esoteric infor- 
mation required by the BIOS only to find 
out that you lost the manual? Well, now 
you can log onto most of the hard -drive 
manufacturers' sites and get that informa- 
tion with a mouse click. No more waiting 
on hold for an hour or more for the tech 
support people. Immediate information 
when you need it, that is the promise of the 
Internet. 

For today's broadcast engineer, the net 
offers many opportunities. You can: 

1) Seek specific information on manufac- 
turers' products and technologies; 
2) Keep updated and save time and money 
with direct downloads of drivers; and 
3) Network with colleagues who can help 
you solve specific problems and help you 
grow professionally. 

Internet offerings 
So, what is out there for the broadcast 

engineer to access, and why should you 
care? First, there is Sony (http: // 
wwwsony.com) where you can get every- 
thing from pin -out configurations on equip- 
ment to specs on the new consumer digital 
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Using the Internet and what is out there 

camera. This came in handy a few weeks 
ago when we were on the road and missing 
a cable. As Murphy's Law dictates, we 
were also missing the manual, and it was 
late Friday night when we realized we 
needed to build a cable. Knowing that the 
information was just a call away brought 
my stress level back down to zero. I hooked 
my Mac portable to my cell phone through 
a Motorola black box and dialed my ac- 
cess number. Within two minutes, I had 
navigated to the proper screens and was 
calling out the pin -outs to our engineer. 
The problem was solved, and we were on 
to more important things. 

Next, as an engineer you are probably 
always asked, "What kind of should 
I buy ?" You can fill in the blank with 
anything that has a wire attached to it. As 
you navigate the net, you can actually 
comparison shop for everything from print- 
ers and computers to video cameras. You 
can access Digital Equipment Corpora- 
tion's site (http. / /www.dec.com) or Hewlett 
Packard's (http: / /www.hp.com) and look 
over their entire catalog of equipment. 
While you are at it, you may want to look 
at Silicon Graphics (http: / /www.sgi.com) 
or Sun (http: / /www.sun.com). 

For more thorough research, you can 
open multiple sessions (windows) and ac- 
tually do real comparisons. This ability 
recently came in handy while looking for a 
new laser printer. Instead of having to 
drive down to my local store to see what 
they carried, I was able to decide on two 
different printers (http: / /www.hp.com and 
http: / /www.canon.com) and find a retailer 
that carried both of them. 

The tools 
Here's a quick recap of the hardware and 

software you'll need to get on the net: a 
computer, a modem (14.4 baud or higher), 
an Internet connection and a web browser. 
This can cost as little as $1,000 or as much 
as a new Viper. The going rate for an 
unlimited Internet connection is about $30 
a month in most U.S. cities. Commercial 
on -line services, such as CompuServe, Prod- 
igy and America Online, now provide In- 
ternet gateways. As a general rule, these 
proprietary browsers do not function quite 
as well as Netscape or Mosaic through a 
direct connection. In any case, you need 
the fastest modem you can get - a 9,800 
baud will not be satisfactory. 

When the net becomes part of your daily 
routine, even a 14,400 baud modem just 
doesn't cut it. You may wind up spending 
as much time waiting for the download as 

reading it. Consider going to your boss 
(time is money) to suggest that he /she pay 
for your connection. Have a plan of action 
demonstrating how you are using the In- 
ternet to achieve better efficiencies in your 
job. 

Have a plan of action 
demonstrating how you 
are using the Internet 

to achieve better 
efficiencies in your job. 

In this plan you should also include a 
path for upgrading your connection. Ask 
your Network Services /MIS manager if he/ 
she can provide you with an Ethernet con- 
nection to your T -1 line (if you have one). 
The net comes alive when you have a T -1 

(1.54Mb /s) access line. The graphics pop 
on your screen, and the information is 
literally only a click away. 

Here is another example of why the net 
will become an everyday process in your 
work. You have been editing a client's 
video for the past two days, and the last 
few elements show up in a format that you 
are unable to handle. No problem. You 
have your traffic person call the local rental 
house, and in a few hours your problems 
are solved, or so you think. You get the 
machine hooked up only to find out that 
the drivers you have in your editor are so 
old they barely control the machine. Never 
fear, remember that account you begged 
your boss to pay for ... you log on, then 
search for the machine you just installed, 
call up that page and hyperlink to the 
editing company so that you can FTP the 
newest machine drivers. With the problem 
solved, you log off and are back to your 
client's show. 

Satisfying your information needs 
I hope we have demonstrated some of the 

more important business aspects of the net. 
With just a little effort, you will find more 
and more of your information needs satisfied 
by the net. Oh, and when you find something 
on the net that you think other readers might 
find valuable, let us know (send to Steve or 
Mark at: gtechsup @im.gte.com), and we'll 
pass it on in future columns. 

Steven Blumenfeld is vice president of technology and studio 
operations and Mark Dillon is director of on -line services with GTE, 

Carlsbad, CA. 



When NBC affiliate WXIA -TV was 

named Atlanta's Official Station for 

the Olympic Gaines, the first reaction 

was high- Fives. The second was 

to order a new UTAH -300 Routing 

System from Dynatech. It was 

no contest. The UTAH -300 handles 

analog and digital signals in one 

compact frame. It's designed for 

easy expansion, to go the distance 

as your faciEty grows. And, reliability 

is built -in and backed by the best 

warranty in the business for a full 

10 years. Call 1 -800 -246 -6744 

ext. 5009 for your free Technical 

Planning Guide, and see how 

a single UTAH -300 Router can put 

your facility in a whole new arena. 

At 128 x 128 VAA, 

with redundant 

power and control, 

the UTAH -300 

takes up only 27 

rack units of space . 

d ynatech 
Americas 1- 801 -575 -8801 
EuropelAfrica/Middle East 
44- 1635 -521939 
Asia /Pacific 852 -2868 -1993 
info@d-vg.com 
http: / /www.dvg.com. 
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ATV UPDATE By Louis Libin 

The Giant Step is about to take place in 
TV transmission in the United States. Last 
month's column introduced you to the 8- 
VSB transmission system. The 8 -VSB sys- 
tem is a digital system, unlike today's analog 
NTSC system. Last month, we reviewed the 
basis for the NTSC analog system and ex- 
plained the basics of a digital modulation 
system. Also described were the two VSB 

modes that were approved by the technical 
subgroup of the FCC's Advisory Commit- 
tee on Advanced Television Systems 
(ACATS) for field testing: the trellis -coded 
8 -VSB terrestrial mode and 
the 16 -VSB cable mode. 

These two modes share 
many of the same fundamen- 
tal characteristics, such as 
channel and excess band- 
width, symbol rate, field and 
segment syncs, segment length 
and pilot power However; they 
differ in several key areas. Sys- 

tem robustness is determined 
by the amount of white noise 
that can be handled before 
data errors occur. This is de- 
fined by segment error prob- 
abilities. The white noise 
thresholds are 15dB for trel- 
lis -coded and 28dB for 16- 
VSB modes, respectively. 

The VSB transmission sys- 
tem uses three supplemen- 
tary signals for synchroni- 
zation: a small pilot for car- 
rier acquisition; a data seg- 
ment sync for synchroniz- 
ing the data clock in both 
frequency and phase; and a 

data frame sync for date 
framing and equalizer train- 
ing. A classic data modem 
(such as Quadrature Am- 
plitude Modulation or 
Quadrature Phase Shift Key- 
ing) achieves all these func- 
tions by using the data sig- 

nal alone, but will lose all 
synchronization if the re- 

VSB modulation (some of the details) 

ceived signal drops slightly below data 
threshold. 

Power measurements 
Power measurement is different for NTSC 

and ATV. The NTSC signal is typically 
measured at peak sync, since the average 
signal power of an NTSC signal varies greatly 
with picture content. NTSC peak sync pow- 
er is the average power of the RF carrier 
during sync intervals. The ATV signal, be- 
ing random in nature, does not have a 

consistent peak level to measure. However, 
its average power is stable. Therefore, it is 

used instead of peak power. 
Peaks of the transmitted ATV signal are 

often described in terms of statistical cumula- 
tive distribution functions. Typically, 99.9% 
of the transmitted VSB signal peaks are with- 
in 6.3dB of the average signal power. 

Performance 
The results of the trellis -coded 8 -VSB ter- 

restrial field test clearly showed that the VSB 

transmission system performed significant- 
ly better than NTSC, on both VHF and 
UHF. On VHF, satisfactory ATV reception 
was found at 82% of the sites when only 
40% of the sites had satisfactory NTSC 
reception. 

The VSB spectra 
The VSB channel occupancy is shown in 

Figure 1. The NTSC vestigial -sideband 
spectrum has the familiar three carriers 
(visual, chroma, aural), which carry most 
of the energy in the 6MHz channel. The 
channel is not efficiently used, in terms of 
either bandwidth or power. The VSB spec- 
trum, also contained in a 6MHz channel, is 

flat throughout most of the band due to the 
noise -like attributes of randomized data. 

Two steep transition regions (each 
620kHz wide) exist at each end of the 
band, making it an efficiently used channel 
in terms of bandwidth. Only one small 
pilot carrier is present at the lower band 
edge making it efficient in terms of power 

and insignificant in terms 
of interference into co -chan- 
nel NTSC. 1.0 

0.7 - 
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Figure 1. VSB and NTSC RF spectra. 
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Figure 2. Trellis -coded 8 -VSB baseband and data segment format. 
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Baseband data format 
The baseband data for- 

mat is illustrated in Figure 
2 for a trellis -coded 8 -VSB 
signal. Note that there are 
eight discrete data levels. 
The original VSB transmis- 
sion system has the flexibil- 
ity to transmit any one of 
five different VSB modes 
(2, 4, 8, 8- trellis and 16), 
with the data rate depend- 
ing upon the number of dis- 
crete levels and the use of 
trellis coding. 

The Grand Alliance se- 
lected two of these modes: 
trellis -coded 8 -VSB for ter- 
restrial HDTV broadcast- 
ing and 16 -VSB with no 
trellis coding for carrying 
(at least) two HDTV signals 
in one 6MHz channel on 
cable systems. 

The data signal is broken 
down into 832 -symbol seg- 
ments, including a 4 -sym- 
bol binary data -segment 
synchronizing signal (sync). 
The symbol rate for all VSB 

modes is 10.762MHz. The 
transmission segment is 

Continued on page 102 



Now Supports 
ISDN Station 

Communications! 

111111111111.- 
111111111111 

Matrix Plustoll 

The best in 

television 
intercom 
systems... 

© 1994 Clear-Com Intercom Systems. 

Matrix Plus II is a trademark of Clear-Corn. 

Matrix Plus VI 

with its new 

bright LED 

display stations 

and new software features broadens your ability to communicate under 

a wider range of situations. It is a truly integraIed, 100 x 100 digitally - 

controlled intercom with stations for every application, a compre- 

hensive modular interface system, and simplified PC pull -down menu 

programming. Exclusive features include "simplified 1FB assignment 

panel', call -signalling, touch -tone dialing, pagng, ISO, station access 

from remote telephone, variable input 

levels and many other sophisticated features. 

There's also versatile station 

communications including long line 

remote capability and fully- digitized single 

pair wiring. Plus much more, including 

the highest level of service and support in 

the industry. Want all the details? Call us 

at 5 10- 527 -6666. 

Circle (19) on Action Card 

From the top, a I2 -key LCD display station, a 9 -key LED display station, 

a 20 -key LED expansion pane( and a 5 -key LED dsplay station 

New LED Display 1Fß Assignment Panel 
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iflatux Pius II connects 

to a variety or intercom 

stations. 

Export Division: Clear -Com International 
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The Bottom Line: - 
For video professionals, 
remotes are a double - 
edged sword. No matter 
how well -planned, 
Murphy's Law must 
always be considered. 
At the same time, a 
well -executed remote 
goes a long way to 
strengthen a facility's 
professional image. 
Simply put, the ability 
to do quality remotes 
increases the 
opportunities available 
to see and be seen by 
your viewers $ 

Remotes 
from 
45,000 feet 

Sometimes it's not how far out you 
go, but how far up. 

NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain 
View, CA, is home to the Kuiper Airborne 
Observatory (KAO). The KAO is a highly mod- 
ified C -141 4- engine jet and is the world's only 
airborne infrared astronomical research facili- 
ty. Cruising at up to 45,000 feet, the KAO flies 
above 85% of the earth's atmosphere and more 
than 99% of the earth's water vapor. In this 
clear, dry environment, extremely weak infra- 
red sources, such as star -forming regions at the 
center of the galaxy, can be studied in detail. 
This is done using a 6,000 -pound, 36 -inch- 
Cassegrain telescope floating on an air bearing, 
guided by an elaborate tracking system and 
looking through a large opening forward of the 
aircraft's left wing. 

The KAO typically flies two to three 71/2 -hour 
missions a week. Last October, it served as the 
center piece in a series of historic live broadcasts 
designed to stimulate interest in science and 
technology among school children. (See Figure 
1.) While we cruised in the stratosphere doing 
actual science, students throughout the country 
watched us on television, asked questions and 
interacted with the flight crew and astronomers. 
To make all this possible, a bidirectional data 
and TV link was built, installed and integrated 
into the aircraft's systems. 

NASA /JPL ACTS satellite 
Using existing commercial satellites for this 

project would have been impossible due to the 
extremely large antenna required on the aircraft, 

Above photo: The NASA Kuiper Airborne Observatory 
with the telescope aperture door open forward of the left 
wing. The ACTS antenna, not shown in this picture, was 
mounted above the rear crew door and forward o f the tail. 
(Photo courtesy of NASA Ames Research Center.) 
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and since we flew across most of the United States 
at seven -tenths the speed of sound, a link directly 
to the ground was not feasible. Fortunately, a 

NASA geosynchronous satellite called Advanced 
Communication Technology Satellite (ACTS) was 
available. Built by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
to explore future commercial applications, it oper- 
ates in the K/Ka microwave bands at 20GHz and 
30GHz. The use of these extremely high frequen- 
cies allows extremely small antennas to be con- 
structed, which can easily fit on an aircraft. 

Each antenna is a 
waveguide slot array 

fabricated from five layers 
of machined aluminum 

brazed into a single 
0.66 -inch thick sandwich. 

Aircraft antenna 
Successfully constructing the aircraft antenna 

was one of the project's first major challenges. 
And for that, engineers from the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory turned to a company called Electro- 
magnetic Sciences. The antenna system the com- 
pany constructed is a thing of beauty. The trans- 
mit and receive antennas each measure a little 
more than 4 "x8" in size. Each antenna is a 

waveguide slot array fabricated from five layers 
of machined aluminum brazed into a single 0.66 - 
inch thick sandwich. Inside the sandwich, power 
is distributed to eight resonant cavities. From 
these cavities, RF passes to 54 additional reso- 
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Figure 1. Hundreds of students at ground sites throughout the country were linked sequentially via C -band 
satellite to Maryland Public Television for the first broadcast, and to WNET for the second one. 

nant cavities in the next layer, then to 366 
shunt slot elements and finally through a 
polarizer, which converts the linear polar- 
ization to right circular - all of this in an 
antenna that you can hold in one hand. 

The two antennas were mounted on an 
az/el positioner and protected by a custom 
5 -layer radome consisting of alternating 
layers of special epoxies and foam. The 
thickness and electrical properties of each 
layer were carefully controlled to appea r 
transparent at both 20GHz and 30GHz. 
Even the paint was special, and due to a 
tight development schedule, the entire array 
was designed and fabricated without the 
usual prototyping step. Our antenna was 
serial number 1A. 

ACTS broadband 
aeronautical terminal 

JPL designed and built the aircraft's broad- 
band aeronautical terminal (BAT). The sys- 
tem permits simultaneous bidirectional high - 
bandwidth video, voice and data communi- 
cations. (See Figure 2.) As with the antenna, 
most of this extremely complex equipment 
is custom one -of -a -kind technology. The 
BAT components were assembled into a 

4 -foot high, dual 19 -inch rack and mount- 
ed in the rear of the aircraft directly below 
the antenna. 

The various analog signals are compressed, 
digitized and multiplexed with additional 
digital data by a codec, which was also a 
critical element in the chain. There were 
several requirements, which are not normal- 
ly of concern on the ground. Due to expected 

higher- than -normal bit error rates, it was 
essential that the codec degrade gracefully 
and recover quickly. Some codecs have a 
tendency to lock up, requiring the power to 
be cycled. It was also important that the 
video quality remain high at our intended 
rates of 128kb /s to 384kb /s. Image motion 

handling and resolution were also concerns. 
After a detailed, exhaustive survey and labo- 
ratory testing of many commercially available 
units, a codec from NEC was selected. 

A sophisticated modem was designed by 
JPL to counteract the peculiarities of the K/Ka 
aeronautical channel. It used BPSK modula- 
tion combined with coherent demodulation 

Due to expected 
higher -than- normal bit 

error rates, it was 
essential that the codec 
degrade gracefully and 

recover quickly. 

and robust error -correction coding. It has the 
ability to deal with Doppler shift of up to 
30kHz and recover within one second from 
signal outages. Commquest Technologies Inc. 
modified a commercial satellite modem to 
meet these requirements. 

Aircraft antenna 
pointing and tracking 

The KAO antenna's azimuth 3dB transmit 
beam width was only 2.6 °. To keep the 
satellite in the middle of the main lobe, the 
antenna had to be kept pointed within a 

Continued on page 28 

The mission director console occupies the middle of the cabin area. Researchers occupy the area 
toward the front (left of picture), and the ACTS /BAT and audio /video equipment and personnel were 
stationed aft. 
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Whera television 

show is alit, 

there's usually,, 

a spin -off. 

The same is no 

true for 

television cameras. 

Given the popularity of the BVP- 700/750, which 

set a new standard in high -end studio and field 

production, we figured it was time for a sequel. 

Presenting the BVP- 500/550: cost -effective 

cameras that spin off the advantages of Digital 

Signal Processing into a wide variety of new 

applications. But here's the real crowd -pleaser. 



These new studio and portable cameras can be made Digital Signal Processing such a big hit. 

configured with any one of Superior, consistent picture quality. Easier setup 

three plug -in assemblies. Each 

delivers its own level of CCD quality 
0 

ity and reliability. So its probably safe 

to say this is one spin -off that won't be 

canceled after the pilot. For more information, call 

l -800- 635 -SONY, Ext. 500. SONY 

and instant recall. Long -term stabil- 

That means you've got the imaging per- 

formance your application needs. Our new 

BVP- 500/550 also maintains the benefits that 



Continued from page 25 

tolerance of less than six -tenths of a degree. 
Errors that had to be contended with in- 
cluded gear backlash, positioner lag, vi- 
bration, misalignment between the receive 
and transmit arrays, and radome beam 
shift. And it all had to work over a temper- 
ature range of -60 °F to +120 °E To do this 
in an aircraft bouncing down the runway 
during takeoff is an extremely difficult 
requirement. 

A 3 -loop system controlled the antenna 
pointing and required custom control soft- 
ware. The first loop took its input from a 

miniature 3 -axis inertial rate -sensing pack- 
age, which is visible at the bottom of the 
antenna. The output voltages from this loop 
were proportional to the angular velocity of 
the aircraft in pitch, roll and yaw. The track- 
ing computer then integrated those rates to 
generate azimuth and elevation commands 
to the antenna's positioner. 

Navigational data was supplied to the sec- 
ond loop from the aircraft inertial naviga- 
tion system and a GPS receiver. The tracking 
computer used these inputs for blind point- 
ing during initial satellite acquisition and 
long -term drift correction. 

And finally, the antenna constantly dith- 
ered. The small cyclic changes in signal 
strength provided the third loop's input. If, 
for example, the signal was stronger while 
the dither cycle was to the right, then the 
center of the dither was too far to the left of 
the satellite, so a correction was made. The 
result was an antenna that stayed pointed at 
the ACTS satellite during two takeoffs and 
landings and eight hours of flying without 
a single loss of signal. 

The ACTS satellite uses a steerable anten- 
na with a 3dB contour that is only 280 miles 
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Figure 2. Basic block diagram of the equipment used. Nearly all of this is experimental one -of- a-kind 
cutting -edge technology. 

wide at ground level, requiring the satellite 
to track the KAO. This was accomplished 
by multiplexing KAO geographic coordi- 
nates along with the audio and video pro- 
gramming and Internet data. At JPL, the 
KAO positioning data was demultiplexed 
and passed to the ACTS ground control site 
for processing and satellite control. 

Signal sources 
The video sources consisted of three double 

image -intensified extreme low -light mono- 
chrome cameras boresighted up the axis of 
the telescope. (These cameras are about 
10,000 times as sensitive as a normal broad- 

LIVE FROM THE STRATOSPHERE COMMUNICATIONS PATHWAYS 

Domestic 1111111 1111111 Domestic 
Satellite iii'' N Satellite 

Broadcast 
Program 

Advanced 
Communications 
Technology 
Satellite (ACTS) 

e le ne Audio 
(Questions) 

role hon. Aueto 
(Dir. or. Cueing) 

KAO Video end Audio Downlink /Uplink 
Interviewen Questions from Ground Sites 

Production Cueing Channel - Internet Data Link iv. Remote Site Video 

T1 Link 

JPL 
Ground 
Station 

Figure 3. Communications and data links to and from the KAO required not only the ACTS satellite, but 
a flight phone as well. At any given time, at least four satellites were in use: ACTS between the KAO and 
Ames Research via a T -1 line from JPL, C -band from Ames to MPT /WNET; at least one and sometimes 
two more from remote ground sites to MPT /WNET, and program distribution via C -band. In addition, 
NASA Select carried most of both shows on its transponder. 
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cast camera.) They're used by the telescope 
systems for acquisition and tracking. 

Next came six color micro cameras that 
were fixed throughout the cabin and flight 
deck, and finally, there was one hand -held 
broadcast -quality mini cam. All sources were 
gen- locked and H- phased carefully to pre- 
vent time base errors from disturbing the 
codec. A 12 -input vertical interval switcher 
selected the program source. 

All sources were gen- 
locked and H- phased 
carefully to prevent 

time base errors from 
disturbing the codec. 

Since the noise level during flight pre- 
cludes unaided conversations (80dB to 
100dB), everyone involved in the show 
was on a noise -canceling headset with a 

beltpack. We had three channels of audio 
in our ears: mix -minus from the ground, 
program audio and a cue channel. To add 
to the confusion, there was a completely 
separate aircraft interphone system with its 
own headsets. So while the program was 
on the air, we had to constantly change 
headsets depending on whether we were 
doing science or involved with the show. 
And finally, we installed a flight phone 
with three handset positions. It provided 
our cue channel, our technical hot -line, 
and general all- around backup link to the 
ground. It was not uncommon to see some- 
one with two headsets clamped around his 

Continued on page 32 
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The first tilt heads with Sensor controlled posi- 

tioning of the camera balance. 

Precise and quick camera 

balance by metering and 

setting instead of guess- 

work. 

2 
Safe camera balance 

since all settings are 

made while the camera is 

locked. 

Video 18/20 Sensor. 
First time electronics. 
For professionals only. 

4 
Unique damping range 

from true "0" for the whip 

pans up to a super strong 

fluid for smooth 40x tele shots. 

5 
Ergonomic design for 

convenient operation, 
robust SMT electronic, 

Touch &Light" self illumina- 

4 5 
i r 

0910 
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Unlimited tilt range of 

±900, under any load, with 

the counter- 

balance sup- 

porting the 

famous 

Sachtler fluid 

damping system. 

ting bubble 
level, 

Touch &Go 

camera 

lock and 

every lever 

in the right position, stan- 

dard batteries and minimum 
weight. 

The new Sachtler Sensor heads. Camera con- 

figuration: Video 18 Sensor up to 22 kg /48 lb, 

Video 20 Sensor up to 28 kg /62 Ib. 

sachtlero 
corporation of America 

New York office: 
55, North Main Street 
Freeport, N.Y. 11520 
Phone (516) 867 -4900 
Fax (516) 623 -6844 
Telex 1 40 107 sac frpt 

California office: 
3316 West Victory Blvd. 
Burbank, CA 91505 
Phone (818) 845 -4446 
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corporation of america 
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Hang Ten M bps. There's a tidal wave breaking in cyberspace. An ever increasing swell of millions 
of net surfers worldwide.This global community of surfers will look to ride on the cutting edge. To push the enve- 

lope and surf to the farthest frontiers of the internet in the blink of an eye. Now is the time for cable operators 
to channel the power of this on- linesurge before it crests. 

Introducing CyberSURFR;" a product of Motorola's CableComm technology. It's a high -speed modem that 
connects IBM -compatible or Macintosh computers to a hybrid fiber /coax transmission system for lightning fast mu- 
timedia communications. Data zips downstream through CyberSURFR at a rate of I O Mbps. Which is more thar 
thousand times faster than your average modem today. 

CyberSURFR is not just about speed. There's superior bandwidth management, and it successfully overcomes 
upstream noise inherent in HFC systems, as well as providing tight privacy and security. Its capabilities lower the 
deployment and operating costs when deploying high speed data services. Any way you look at it CyberSURFR 

Motorola and M are registered trademarks of Motorola. Inc. CyberSURFR" and CableCommr" are trademarks of Motorola. Inc. ©1995 Motorola, Inc. 



Can Catch The Next Wave. 
is an excellent way for operators to generate new revenues. 

However the most important element of this and all Motorola products is the 
commitment to technological leadership and quality From radios to pagers to 
cellular phones to broadband modems, Motorola creates the best available 
products for operators and their subscribers. 

Just like an ocean -going surfer the key to a successful ride in cyberspace 
is timing. Now is the time for cable operators to make their move. Call 
Motorola today and find out more about CyberSURFR. But don't wait M ) 

MOTOROLA 
long or you may wipeout and end up as driftwood on the Infobahn beach. 
Catch the next wave with Motorola's CyberSURFR and harness the infinite Multimedia Group 
possibilities of the internet for you and your subscribers. 

Motorola Multimedia Group 1475 W. Shure Drive, Arlington Heights, IL 60004 I -800 -2WAY HFC 708 -632 -3409 
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KAO VIDEO REMOTE CONTROL VIA INTERNET 
Advanced 
Communications 
Technology 
Satellite (ACTS) 
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Figure 4. Another first was the use of Internet connectivity during the flights to allow interactive 
teleconferencing via CU- Seeme. Students on the ground were able to remote control the KAO 's 32x32 video 
router to select video sources for themselves. This Internet link also provided real -time system health 
monitoring and remote control of the aircraft's telescope from the ground. 

neck, a finger jammed in one ear and the 
phone handset in the other, while madly 
shaking his leg trying to get it free of several 
tangled intercom cables. 

Also onboard were five Sun workstations 
on an Ethernet that was connected to an 
onboard Internet router for real -time Inter- 
net connectivity. 

Putting it all together 
The compressed and digitized bitstream 

included bidirectional video and audio, 

KAO positional data, system health -mon- 
itoring data, telescience remote control of 
instruments and Internet communications. 
This was passed through the ACTS satel- 
lite, which acted as a stovepipe relay be- 
tween the aircraft and JPL in Pasadena. 
(The KAO's RF output was 120W at 
30GHz.) 

Data passed through JPL via a fractional 
T1 line back to our home base at Ames 
Research Center in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. From there, it was fed to a remote 

Bidirectional interactive television from a moving aircraft was made possible by this small experimental 
antenna system. A 6 -inch rule is shown in the foreground for scale. 
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The left bay contains all the video equipment and the 
right side contains the ACTS antenna tracking 
computer and audio equipment. 

truck that also originated programming 
from our hanger. From the truck, it passed 
via C -band back to Maryland Public Televi- 
sion and WNET on the East Coast. Stu- 
dents' questions from remote sites on the 
ground were a reverse of this path, resulting 
in a 6- satellite round trip and some impres- 
sive delays. (See Figure 3.) 

While the show was on the air, students 
were able to log on to the Internet and send 
up E -mail. Some sites were able to access 
our video router and select the camera they 
wanted to see using a low- resolution sys- 
tem called CU- Seeme. One group was al- 
lowed to actually control the telescope re- 
motely, while our onboard astronomers 
logged into an observatory on the ground 
and remote controlled it. (See Figure 4.) 

The last broadcast was also the last re- 
search flight of the KAO. After 21 years of 
operation, the KAO has been shut down for 
good as a cost -saving measure. NASA hopes 
to replace the KAO with a 747 version 
called SOFIA. Hopefully, it will receive fund- 
ing shortly after this article goes to print. If 
SOFIA is funded, it is scheduled to become 
operational about 2002. Who knows? Per- 
haps these weren't the last live remotes from 
the stratosphere. 

Juan Rivera is with the NASA Ames Research Center, Mountain 
View, CA. 

Internet: 
be@intertec.com 

CompuServe: 
74672,3124 

FAXback: 
913 -967 -1905 





CANON'S DIGI- SUPER7O LENS LETS YOU 

SHOOT A GOAL-LINE STAND... 

DIG! SUPER70 
FROM THE OPPOSITE END -ZONE. 

Canon's new 70X zoom lens, Digi -Super 70 
(PJ70x9.5BIE), provides the longest telephoto and 
widest angle combination of any lens, an advantage 
that opens up a wide range of shooting options. 

Engineered to incorporate Canon's unique internal 
focusing and IFplus technologies for long -range 
telephoto applications, Canon's Digi -Super 70 is 
the first digital lens now in use. 

The Digi -Super 70 provides extremely high 
performance without regard to object distance, as 
opposed to other lenses on the market, which are 
generally optimized for certain distances. No matter 
what the object distance is, users receive the full 
benefits of reduced chromatic aberrations. And 
IF plus technologies reduce those aberrations 
even beyond conventional IF lenses. 

In addition to its optical advantages, with IFplus, 
the heaviest group of elements remains stationary 
in the focusing section of the lens, so that the 
camera's center of gravity never changes. 

In addition to its new digital electronics, other 
enhancements to the Digi -Super 70 include: 
a new servo system with a wider range of 
focusing speeds; 10 -bit iris technology for a 
precise level of repeatability; LED tally lamps; 
and a sleek, new, ergonomic design that features 
improved RF noise shielding and easier access to 
the lens' electronics. 

For more information on the incredible 
Digi -Super 70, please call 1- 800 -321 -4388. 
(In Canada call 905 -795 -2012.) 

The Number One Lens 



CANON OFFERS A FULL -LINE OF PROFESSIONAL QUA] 

Studio /Field Lenses: 

DIGI SUPEA'70 

"*. 

call) 

DIGI- SUPER70 (PJ70X9.5B IE) 
Image Format: 2/3" 
Zoom Ratio: 70X 
Focal Length: 9.5 -670mm 
(with extender): 19- 1340mm 
F- number: 1.6 

(2X) 

PJ40X TELESUPER (PJ40X25B IE) 
Image Format: 2/3" 
Zoom Ratio 40X 
Focal Length: 25- 1000mm 
(with extender): 50- 2000mm 
F- number: 2.8 

(2X) 

155XTELESUPER (155X13.56 IE) 
Image Format: 2/3" 
Zoom Ratio: 55X 
Focal Length: 13.5-740mm 
(with extender): 27-1480mm 
F- number: 2.0 

(2X) 

155X SUPER (155X9B IE) SUPER21 (PJ21X7B IE) 
Image Format: 2/3" Image Format: 2/3" 
Zoom Ratio: 55X Zoom Ratio 21X 
Range of Focal Length: 9 -500mm Focal Length: 7 -150mm 
(with extender): 18- 1000mm (2X) (with extender): 14 -300mm 
F-number: 1.4 F- number: 1.5 
1/2" Model: PH55X Super (PH55X7B IE) 

J45X9.5BIE (Type -C) 
Image Format: 2/3" 
Zoom Ratio: 45X 
Focal Length: 9.5 -430mm 
(with extender): 

19 -860mm (2X) 
F-number: 1.7 
1/2" Model: 
PH45X9.5B IE (Type -C) III 

lb Q.,' I 

sidP# ws? 
- 

J20X SUPER (J20X7.5B 1E) 

Image Format: 2/3" 
Zoom Ratio: 20X 
Focal Length: 7.5 -150mm 
(with extender): 15 -300mm 
F- number: 1.5 
1/2" Model: PH2OXSUPER (PH2OX6B IE) 

Optical Image Stabilizers: 

IS -20B, Image Stabilizer Adapter 
Exclusively designed adapter for Canon's 
popular ENG zoom J20aX8B /H2OaX6, 
which optically stabilizes the image of 
these standard ENG lenses with their 
full specification performance. 

J14aX17B KRS-V 
Telephoto Zoom Lens 

Image Format: 
Zoom Ratio: 
Focal Length: 
F- number: 

2/3" 
14X 
17 -238mm 
3.4 

120X8.56 IE (Type -C) 
Image Format: 2/3" 
Zoom Ratio: 20X 
Focal Length: 8.5 -170mm 
(with extender): 17 -340mm (2X) 
F- number: 1.6 
1/2" Model: 
PH2OX6.5B IE (Type -C) 

J13aX9B KRS-V 
Standard Range Zoom Lens 

Image Format: 
Zoom Ratio: 
Focal Length: 
F- number: 

2/3" 
13X 
9 -117mm 
2.7 



J14aX17B KRS -V 

Telephoto Zoom Lens 
J13aX9B KRS -V 

Standard Range Zoom Lens 
IS -20B 

Image Stabilizer Adap 
For J20aX8B /H2OaX 

SUR NEW OPTICAL IMAGE STABILIZERS 

ARE SHAKING UP THE INDUSTRY... 

NOT YOUR IMacE. 
Canon's Optical Stabilizing Lenses utilize our 
revolutionary Vari -angle Prism to virtually eliminate 
shaking commonly associated with shooting from 
a moving vehicle, shooting on the run, hand shaking 
or high wind conditions. This breakthrough technolo- 
gy is available in our J14aX17B KRS -V, a telephoto 
range zoom, and our J13aX9B KRS -V which features 
a wider angle for ENG and other applications. 

The IS -20B, an exclusive Vari -angle Prism adapter 
for Canon's popular J20aX8B /H2OaX6 ENG zoom 
lenses stabilizes the image captured by these 
lenses, while maintaining overall performance 
of the original lenses. 

New Jersey 

(Headquarters) 

(201) 816 -2900 

Chicago 

(708) 250 -6231 

The Vari -angle Prism is the primary component in 

the Optical Image Stabilization System which also 
includes vibration sensors, prism drive actuators, 
prism angle sensors and a micro -computer, all 
built -in to the size of a standard broadcast ENG le 

When Canon's Vari -angle Prism is placed between 
the subject and the optical system, the angle of 
the prism can be changed according to the angle 
of vibration of the axis of light in the lens. This 
controls the angle of refraction of light rays so that 
the subject remains centered on the image plane, 
free from the shaking effect. Once again, Canon's 
technological advances make your job even easier. 

The Number One Lens 

Dallas Los Angeles Atlanta Latin America Canada 

(214) 830 -9696 (714) 753 -4330 (770) 849 -7895 (201) 816 -2910 (905) 795 -201: 

EXT: 2900/2920 



LITY LENSES FOR TODAY'S BROADCASTING INDUSTRY. 

ENG/EFP Lenses: IFpIus 

J15axSB IRS /IAS 
Image Format: 
Zoom Ratio: 
Focal Length: 
(with extender): 
F- number: 
1/2" Model: 

2/3" 
15X 
8 -120mm 
16 -240mm (2X) 
1.7 
H15aX6 IRS /IAS 

J9aX5.2B IRS /IAS 
Image Format: 
Zoom Ratio: 
Focal Length: 
(with extender): 
F- number: 
1/2" Model: 

J33aX15B IAS TELE 
Image Format: 2/3" 
Zoom Ratio: 33X 
Focal Length: 15 -500mm 
(with extender): 30- 1000mm 
F- number: 2.7 
1/2" Model: H33ax1.1 IAS TELE 

2/3" 
9X 
5.2 -47mm 
10.4-94mm(2X) 
1.8 
H9aX3.8 IRS /IAS 

J20aX8B IRS /IAS 
Image Format: 
Zoom Ratio: 
Focal Length: 
(with extender): 
F- number: 
1/2" Model: 

Professional Lenses: 

2/3" 
20X 
8-160mm 
16-320mm 
1.7 
H2OaX6IRS/IAS 

J33aX11B IAS 
Image Format: 
Zoom Ratio: 
Focal Length: 
(with extender): 
F- number: 
1/2" Model: 

2/3" 
33X 
11-363mm 
22-726mm 
2.0 
PH33aX8.5B IAS 

J15X9.5B IRS Y117X9.5B KRS YH13X7.5 KRS 

Image Format: 2/3" Image Format: 2/3" Image Format: 1/2" 
Zoom Ratio: 15X Zoom Ratio: 17X Zoom Ratio: 13X 
Focal Length: 9.5 -143mm Focal Length: 9.5-162mm Range of Focal Length: 7.5- 97.5mm 
(with extender): 19 -286mm F-number: 1.8 F- number: 1.4 
F-number: 1.8 1/2" Model: YH17X7 KRS 

1/2" Model: PH15X7B IRS 

Tele -Com/Remote Control Lenses: 

10 
Canobeam: 

J15X9.5B ITS A YH17X9.5 KTS A YH13X7.5 KTS A Optical Beam Communication System 
Image Format: 2/3" Image Format: 2/3" Image Format: 1/2" Multi -channel audio /video bi-directional 
Zoom Ratio: 15X Zoom Ratio: 17X Zoom Ratio: 13X wireless line of sight communication system. 
Focal Length: 9.5 -143mm Focal Length: 9.5 -162mm Focal Length: 7.5- 97.5mm Unlike radio, no frequency allocation required. 
(with extender): 19 -286mm F- number 1.8 F- number: 1.4 Transmission Distance: up to 4km. 
F- number: 1.8 1/2" Model: YH17X7 KTS A Easy to set up. 



THE WIDEST ANGLE EVER 
LETS YOU SEE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING. 

INTRODUCING CiNoN's IFPt,us J9aX5.2B IRS /IAS 
At Canon, our newest technology breakthrough is 
also our widest. The J9ax5.2 IRS /IAS, the widest 
lens available, incorporates the outstanding 
benefits of Canon's IFplus technology, and 
features an 80.5° horizontal angular field of view 
(93.2° diagonal) with minimal distortion. 

The J9ax5.2IRS /IAS far exceeds the specifications 
and image quality associated with wide angle 
lenses and features a focal length of 5.2 to 
47mm. The only wide angle lens with a built -in 
2X extender, it can achieve a telephoto of 94mm. 
At 0.3m object distance, the lens offers as much 
as 15% wider angle of view than competitive 
lenses, due to its zero focus zooming effect. 
An exclusive add -on converter, the W83 -86, 
provides a 90° horizontal angular field of view, 

enabling the lens to reach an extremely wide 
angle of 4.3mm. 

The J9ax5.2 IRS /IAS meets the needs af the 
next generation broadcasting system, 16:9, 
while satisfying the standards of today, 4:3. 
Throughout the entire zooming range, 
J9ax5.2B IRS /IAS users receive the benefits 
of reduced chromatic aberrations, a result of a 

new glass material Hi -UD. Canon's idea ly- angled 
"Ergonomic Grip ", incorporates an optional 
focus motor and allows the user to enjoy 
fatigue -free shooting. 

To see what you've been missing, and learn 
more about Canon's family of IFplus Lerses, call 
1- 800 -321 -4388. (In Canada call 905 -795 -2012.) 

canon 
The Number One Lens 



Broadcast helicopter considerations 

As an electronic news -gathering 
(ENG) platform, the helicopter has 

obvious advantages. It takes off and 
lands almost anywhere, dashes to the 
story and hovers over unfolding 
events. It also provides a clear line - 
of -sight over mountains or city 
skylines to transmit or relay imagery 
back to broadcast stations. Less 

obvious are the aerodynamic, 
structural and electronic consider- 
ations involved when integrating 
ENG equipment into a helicopter. 

The capabilities of the news - 
gathering electronics aboard the 
helicopter depend on the size of the aircraft and the budget of 
the operator. The Bell 230 helicopter carries a complete TV 
production facility for the Korean Broadcast System (KBS) and 
can stay on station for more than three hours with a crew of 
four. A Bell 206 or Eurocopter AS350 carries a smaller, less - 

sophisticated ENG suite. Whatever the equipment package, an 
ENG helicopter demands careful integration by a qualified 
completion house. 

Civil helicopters bear Type Certificates from the U.S. Federal 
Aviation Administration (FM). New radios and other modest 
additions with no impact on handling or safety can be 
authorized with Form 337 field approval through an FM Flight 
Standards District Office. More extensive changes, such as 

external cameras and deployable antennas, require a Supple- 
mental Type Certificate (STC) with exteisive engineering 
documentation verified in ground and flight tests by FAA 
engineers and pilots. STC documentation goes so far as to 
include flight manual supplements and maintenance manuals. 

This Bell 230 was equipped with a full video production 
suite by Heli -Dyne Systems Inc. 

Certification 
ENG options can range from a sliding door for a cameraman 

all the way to post- production consoles. Dollars and expecta- 
tions drive the design, but the completion house applying for 
an STC has to brief the FM on proposed changes and work to 
government ground rules and safety requirements. For 
example, the deployable skid antenna on the KBS aircraft is 

designed to break off safely if not retracted on landing. 
ENG equipment has to fit within payload, center -of- gravity 

and structural constraints of the air vehicle. Less easy to define 
are the aerodynamics of camera gimbals and antennas. 
Handling qualities have to be verified by flight tests. Any 
modification that changes the speed of a helicopter also 
requires a new sound footprint 
analysis to satisfy the FAA. 

Potentially more complicated is the 
electronic integration of air vehicle 
and ENG equipment. For broadcast- 
ers, helicopters pose an inherent 
problem with rotor blade signal 
modulation. Engineers first try to 
locate antennas to minimize 
interference with broadcast signals. 
However, real estate on the outside 
of a helicopter is limited, and notch 
filters to block specific frequencies 
are usually necessary. 

Aircraft beacons, transponders and 
high -power tactical radios can also 
interfere with ENG electronics. The 

netic 

By Fida Waishek 

filters in airborne radios are not 
generally found in commercial 
broadcast equipment, so custom 
filters are typically required. 

Equally important is the electromag- 
netic compatibility of ENG equip- 
ment with the navigation and 
communications avionics needed to 
fly the aircraft. The completion house 
must perform a spectrum analysis 
and give special attention to the 
location of the equipment, wiring 
harnesses and shielding. Antenna 
mounts or other items may have to 
be relocated to eliminate electromag- 

and radio frequency interference. Fortunately, airborne 
transmitters usually need less power than ground broadcast 
equipment. The 15W or 30W transmitters in ground units can 
be derated to 10W or less for a helicopter. 

Adapt and repackage 
The commercial broadcast equipment in ground stations and 

mobile units is familiar to technicians but not always available 
in airborne form. Most ground equipment adapted to a 

helicopter requires modified power supplies. AC transformers 
are replaced by custom supplies compatible with 28VDC 
aircraft power. The single -engine JetRanger makes about 100A 
available and cannot support much equipment. The twin - 
engine Bell 230 provides up to 300A. 

More than simple power, the real issue in most ENG helicop- 
ters is power management. The FM requires broadcast 
systems designed so a crewmember can turn all power off with 
one master switch. An independent, fault -tolerant design 
means failures on the ENG bus cannot affect power to standard 
aircraft equipment. 

In the confines of a helicopter fuselage, heat dissipation from 
extra electronics also is a concern. Cooling requirements have 
to be addressed early with equipment location, venting and 
fans. Broadcast industry equipment designed for ground 
stations is seldom compatible with the sustained vibration of a 

helicopter. Vibration isolation mounts for ENG equipment must 
be tailored to specific aircraft frequencies. 

Unique requirements 
Helicopters put unique requirements on broadcast monitors. 

Monitors bright enough for ordinary applications lack the 
intensity to be seen in direct sunlight. The FAA requires that 

cockpit monitors not distract pilots, 
so directional polarizing filters are 
used to make the display black to a 

crewmember sitting to the side of the 
screen. 

As a reporter, the helicopter has 

enormous flexibility. However, 
outfitting the helicopter for ENG 
requires expertise covering the 
aircraft and its specialized systems. 

The installation of a sophisticated production system in a 
helicopter like that shown above, should be handled by 
experts. Don't assume you'll even know about, let alone, 
get all the needed FAA clearances. 

Editor's note: Heli -Dyne Systems Inc. is a helicopter 
systems integrator and completions house with extensive 
experience in aeromedical, law enforcement, corporate, 
electronic news gathering and military completions. 

Fida Waishek is systems engineer for Heli -Dyne Systems 

Inc. Hurst, TX. 
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The Bottom Line: _ 
In this industry, nothing 
can shut a facility down 
quicker than a complete 
power loss. Redundant 
systems can provide a 
backup, but what about 
the spikes, surges and 
brownouts that can 
sneak in undetected? 
Today, power quality is 

just as important as the 
power itself. Taking 
steps to ensure clean, 
reliable power will pay 
dividends for years to 
come , 

Power 
system 
protection 
alternatives 

By Jerry Whitaker 

In the realm of power quality, you can 
pay now or pay later. But you will pay. 

U tility companies make a good -faith attempt 
to deliver clean, well -regulated power to their 
customers. Most disturbances on the AC line are 
beyond the control of the utility company. Large 
load changes imposed by customers on a ran- 
dom basis, power factor correction switching, 
lightning and accident -related system faults all 
combine to produce an environment in which 
tight control over AC power quality is difficult to 
maintain. Like it or not, the responsibility for 
ensuring AC power quality must rest with the 
users of sensitive equipment. And, there is an 
abundance of sensitive hardware at the average 
TV station or video production center. 

The selection of a protection method for a 

given facility is as much an economic question as 
it is a technical one. A wide range of power -line 
conditioning and isolation equipment is avail- 
able. A logical decision about how to proceed 
can be made only with accurate, documented 
data on the types of disturbances typically found 
on the AC power service to the facility. 

The protection equipment chosen must be 
matched to the problems that exist on the line. 
Using inexpensive basic protectors may not be 
much better than operating directly from the AC 
line. Conversely, the use of a sophisticated pro- 
tector designed to shield the facility from every 
conceivable power disturbance may not be eco- 
nomically justifiable. 

Purchasing transient -suppression equipment is 

only one element in the selection equation. Con- 
sider the costs associated with site preparation, 
installation and maintenance. Also, consider the 
operating efficiency of the system. Protection 
units that are placed in series with the load 
consume a certain amount of power and, there- 
fore, generate heat. These considerations may 
not be significant, but they should be taken 
into account. Prepare a complete life -cycle cost 
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analysis of the protection methods proposed. The 
study may reveal that the long -term operating 
expense of one system outweighs the lower pur- 
chase price of another. 

The amount of money a facility manager is willing 
to spend on protection from utility company distur- 
bances generally depends on the engineering budget 
and how much the facility has to lose. Spending 
$125,000 on system -wide protection for a top-10 
market TV station is easily justified. At smaller 
operations, justification may not be so easy. 

The Key tolerance envelope 
The susceptibility of electronic equipment to fail 

because of disturbances on the AC power line has 
been studied by many organizations. The bench- 
mark study was conducted by the Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command, Washington, DC. The 
far -reaching program, directed from 1968 to 1978 
by Lt. Thomas Key, identified three distinct catego- 
ries of recurring disturbances on utility company 
power systems. As shown in Table 1, it is not the 
magnitude of the voltage, but the duration of the 
disturbance that determines the classification. 

In the study, Key found that most data- process- 
ing (DP) equipment failure caused by AC line 
disturbances occurred during bad weather. Ac- 
cording to a report on the findings, the incidence of 
thunderstorms in an area may be used to predict 
the number of failures. 

The type of power- transmission system used by 
the utility company also was found to affect the 
number of disturbances observed on power com- 
pany lines. For example, an analysis of utility 
system problems in Washington, DC; Norfolk, 
VA; and Charleston, SC, demonstrated that under- 
ground power- distribution systems experienced 
one -third fewer failures than overhead lines in the 
same areas. Based on his research, Key developed 
the "recommended voltage tolerance envelope" 
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Magic DaVE DVE and Switcher 
f you thought the power to create and 

manipulate fantastic images was way beyond 

your financial reach, meet Magic DaVE. 

This is no ordinary low cost DVE switcher. 

Thanks to those wizards of technology, Snell & 

Wilcox, Magic DaVE packs high quality 8 bit 4:2:2 

processing within its compact body and achieves full 

broadcast quality and transparency. 

It's fully expandable and up to four channels of 

DVE can be controlled from a single control panel 

allowing it to grow with your needs. 

But the real magic is that, in spite of its competitive 

price, it offers a combination of features and effects 

O 

found only on much more expensive systems. 

0 Two channel effects for instance, like dual 

source, double sided page turns and push -on 

push -off effects are available from a single channel. 

Other powerful effects include 3D rotation 

with perspective, lighting, quad peels, fragmentation, 

flag waves and ripples, bursts and blinds, wipes, 

and many many more. 

Options include an advanced wipe generator, 

downstream keyer, chroma keyer, trail and 

sparkle effects with 

drop shadow and 

image texturing. 
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How can he do it for the price? 

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE AMAZING POWERS OF MAGIC DaVE, TELEPHONE: 
UK- +44 (0) 181 607 9455. USA - +1 408 734 1688. FRANCE - +33 1 37 89 83 08. 
GERMANY - +49 611 99 08 40. JAPAN - +81 3 3446 3996. RUSSIA +7 095 1926992. 



shown in Figure 1. The design goals illustrat- 
ed are recommendations to computer manu- 
facturers for implementation in new equip- 
ment. 

Assessing lightning hazards 
As identified by Key in his Naval Facilities 

study, the extent of lightning activity in an 
area significantly affects the probability of 
equipment failure caused by transient activ- 
ity. The threat of a lightning flash to a 

facility is determined, in large part, by the 
type of installation and its geographic loca- 
tion. The type and character of the lightning 
flash are also important factors. 

The Keraunic number of a geographic 
location describes the likelihood of light- 
ning activity in that area. Figure 2 shows 
the Isokeraunic map of the United States, 
which estimates the number of lightning 
days per year across the country. On aver- 
age, 30 storm days occur each year across 
the continental United States. This num- 
ber does not fully describe the lightning 
threat, however, because many individual 
lightning flashes occur during a single 
storm. 

The structure of a facility has a significant 
effect on the exposure of equipment to po- 
tential lightning damage. Higher structures 
tend to collect and even "trigger" localized 
lightning flashes. Because storm clouds tend 
to travel at specific heights above the earth, 
conductive structures in mountainous areas 
attract lightning activity more readily. The 
exposure factor is a function of the size of 
the facility and the Isokeraunic rating of the 
area. The larger the physical size of an 
installation, the more likely it is to be hit by 
lightning during a storm. The longer a trans- 
mission line (AC or RF) or the taller the 
tower, the more lightning flashes it is likely 
to receive. 

The relative frequency of power problems 
is seasonal in nature. As shown in Figure 3, 
most problems are noted during June, July 
and August. These high problem rates can 
be traced primarily to increased thunder- 
storm activity. 

Transient protection alternatives 
A facility can be protected from transient 

disturbances in two basic ways: the systems 
approach or the discrete device approach. 
Table 2 outlines the major alternatives avail- 
able, which include: 

UPS (uninterruptible power system) and 
standby generator; 

UPS stand -alone system; 
Secondary AC spot network; 
Secondary selective AC network; 
Motor -generator set; 
Shielded isolation transformer; 
Suppressers, filters, lightning arrestors and; 
Solid -state line- voltage regulator. 
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PARAMETER TYPE 1 TYPE 2 TYPE 3 

DEFINITION Transient and 
oscillatory overvoltage 

Momentary 
undervoltage or 
overvoltage 
Power system faults, 
large load changes, 
utility company 
equipment malfunctions 

Power outage 

Power system faults, 
unacceptable load 
changes, utility 
equipment malfunctions 

CAUSES Lightning, power 
network switching, 
operation of other loads 

THRESHOLD 
(Note 1) 

200 -400% of rated rms 
voltage or higher (peak 
instantaneous above or 
below rated rms) 

Below 80-85% and 
above 110 °,0 of rated rms 
voltage 

Below 80 -85% of rated 
rms voltage 

DURATION Transients 0.5 -200ps 
wide and oscillatory up 
to 16.7ms at frequencies 
of 200Hz to 5kHz and 
higher 

From 4 -6 cycles, 
depending on the type 
of power system 
distribution equipment 

From 2 -60 sec if 
Correction is automalic; 
from 15 min to 4 hrs it 

manual 

Note 1: The approximate limits beyond which the disturbance is considered to be harmful to the load equipment. 

Table 1. Types of voltage disturbances identified in the Key report. 

SYSTEM TYPE 1 TYPE 2 TYPE 3 

UPS system and 
standby generator 

All source transients; no 
load transients 

All All 

UPS system All source transients; no 
load transients 

All All outages shorter than 
the battery supply 
discharge time 
Most, depending on the 
type of outage 

Secondary spot 
network 

ANote 1) 

None None 

Secondary selective 
network 
(Note 2) 

None Most Most, depending on the 
type of outage 

Motor -generator set All source transients; no 
load transients 

Most Only brown -out 
conditions 

Shielded isolation 
transformer 

Some source transients; 
no load transients 

None None 

Suppressors, filters, 
lightning arrestors 

Most source transients; 
most load transients 

None None 

Only brown -out 
conditions 

Solid -state line 
voltage regulator 

Most source transients; 
no load transients 

Some, depending on the 
response time of the 
system 

Note 1: Dual -power feeder network. 
Note 2: Dual-power feeder network using a static (solid- state) transfer switch. 

Table 2. Types of system -wide protection equipment available to facility managers and the AC line 

abnormalities that each approach can handle. 
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Figure 1. The recommended voltage tolerance envelope for computer equipment is shown above. This c I art 
is based on pioneering work done by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command. The study identified bow 
the magnitude and duration of a transient pulse must be considered in determining the damaging potential 

of a spike. The design goals illustrated in the chart are recommendations to computer manufacturers for 
implementation in new equipment. (Adapted from: Lt. Thomas Key, "The Effects of Power Disturbances 
on Computer Operation," IEEE Industrial and Commercial Power Systems Conference, Cincinnati, lune 
7, 1978.) 



Feel Closed In By 4- letter Companies 

Dictating Your Editing Needs? 

OPpewriíti 
D 

No company should tell you what you need. That's exactly what 

they'll do if you buy their closed proprietary systems. 

D- Vision non -linear editing solutions on the other hand are based 

on a truly OPEN non -proprietary architecture. So, you will have 

more freedom to choose the post -production tools and systems 

that are right for you. That means your costs will be lower, and 

when new technology is available you can use it right away. 

And, the D- Vision OnLINE family has the most powerful 

and easy -to -use timeline in the industry. Period. Based on 

feedback from over 5,000 users worldwide, OnLINE lets you 

simultaneously play back up to 24 audio tracks with video, snap 

to markers, visualize sync, personalize your screen layout 

and much more. 

Don't be locked in. Keep an 

open mind. 

©1995 D- Vision Systems, Inc. D- Vision is a registered trademark and D- Vision OnLINE and Making 

Digital Media Work for You are trademarks of D- Vision Systems, Inc. Windows NT and Windows are either 

registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. 

D- Vision Systems, Inc. 

Making Digital Media Work For You.'" 

Call for details. 

1- 800- 8DVISION (838-4746) 

Or Outside the U.S.: +1 -312.714 -1400 

Or fax +1- 312. 714.1400 

For the Professional Partner Nearest You. 
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Table 3 lists the relative benefits of each 
protection method. Because each installa- 
tion is unique, conduct a thorough investi- 
gation of a facility's needs before purchas- 
ing equipment. The systems approach of- 
fers the advantages of protection engineered 
to a particular application and need, and 
(usually) high -level factory support during 
equipment design and installation. The sys- 
tems approach also means higher costs for 
the end -user. 

Developing specifications for system -wide 
power- conditioning /backup hardware re- 
quires careful analysis of various factors 
before a particular technology or a specific 
vendor is selected. Factors in this process 
relate to the load hardware and load appli- 
cation. The electrical power required by a 

sensitive load may vary widely, depending 
on the configuration of the system. The 
principal factors that apply to system spec- 
ification include the following: 

Power requirements including: voltage, 
current, power factor, harmonic content 
and transformer configuration; 

Voltage -regulation requirements of the load; 
Frequency stability required by the load, 

and the maximum permissible slew rate (the 
rate of change of frequency per second); 

Effects of unbalanced loading; 
Overload and inrush current capacity; 
Bypass capability; 
Primary/standby path transfer time; 
Maximum standby power reserve time; 
System reliability and maintainability; and 
Operating efficiency. 

An accurate definition of critical applica- 
tions will aid in the specification process for 
a given site. The potential for future expan- 
sion also must be considered in all plans. 

Power requirements can be determined 
either by measuring the actual installed hard- 
ware or by checking the nameplate ratings. 
Most nameplate ratings include significant 
safety margins. Moreover, the load normal- 

SYSTEM STRONG POINTS WEAK POINTS TECHNICAL PROFILE 
UPS system and 
standby generator 

Full protection from 
power outage failures and 
transient distrubances; 
ideal for critical DP and 
life- safety loads 

Hardware is expensive and 
may require special 
construction;electrically 
and mechanically complex; 
noise may be a problem; 
high annual maintenance 
costs 

Efficiency 80-90%; typ cal 
high impedance prese 'ted 
to the load may be a 

consideration; frequercy 
stability good; harmoric 
distortion determined 7,y 

UPS system design 
UPS system Completely eliminates 

transient disturbances; 
eliminates surge and sag 
conditions; provides 
power outage protection 
up to the limits of the 
battery supply; ideal for 
critical load applications 

Hardware is expensive; 
depending on battery 
supply requirements, 
special construction may 
be required; noise may be 
a problem; periodic 
maintenance required 

Efficiency 80-90%; typical 
high impedance presented 
to the load may be a 

consideration; frequercy 
stability good; harmor c 

content determined by 
inverter type 

Secondary spot 
network 
(Note 1) 

Simple; inexpensive when 
available in a given area; 
protects against local 
power interruptions; no 
maintenance required by 
user 

Not available in all 
locations; provides no 
protection from area -wide 
utility failures; provides no 
protection against 
transient disturbances or 
surge /sag conditions 

Virtually no loss, 100% 
efficient; presents low 
impedance to the load no 
effect on frequency or 
harmonic content 

Secondary selective 
network 
(Note 2) 

Same as above; provides 
faster transfer from one 
utility line to the other 

Same as above Same as above 

Motor -generator set Electrically simple; 
reliable power source; 
provides up to 0.5 sec 
power -fail ride -through; 
completely eliminates 
transient and surge /sag 
conditions 

Mechanical system 
requires regular 
maintenance; noise may 
be a consideration; 
hardware is expensive; 
depending on m -g set 
design, power -fail 
ride -through may be less 
than typically quoted by 
manufacturer 

Efficiency 80-90%; typ cal 
high impedance prese rated 

to the load may be a 

consideration; frequercy 
stability may be a 

consideration, especially 
during momentary 
power -fail conditions; low 
harmonic content 

Shielded isolation 
transformer 

Electrically simple; 
provides protection 
against most types of 
transient and noise; 
moderate hardware cost; 
no maintenance required 

Provides no protection 
from brown -out or outage 
conditions 

No significant loss, 
essentially 100% efficint; 
presents low impedance 
to the load; no effect on 
frequency stability; Ls ,- 
ally low harmonic content 

Suppressors, filters, 
lightning arrestors 

Components inexpensive; 
units can be staged to 
provide transient 
protection exactly where 
needed in a facility; no 
periodic maintenance 
required 

No protection from Type 2 

or 3 disturbances; 
transient protection only 
as good as the installation 
job 

No loss, 100% efficie t% no 
effect on impedance 
presented to the load; -no 

effect on frequency or 
harmonic content 

Solid -state line voltage 
regulator 

Moderate hardware cost; 
uses a combination of 
technologies to provide 
transient suppression 
and voltage regulation; 
no periodic maintenance 
required 

No protection against 
power outage conditions; 
slow response time may be 
experienced with some 
designs 

Efficiency 92-98%; moo ,t 
units present low 
impedance to the load 
usually no effect on 
frequency; harmonic 
distortion content may oe 
a consideration 

Note 1: Dual -power feeder network. 
Note 2: Dual -power feeder network using a static (solid- state) transfer switch. 

Table 3. Technical merits of various transient protection equipment. 

Figure 2. This Isokeraunic map of the United States shows the approximate 
number of lightning days per year. 
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Figure 3. The relative frequency of power problems in the United States 
classified by month. 



AC Power Distribution 
SHOWGASE 

Recessed Single Phase Power Controller Remote Power Control Panel 3 -Phase Power Controllers 

Rack mounted. Designed to fit standard 19" wide EIA 
STD. Standard and optional features including EMI /RFI fil- 
ter, spike and surge suppression, 12 front panel mounted 
NEMA outlets, remote I/O ports, current protection up to 
24 AMPS. Other features include three sections of four 
outlets either all switched or two switched and one 
unswitched, Multiple Time Delay® power -up /down, various 
current/voltage ratings. 

Circle (23) on Action Card 

Flush Mounted, Thin Line 
Power Controllers 

Centralize your system's power controls. Controls all Power 
Conditioners with standard industry configuration 3 -pin 
remote connectors. Panels for both standard and latch 
type controllers. Needs only 3 -1/2" height. Includes a utili- 
ty convenience outlet, red EPO mushroom switch and 
reset (on /off) switch. Finished in light textured gray, 
FED -STD 595 #26559. 
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Step Up, Step Down Voltage 
Controllers, Auto Transformers 

Rack mounted. 3 -1/2" (2U) high. Depths from 8 -1/2" to 
14 -1/2 ". Includes spike and surge protection, EMI /RFI fil- 
ter, remote I/O connectors for power on /off, EPO and 
power -up of additional equipment down line; precision 
electromagnetic circuit breakers and power indicator lights. 
Options include Multiple Time Delay® power -up between 
sections, receptacle type and output voltages of 125 or 208 
VAC. Designed to meet UL 1950 and CSA 22.2 -950. 
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International Power Control Systems 

;;'::':: 

Ideal for restricted space applications. Large selection with 
up to 16 IEC type outlets. Many optional features including 
current /voltage rating, quantity and type of outlets, 
switched /unswitched sections, Multiple Time Delay ®, 

EMI /RFI filtering (standard on some series), remote I/O ports 
and latching function. 
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Satellite Antenna Lightning 

Arrester System 

Change European voltage to 125VAC or step up domestic 
voltage to accommodate 220VAC. Current ratings from 
10 to 30 AMPS, 750 to 2880 Volt AMPS. Up to 12 NEMA 
or IEC receptacles. Optional protection from spikes and 
surges, EMI /RFI filter. Only 3 -1/2" high (2U). 
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pP Controlled RS232 Remote 
Power On /Off Intelligent System 

Controllers with IEC, "SCHUKO ", British, German and 
other international receptacles. All units meet IEC 950 
safety requirements. Includes voltage sensitive, voltage 
selectable and fixed voltage controllers. Up to 16 recepta- 
cles in 1U high. Some with Multiple Time Delay® or indi- 
vidual outlet control. 
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Custom Designed Systems 

The solution to multiple line protection problems. Protects 
all circuit functions, including motor drives and sensors, 
linking a satellite tracking station with a remote receiver. 
Can withstand spikes and surges as extreme as lightning 
strikes on AC power, RF and telephone lines. Provides 
EMI /RFI filtering on low frequency circuits. NEMA con- 
nectors available for AC lines, RJ45 for phone and data 
lines, terminals for motor drive and sensor circuits as well as 

"F" type connectors for coaxial cables. Conveniert, easy 
to insall 19" rack mountable steel enclosure is a slim 1.75' 
high, 6" deep. 
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ZLfNE 

Pulizzi's advanced design, Intelligent Power Controllers® 
allow access and individually controlled power distribution 
from a remote location, even with a laptop computer, 
through a RS 232 communication link. A factory pro - 
grammed microprocessor continuously monitors and reacts 
to customer specified parameters. Options include local 
control, IEC or NEMA receptacles, password security, multi- 
unit addressability, "watch dog" (self -boot) function, spike 
and surge suppression, EMI /RFI filter, customer specified 
power up sequencing. 
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Express 48 -hour shipping on selected models. 

Over 100 models on file with UL, CSA or Tuv recognition. 
Serving commercial and mil /aero industries since 1973. 

Can't find the Power Distribution Unit (PDU) you need? 
Pulizzi Engineering, with over 20 years experience, can 
design and manufacture the exact PDU you want and meet 
agency requirements. Eliminate the time and costs to 
design, fabricate and wire in -house power controllers. Let 
Pulizzi Engineering do it for you, better, faster and less 
expensively. Call us at the design stage and let us show you 
how a Z -Line PDU can more than pay for itself when it 
comes to total system cost. 

PULIZZI ENGINEERING INC. 
3260 S. Susan St. Santa Ana, CA 92704 -6865 

To order, to request a catalog, or for assistance, call today: 714/540 -4229, Fax 714/641 -9062 E -Mail: sales(@pulizzi.com 
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Full Compass. 

Make the Switch. 
With more than 

350 Product Lines 
superb pricing, and a sales staff 

that knows the business, it's time 
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ENVIRONMENTAL TYPICAL ENVIRONMENT ACCEPTABLE LIMITS FOR DP SYSTEMS 
ATTRIBUTE 

NORMAL CRITICAL 
Line frequency ±0.1 to :3% :1% x0.3% 
Rate of frequency change 0.5 to 20Hz/s 1.5Hz/s 0.3Hz/s 
Over- and undervoltage +5 to 6 %, -13.3% +5% to -10% :3% 
Phase imbalance 2 to 10% 5% max 3% max 
Tolerance to low power 
factor 

0.85 to 0.6 lagging 0.8 lagging less than 
0.6 lagging 
or 0.9 leading 

Tolerance to high 
steady -state peak current 

1.3 to 1.6 peak/rms 1.0 to 2.5 peak/rms Greater than 
2.5 peak/rms 

Harmonic voltages 0 to 20% total rms 10 to 20% total 
5 to 10% largest 

5% max total 
3% largest 

Voltage deviation from 
sine wave 

5 to 50% 5 to 10% 3 to 5% 

Voltage modulation Negligible to 10% 3% max 1% max 
Surge/sag conditions +20 %, -30% +10 %, -15% +5 %, -5% 

Transient impulses Varies widely; 
1.0 to 1.5kV typical 

Less than 400V 
above sinusoid 

Less than 200V 
above sinusoid 

RFI /EMI normal and 
common modes 

10V up to 20kHz, less at 
high freq. 

Varies widely; 3V typical Varies widely; 
0.3V typical 

Ground currents 0 to 10A plus impulse 
noise current 

0.001 to 0.5A or more 0.0035A 
or less 

Table 4. Power -quality attributes for data -processing hardware. (Adapted from: Federal Information 
Processing Standards Publication No. 94, "Guideline on Electrical Power for ADP Installations," U.S. 

Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC, 1983.) 

ly will include a diversity factor; all individ- 
ual elements of the load will not necessarily 
be operating at the same time. 

Every load has a limited tolerance to noise 
and harmonic distortion. Critical data pro- 
cessing and computer equipment loads typ- 
ically can withstand 5% THD with no 
adverse effects where no single harmonic 
exceeds 3 %. The power- conditioning sys- 

tem must provide this high -quality output 
waveform to the load, regardless of the level 
of noise and/or distortion present at the AC 
input terminals. 

If a power -conditioning/standby system 
does not operate with high reliability, the 
results often can be disastrous. In addition 
to threats to health and safety, there is a 

danger of lost revenue and hardware dam- 
age. Reliability must be considered from 
three different viewpoints: 

1. Reliability of utility AC power in the area. 
2. Impact of line- voltage disturbances on 
DP loads. 
3. The ability of the protection system to 
maintain reliable operation when subject- 
ed to expected and unexpected external 
disturbances. 

The environment in which the power -con- 
ditioning system operates will have a signif- 
icant effect on reliability. Extremes of temper- 
ature, altitude, humidity and vibration can 
be encountered in various applications, most 
notably, transmitter sites. Extreme condi- 
tions can precipitate premature component 
failure and unexpected system shutdown. 
Most power -protection equipment is rated 
for operation from 0 °C to 40 °C. During a 

commercial power failure, however; the am- 
bient temperature of the equipment room 
can easily exceed either value, depending on 
the exterior temperature. Operating temper- 
ature derating typically is required for alti- 

tudes in excess of 1,000 feet. 
Table 4 lists key power -quality attributes 

that should be considered when assessing 
the need for power- conditioning hardware. 

The next step 
A detailed examination of each of the 

power- system protection alternatives avail- 
able to TV stations and production facilities 
is beyond the scope of this article. There are, 
however, a number of publications that 
describe the various approaches in detail, 
including the following: 

Product literature from power- condition- 
ing manufacturers. A comprehensive listing 
of vendors is located under the heading 
ancillary & support equipment beginning 
on p. 87 of the 1996 BE Buyers Guide. 

The book "AC Power Systems," J. Whi- 
taker, CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 1991. 

The booklet "EC &M Practical Guide to 
Quality Power for Sensitive Electronic 
Equipment," A. Berutti and R. Waggoner 
editors, Intertec Electrical Group, Overland 
Park, KS, 1994. 

Protection against transient disturbances is a 

science that demands attention to detail. This 
work is not inexpensive, and it is not some- 
thing that can be accomplished overnight. 
Facility managers will, however; wind up pay- 
ing for transient protection one way or anoth- 
er; either before or after problems occur. In the 
world of transient protection, there is truly no 
such thing as a free lunch. 

Jerry Whitaker is a BE contributing editor. 

Internet: betintertec.com 
CompuServe: 74672,3124 
FAXback: 913 -967 -1905 



LIKE FORT Knox, 
WITH AN ATM 

magine a towering stack of 

cartridges, open reels and DAT 

tapes -a vast wealth of audio 

cuts- representing hours of costly, 

painstaking production. Now 

imagine that treasury of so ands (like 

commercials, IDs, SFX, and stingers) 

securely stored, intelligently organized 

and instantaneously accessible. All within 

the confines of one very impressive 

machine - 
the digital 
audio hard 
disk recorder, 

DigiCart/II. 

Smart 
controls and easy -to -read displays makes scanning 

through DigiCart/iI's massive vault of storage a snap. 

With a simple spin of a knob or keystroke on a remote 

control, you can call up any single cut, or even an 

entire playlist- instantly, effortlessly. 

While DigiCart/u plays a pre- selected cut, its pro- 

duction- oriented software allows you to program 

the next series of cuts at the same time. 

All performed with reassuring reliability. 

No dead air, 

no missed cues, no 

scrambling around. 

H A R D D I S K 

DigiCart/as 
internal hard 
drive can't be 

beat for speed 
and conven- 
ience. Now with 

up to 32 hours 
of 20kHz stereo 
storage. 
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DigiCartlit holds 10,000 cuts, records in linear or with Dolb) .4C -2 data compression, 
allows precise edits, and features removable media for archiving, backups and transfers. 

operating 

Our remote controls. 

enhance LogiCarl/u 

with programmable 
Hot -Keys; fast find 
functions, and more. 

FILE TRANSFER NETWORK 

Move digital audio between 360 
Systems products at eight times 
normal speed 

It's easy to see why 

DigiCart/II is fast becoming 

the industry standard for hard 

disk recording. If you're 
searching for the best place 

to bank your audio valuables, 

take a look -and listen -to 
DigiCart/II. 

To see, hear and feel the 

DigiCart/it 
features both 

professional 
digital 

conversion 
formats. 

DIGITAL 

©O 
A E S/ E B U 

IEC 958/11 

true value of a DigiCart/Ii for 

yourself, contact us at 360 Systems and we'll arrange 

for a hands -on demonstration in your studio or 

production facility. Call (818) 991 -0360. 

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO 

5321 Sterling Center Drive Westlake Village, CA 91361 USA Phone (818) 991 -0360 Fax (818) 991 -1360 

DIGICr.RT IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF 360 SYSTEMS DOLBY IS A TADEMAAK OF DOLBY LABORATORIES INC ®1995 360 SYSTEMS 
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Confidently making the transition from the editing room re -entry capabilities make it faster and simpler to layer graphics 

to the road, Sony's DVS -7000 Live Production Switcher is and DME moves into a show. And it shifts truck efficiency into 

designed for the demanding pace and creative challenges of high gear, by reducing the size and power consumption of its 

live production. Right from the start, operators will notice how electronics -plus adding special mobile support features 

comfortable they feel behind the wheel of the DVS -7000. Its like redundant power supplies and advanced diagnostics. 

3.5 M/E control panel is like second nature to experienced Sony has also created a revolutionary link between our DME 

technical directors. its multiple downstream keyers and multiple effects system and our DVS -7000. Its called DME -Wipe 



To create our live 

digital switcher, we broke 

down four walls 

and added four wheels. 

-and it adds keying power by turning DME's into additional also designed for today's fast -changing TV station environment. 

keyers, freeing the M/E keyers for more key layers.TD's can It can be configured for either analog or digital inputs. You can 

now have a full range of powerful DME effects at their finger- convert from digital composite to component 4:3/I 6:9 at 

tips as quickly and easily as wipe patterns. In addition, it has the touch of a button. It handles 525/625 signals. And it's 

three memory systems:Timeline effects, Snapshot memories, available in multiple control panel configurations. For more 

and E -File registers, making it extremely effective for quick information, just call I -800 -635 -SONY ext. 7000. We'll 

changes in live telecasts or on -line editing. The DVS -7000 is help you get your show on the road. SONY 



The Bottom Line: 
Beyond the obvious size, 
weight and setup /strike 
time advantages, new 
fiber systems designed 
for the field offer 
enhanced reliability, 
quality and flexibility, 
plus a measure of 
future -proofing from 
their modular, format - 
independent 
connectivity. An 
increasing number of 
venues are now pre - 
wired with fiber, and 
telcos are installing 
more permanent fiber 
links to these locations 
every day. 

Using fiber 
in the field 

By Richard A. Cerny 

As costs come down and reliability 
goes up, the advantages of fiber-optic 
signal transport on remotes become 
undeniable. 

In the recent movie Sabrina, Harrison Ford 
illustrates his character's business vision when he 
states, "I know it the way I knew that fiber optics 
would replace coaxial cable." This replacement 
has been steadily occurring in fixed TV broadcast 
communications, just as it has already occurred in 
data communications and voice communications. 
One area where the transition from coax to fiber 
is taking place now is outdoors in remote produc- 
tion environments, where it is gaining momen- 
tum fast. 

A few years ago, fiber optics were unheard of as 
the primary cabling from camera sites to the 
production vehicle. Now you see fiber at all the 
grand sporting events - the Olympics, Super 
Bowls, the World Cup, Formula One racing and 
the like. The same applies to entertainment events 
(like Woodstock and the Three Tenors in Concert) 
and news events (such as elections, coverage from 
Bosnia and papal visits). To appreciate where 
fiber systems best fit, it is important to understand 
the advantages and limitations of fiber optics. 

Applications 
There are two main application areas for fiber in 

remote broadcasting. The first involves feeding 
video and audio program material from the pro- 
duction site to an uplink or the demarcation point 
of a common carriet This has been the predom- 
inant use for fiber in the field for the last 15 years. 
The other emerging application is for lightweight 
"snakes" linking cameras and microphones to 
the production control room(s). This is the area 
that has required significant development of spe- 
cific systems. 

In general, these fiber -optic systems are stan- 
dard interface adapters that convert electrical 
signals on copper to /from optical signals on fiber 
cables. These adapters may be inserted whenever 
and wherever desired, and they can be moved 
easily from location to location. 

Fiber -optic systems made their field debut in 
1980, in such televised events as the Democratic 
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National Convention and the Winter Olympics. At 
that time, and throughout the '80s, broadcasters 
adapted conventional rack -mounted systems by 
"suitcasing" them in shock -mounted roadcases. 
Although these systems offered the inherent advan- 
tages of fiber -optic communications, they were in- 
convenient to carry and power. Today's portable 
fiber systems make field teleproduction a much 
easier and more reliable undertaking. 

Those traditional rack -mounted systems still are 
the mainstay of fixed video and audio communica- 
tions for studio- transmitter links, campus and in- 
trabuilding networks, as well as medium- to long - 
haul telecommunications. Typically, such systems 
employ FM video with multiple audio subcarriers 
diplexed above the video baseband of in long -haul 
systems, one or more video channels digitized and 
multiplexed with their associated audio channels 
onto one optical fiber. 

Like all fiber -optic systems, they provide superior 
signal transmission and eliminate virtually all the 
problems associated with copper, including ground 
loops and hum, electromagnetic or RF interference, 
crosstalk, lightning problems and high -frequency 
rolloff. The newest generation of fiber systems cou- 
ples these advantages with the enhanced portability 
and weight reduction. The fiber -optic cables used 
have also become more durable, more so than 
coaxial or triaxial cables, and the electronics are 
now housed in miniature enclosures built for field 
environments. 

Rugged fiber cables 
One slender (0.25 inch) cable can replace as many 

as six coaxial cables plus more than 64 audio pairs. 
As a result, every 1,000 -foot section of fiber -optic 
cable weighing less than 15 pounds can replace 
more than a ton of copper. Naturally, the labor 
savings on setups and strikes are significant. How- 
ever, the savings in troubleshooting are even more 
impressive. 

One of the lingering myths about fiber is that 
Continued on page 56 



AND WE'RE 
PRODUCING 
WINNERS IN 
EVERY MARKET 
The Mark IV Pro 
Audio Group is 
one of the fastest 
growing suppliers 
to the broadcast 
industry. With the 
strength and skill of 
such respected compa- 
nies as Electro- Voice, 
D.D.A. and Klark- 
Teknik, the reason 
were producing win- 
ners is clear. For example, Electro- 
Voice makes some of the most popu- 
lar microphones in broadcasting, 
D.D.A. mixing consoles are the 
choice of WGBH, Boston, one of the 
largest producers of programming 

for PBS, and 
Klark -Teknik 
is the Brit- 
ish signal 

processor manufacturer that stood 
the pro audio industry on it's ear by 
introducing a graphic equalizer with 
a wireless remote control 

So, wherever your team plays, 
the Mark IV Pro Audio Group of 
companies has what it takes to put 
you in the big - -, 
leagues. .: VI-1;V; -riïr' 

For morers:.4 
information on the Mark IV Pro 
Audio Group of companies call 
800.695.1010. 

WE PLAY IN 
CITIES 
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OEMs, Systems Integrators and Developers... 
It's no secret. The video industry is in the midst of a mass migration to 

digital technology. PC -based open systems are the wave of the 

future. You can make the transition quick and painless for your 

product by building it on Matrox DigiSuite -a solid foundation of 

digital video hardware and software development tools that you put 

together in myriad configurations to meet your exact requirements. 

Move from expensive black 

DigiMix 

DigiVid 

DigiMotion , 

OMPEG-2 

Genesis 

DigiSDN 

Marvel Millennium 

OigiTools 

DigiSequencer 

Digilinx 

DigiCG 

DigiVTR 

30 OVE 

DigiPaint 

DigiStill 

DigiDVE 

Movie -2 bus 

M A T R 0 X 

What do you need to build? 
Nonlinear Editing Systems (N LE) 

Digital Disk Recorders (DDR) 

Virtual VTRs 

Video -on- Demand Servers (VOD) 

Near Video -on- Demand Servers (NVOD1 

Interactive TV 

Live Video Switchers 

M -JPEG to MPEG Transcoders 

Commercial Insertion Systems 

Instant Replay Systems 

Time Delay Systems 

CAN Barker Channels 

2D and 3D Animation Stations 

Animation Recorders 

Graphics /Paint Workstations 

Character Generators (CG) 

Closed Captioning and Teletext Systems 

Digital Audio Workstations (DAW) 

Visual Effects /Compositing Systems 



boxes to competitively -priced, PC -based open systems. 

Use only the best materials. 
Choose the building blocks you need for your 
application from the extensive Matrox collection, 
the growing list of board -level components from 
third parties or design your own digital video 

MO V 1 E hardware around the open standard 

1221 
Movie -2 bus. DigiSuite components 
are modular, highly- integrated, true 
10 -bit CCIR -601 and take full 
advantage of the PCI -bus. 

Matrox DigiMix" - digital video /graphics mixer 
and 2D DVE unit 
Matrox DigiMotion " - dual channel motion -JPEG 

codec /digital audio mixer /Fast -20 SCSI controller 

Mctrox DigiVid" - multi -channel analog video 
I/C and serial communication interface 

Matrox QMPEG -2a" - four channel MPEG -2 
audio /video decoder 

Mctrox Marvel Millennium'" - video -in -a- window 
console display controller 
Matrox Genesis" - DSP -based application accelerator 

Serial digital (D1) I/O interface, realtime 3D DVE, 

MPEG encoders and other third party Movie -2 
bur compatible products 

And the best tools for the ¡ob. 
Matrox DigiTools"a are based on the new Microsoft 
multimedia software architecture with OpenDML 
extensions. A comprehensive selection of proven 

software modules from Matrox and third parties 
speeds your appliication development. 

Matrox DigiSDK" - Component Object Model 
(COM) software development kit for 
Windows NT 3.51 and Windows 95 

Matrox DigiSequencer " - infinite -loyer 
audio /video /graphics compositing and 
sequencing engine 

Matrox DigiVTR " - VTR control software 

Image North Technologies DigiCG, DigiPaint, 
DigiDVE and DigiStill - application modules 

Our solid foundation of state -of- the -art boards, 
advanced software development tools and world - 
renowned OEM engineering support let you 
make a smooth transition to the digital domain 
and get your PC-based product to market quickly. 
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For more information, 
please call: 

1- 800 -361 -4903 or 
(514) 685 -2630 

Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd. 
1025 St- Regi:. Blvd , Dorval 

Quebec, Canada, H9P 2T4 

Fax: (514) 685 -2853 

Internet: http: / /wwnr.matrox.com/video 

Matrox 
-120 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE 
Ma' .s a registered trademark aid the Mateo, DMSude components 

e trademahs of Mato, Rearms Systems Ltd All other trademarks 
are the property of their respective ,ners. 



Continued from page 52 

because it is lightweight, and be- 
cause the "conductors" are made 
of glass, it must be fragile. On the 
contrary, today's fiber elements 
are stronger than steel, and the 
cables are designed for battlefield 
use. Such "tactical" cables have 
proven to stand up to golf spikes, 
automobile traffic and even the 
environmental horrors of Wood- 
stock '94. In order to survive the 
remote production environment - random knots, slamming 
doors, forklift traffic and so on - 
the cable and connectors should 
have endured substantial testing. 
Therefore, you will find the term 
"mil spec" used repeatedly when 
specifying fiber cables for remote 
broadcasting. 

For use in the field, fiber cables 
should have a polyurethane (not 
PVC) jacket for crush resistance. It 
should be tightly linked to the rein- 
forcing Kevlar yarn, yet it should 
be strippable. You can test the cable for integ- 
rity by taking a 1m section and trying as hard 
as you can to stretch it. You won't damage the 
fibers, but you want to see if the outer jacket 
wrinkles up when tension is released. (It 
shouldn't.) Then bend the cable into a small 
loop or knot; the jacket should remain rela- 
tively smooth, not wrinkled. 

What happens when a lawnmower or street 
sweeper cuts a cable? The cable can be quick- 
ly spliced in temporary fashion to get on the 
air, or the ends may be reterminated with 
crimp -on, bayonet -type ST connectors (this 
requires about two minutes per end) and 
barreled together. In most cases, after the 
remote, the cable can be properly terminated 
and returned to regular service as two shorter 
cables. 

The ST -type connector is the industry stan- 
dard single -fiber connector. It is a low -cost 
connector and is commonly used in campus 
backbone applications. One ST is required 
for each end of each fiber, similar to a BNC 
on coax. Cable connectors are always male, 
so connecting two cables requires a double - 
female adapter barrel. Today's fiber -optic 
cables often include multiple fibers, and if 
you terminate these with ST connectors, you 
will need to be aware of proper labeling and 
signal directions for each fiber. 

The military multipin hermaphroditic con- 
nector is becoming the standard in field ap- 
plications. Originally developed for the Army, 
this connector is more reminiscent of a triax 
connector, but more expensive. It has two 
male contacts and two female contacts in the 
screw -on plug. The cable crosses over such 
that each fiber has a male contact on one 
connector end and a female contact on the 
other end. Thus, the cable cannot be installed 
in the wrong direction, and a 4 -fiber cable 

Like BNCs or F connectors on coax, the single-fiber ST connector uses male 
plugs on all cable ends and female jacks on chassis mounts. 
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requires only a single connector. Plugs can be 
directly interconnected together forming ex- 
tension cables, with no barrel adapters or 
intermediate patch panels required. 

Fiber connectors become lossy when dirty, 
so they must be kept clean. Always put the 
dust caps on fiber connector plugs and recep- 
tacles when they are not in use; when in 
doubt, clean the fiber contacts. 

Today's fiber elements 
are stronger than steel, 

and the cables are 
designed for 

battlefield use. 

A reel light solution 
Reels can be the bane of a fiber -optic field 

installation. With coax, you don't expect the 
reels to last long because the cable is disposed 
of soon anyway, and the reel usually goes 
away at the same time. But fiber cable will 
last many years, and it's more expensive, so it 
warrants better care. A reel can hold any- 
where from 500 to 3,000 feet of tactical 
cable. If the reel gives out or falls apart, the 
cable can spill off sideways, and the untan- 
gling nightmare begins. Avoid a reel with 
flanges that are bolted through the hub - 
the nuts may fall off in transit, and there goes 
the cable. Avoid split reels or reels with exter- 
nal hangers for the inside course of cable. The 
connectors will find a way to flop, causing 
possible damage during deployment and take 

up. Use reels that have compart- 
ments in the hub (without axles) 
to store and protect the inside 
length of cable. 

The cable may be pulled from a 

stationary reel or paid out behind 
the reel as it is carried. Because 
there is not a multifiber rotary slip 
joint, the cable is deployed then 
connected to the electronics. Oth- 
erwise, the inner length of cable 
will twist with respect to station- 
ary electronics. Plugs attach to 
mating hermaphroditic recepta- 
cles mounted on portable shell - 
type enclosures or on the panel of 
the production vehicle. 

If a production vehicle is dedi- 
cated to the fiber system, the elec- 
tronics can be mounted in stan- 
dard 19 -inch racks. (See Figure 
1.) Fiber pigtails lead from the 
hermaphroditic receptacle(s) to 
ST -type connectors on the rear of 
the electronics frame. The frame 

typically contains plug -in modules, each be- 
ing either a transmitter or receiver for various 
types of signals - video, audio, intercom or 
control data. 

Portable enclosures 
At the camera location, the corresponding 

modules have to be housed in a more robust 
enclosure. Typically, this portable "shell" 
will have a hinged lid and be gasketed to 
provide environmental protection. The her- 
maphroditic connector will screw onto an 
externally mounted receptacle, and all elec- 
trical connectors (BNC, XLR, etc.) will be on 
side panels. Although the enclosure may be 
weather -resistant, unused XLRs can leak, so 
it's a good idea to bag the enclosure in 
inclement weather. 

Field events do not occur in comfortable 
environments. Both cable and electronics 
should be able to operate without fans or 
heaters in temperatures ranging anywhere 
from -40 °C to +70 °C ( -40 °F to +158 °F). 
Military specs are even wider. The same unit 
has to be capable of televising summer and 
winter events. 

If the vehicle is not dedicated to using fiber, 
or if you're using a fly -away system, you will 
want both ends of the cable run to be porta- 
ble. (This also applies for occasional rentals, 
or where flexibility is paramount.) In this 
case, both ends of the system may be housed 
in modular shell -type enclosures, or one elec- 
tronics end may be housed in a shell while the 
other end may be conveniently mounted 
inside the cable reel. Ideally, all electronics 
and cable are transported in a single case 
suitable for checking as airplane luggage. 

Modules may be reconfigured as event 
communications require. A common config- 
uration is the 3- camera shoot. Typically in 



Big News About 
Something Small. 

The CPI Compact Satcom MPA. 
Our new Compact Medium Power 
Amplifier (CMPA) is big news in the 
portable satcom market. It's ideal for 
SNG, flyaway and small earth terminals. 

The CMPA packs high efficiency in a 

5.25" single rack drawer. 

The amplifier is also easy to use, 
featuring microprocessor control.Digital 
and analog control interfaces make the 
CMPA a snap to integrate into the 
system. Plus, it's easy to maintain with 
modular construction and built -in fault 
diagnostics- all in a rugged design that 
can stand up to a world of conditions. 

And, as with all CPI amplifiers, the 
CMPA is backed by the industry's 
largest sales and global service network. 

No matter where in the world your story 
breaks, CPI's CMPA will be there 
transmitting the news. 

Give us the opportunity to tell you 
more, call us. 
Tel: (408) 496 -6273 Fax: (408) 496 -6235 

CPI Satcom Division 
3200 Patrick Henry Drive 

Santa Clara. (;.A 95054 ITSA 
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that setup, three remote cam- 
eras each send video (NTSC 
or PAL) plus two audio chan- 
nels to the vehicle, and they 
receive gen -lock plus two au- 
dio or IFB return channels. 
Intercom, camera control 
data and tally /call switch clo- 
sures are transmitted in both 
directions. 

In remote broadcasting, 
communications is the tail 
that wags the dog. With 
many intercoms, power must 
be provided to beltpacks 
from the portable shell. Fi- 
ber cables carry lightwave 
signals, not electrical current, 
so the remote shell must be 
powered locally (at the cam- 
era end), and the proper 
voltages sent from there to a number of 
nearby intercom or IFB beltpacks. The 
same applies to any phantom -powered 
audio devices, such as condenser micro- 
phones or line amps. Power can be sup- 
plied to a shell by AC or batteries. A typical 
camera battery can power a fiber shell for 
five to six hours, and a deep -cycle marine 
battery will power it for an eternity. 

Although this can be seen as a disadvan- 

PRODUCTION 
VEHICLE 

MILITARY PLUG 
AND 

RECEPTACLE 

"PRE- FIBERED" REMOTE VENUE 

PORTABLE 
SHELL 

PERMANENT OPTICAL 
PATCH PANEL 

PORTABLE 
REEL 

(Transceivers r iR 
\inside (6A1) reel hub) 

TO/FROM PERMANENT (TELCO) 
FIBER BACKHAUL LINK 

- - \ MILITARY PLUG 
AND 

\ RECEPTACLE 

Figure 1. A variety of mobile and portable fiber -optic terminal gear can be interfaced as 

"first mile" field links to the nearest fixed termination point of a fiber backhaul link. Most 
systems are inherently bidirectional, and signals can remain in the optical domain from the 
production location to the broadcast transmission point. 

tage of fiber on remotes, a battery is still a 
lot lighter and easier to transport than a 

ton of copper. Most portable fiber systems 
already have internal rechargeable batter- 
ies that serve as an uninterruptable power 
supply in the event that external power is 

lost or has to be changed. 

Modulation schemes 
Video is transmitted on fiber using FM or 

digital techniques. Both of- 
fer high quality and ex- 
treme stability. Avoid us- 
ing AM -based video (some- 
times called intensity mod- 
ulation or IM) because the 
optical attenuation of the 
cable dramatically impacts 
video level. Even with 
AGC, AM video levels will 
vary wildly when the fiber 
cable is severely bent or 
driven over by a heavy ve- 
hicle. Similarly, AM sys- 
tems without AGC may 
have to be recalibrated ev- 
ery time a different cable 
length is used. With FM 
and digital, video levels re- 
main steady regardless of 
cable length or condition. 

In specifying video performance, you as- 
sure yourself of the highest -quality signal 
transmission when you demand that the 
system meets or exceeds the EIA /TIA -2 î0- 
C, Short Haul recommended standard. Ac- 
cording to this standard, video signal -to- 
noise ratio should be 67dB, but some 
systems can easily achieve 70dB or more. 
The better your originating signals, the 
better they will end up at the receivi Tg end. 

Night Scan®ENG 
Gives You the Scoop! 

Nighttime news remotes just became 
easier and faster. The Night Scan® ENG 

Telescoping Mobile Lighting System is a 

compact, self- contained roof -top unit 
that elevates 32000 K quartz lights to 
6 -feet above your ENG vehicle in 20 

seconds. All functions are 

remotely controlled, providing deploy- 
ment, full pan and tilt lighthead control 
and full retraction with one -button Auto - 
Stow®. Installation is a simple retrofit 
and requires no loss of interior space. 
Call today for complete scoop on Will - 
Burt's newest ENG mast innovation. 

. _ WILL. BURT 
P.O. Box 900 
Orrville, Ohio U667 -0900 i 
(216) 682 -7015 /F 
FAX (216) 6 
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FUNNY HOW WEAKNESSES YOU CAN'T SEE AT FIRST CAN CAUSE 

BREAKDOWNS YOU CAN'T AVOID LATER. 

As we move into the digital future, things are looking 

better and better. Digital transmission standards for 

satellite, over -the -air, and cable systems, digital video 

cassette and disk formats -they al deliver picture quality 

far superior to anything in today's NTSC world. 

But why confront the issue of picture quality now? 

Because a signal that's good enough 

for NTSC may hide flaws that can 

become problems down the road. 

In today's broadcasting and pro- 

duction communities, new video 

servers and non -linear editing systems 

are being tested and evaluated. To 

accomplish their goals of fast multi- 

channel access and storage efficiency, 

once chrominance and /or luminance information has been lost 

through pre -filtering and sub -sampling, it can never be restored. 

Only 4 :2:2 digital component signals and high -quality 

compression schemes will stand up to the rigors of 

sophisticated chroma- keying. Multi -generational editing. 

Special effects. Blue -screen compositing. Matting. 

ATV up /down conversion. And 

most servers rely on video compression. And to help reduce 

picture distortions caused by high levels of compression, most 

systems use pre -tiltering and sub -sampling to reduce the data 

that must b compressed. Instead of studio quality 4:2:2 com- 

ponent signals, They work with 4:2:0. Or 4:1:1. Or even 3:1:1. 

These sampling structures produce pictures that are 

acceptable for some applications and may look okay to the 

eye. But even with no compression, they can prove to be inad- 

equate for high-quality broadcast video productions. Because 

multiple transconversion between 

compression systems. 

That's why Sony is developing 

new compression algorithms that can 

use 4:2:2 signals to produce broad- 

cast pictures that retain their high 

quality through the rigors of studio 

editing and post -production. 

In the brave new world of digital pictures, "good enough" 

will no longer be good enough. To protect your investment - 
and prevent breakdowns in quality -you need to work with 

the best picture you can get. 

And the first step toward maintaining the picture 

quality you need is to use nothing less than 4:2:2 Digital 

Component Video. 

Sony explores digital issues In depth with a new series of 

technical papers. To receive them, call 1- 800 -635 -SONY, Ext.11. 

SONY 
® 1995 Sorry Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part thout written permission is prohibited- Sony is a trademark of Sony. 



Transmis 
Rigid /Hell 
Wavegui. 
Filters /Çt 
UHF /. 

1 
hen 

You Want More 
Than Just An 
Antenna 

PANEL ANTENNAS 
FM UHF VHF 

A minn^ vrnI 

M a d e in U S A s i n c e 1 9 5 4 

JAMPRO ANTENNAS /RF SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 292880 

Sacramento, CA 95829 USA 
Phone (916) 383 -1177 Fax (916) 383 -1182 

Web address: http : / /www.broadcast.net /jampro/ 
E -Mail: jamproEns.net 
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The military multipin hermaphroditic connector handles up to four fibers in a 
screw -on connector with opposite genders on either end of the cable (like XLR 
connectors). 

Video quality will fare much better if you avoid audio subcarriers 
multiplexed above the video. Similarly, audio signal quality will be 
improved by avoiding sync buzz from out -of -band components 
bleeding through. 

The greatest advantage of fiber is its 
flexibility in that it is not dedicated to a 

specific signal type or quantity. 

Ideally, audio is transmitted digitally, and you can get practically 
any number of audio channels multiplexed onto a single fiber. You 

can add audio channels in pairs by adding plug -in modules, or you 
can add larger increments of, say, eight or 16 at a time in stand -alone 
multiplexers. With digital transmission, audio frequency response 
will typically be flat from DC to 22kHz, and S/N will hover around 

Continued on page 64 



Why Settle For Less 
Than 100% Digital? 
The Hitachi SK-2600 
is the only fully digital 
triaxial camera system 
in the world. 
Fire, floods, wo-Id upheave s - whatever 
the year 2000 brings, the' 2600x' istFe 
camera you'll want to shoot it with. 
This is the camera that will not oily 
make you look good today. but will 
keep on making wou look good 10 to 
12 years into your buying cycle - 
well into tie new millennium. 

We start with a completely digital 
triaxial system and add such 
advanced technologies as a 4:3 
aspect rat o, easi y switch; ale to 
16:9. Of course we offer flesh 
tone detai that keeps your 
talent as yrouthtu as your 
system. Or six -vector colc- 
corrector allows sou to 
paint and =ine tune indi- 
vidual colors to make 
matching extre-nely easy. 
The unique LSI p-ocessor 
processes RGB it a single 
wafer, eliminating cross tal< 
and noise. And oily with 
digital tecinologi can you set 
up one camera the way you like 
and transfer-the informatics 
precisely to all otter cameras for 
an exact match 

Hitachi's SK -2600 
Offers You All These 

Breakthrough 
Technological 
Advantages: 

Fill digital 
tracsmrssion system 

a.3 aspect ratio, 
easily switchabie 

to 16 :9 

Fresh tone detail 
fo- a softer, more 

ycu-*hful look 

SIX-vector colo.- 
co- rector and true 

linear matrix 
operating 

sirncdtaneously 

Singee LSI does 
RG9 processing for 
ul il a-pristine image 

1 to :8 bit digital 
¡.rçessing 

n digitâl 
nsfers 

Extra range of 
datai'¡. `iewfinder, 

eve. ;low -level 
lighting 

These ahead -of- their -time Matures Ere 
just part of the meson that whatever 
the next millennium brings if you own 
a 2600, the one Thing it wcn't bring 
you is regrets. 

Not just 
digital, 
Hitachi digital. 

Fo., the full story 
and a free copy of our 
white paper, 'Advanced 
Digital Camera Technology 
For The New Millennium," 
ca// 800- 762 -6405. 

HITACHI 
Hitachi oenshi Ame,i. a, Ltd. 

Hitacti 3enshi, .Id. 

NeN Ycrk (516) 9217200 Atlanti (74) 242 -3636 los Ar eel's {2101328-3'16 
Chicago :738) 250-8150 Cæiara 41@)2[9.5930 Calla; (817) 4884528 
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Visit us at 
Booth #6303 

at NAB in Las Veças 



Earn monei111 L,oLIf 

spare time! 
THE VideoStore SYSTEM IS: 140410040 -6 

THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF 

WAYS TO MAXIMIZE 

YOUR SYSTEM'S 

REVENUES WITH THE SONY 

VIDEOSTORE FILE SERVER. 

EXPA N 
THE SONY VIDEOSTORE SYSTE MS SWALL 

FOOTPRINT MEANS MORE PEVENLE 

OPPORTUNITY FROM LESS SPACE 

(=.:i.: 

*Ai 0- 
.0440110w 

Each media unit has a storage capacity 
of 4.5 hours. The VideoStore system can 
be easily and economically expanded 
to up to 31.5 hours of storage. That's 
almost 3,800 :30's. 

LEXI/ 3 

OoY 
ook 

t 

.«1 

Because it's digital, the VideoStore 
system gives you non -linear random 
access to your entire library. Spots 
can be added, canceled or moved with 
an average access time of .2 seconds 
from command to play. 

OOP 

IBELIA' 
Sony's RAID 3 Predictive Maintenance" 
technology provides: advance notice 
of a failing component; interruption - 
free playback in the event of most any 
component failure; and hot swappable 
components. Plus, in the event of hard 
drive failure, all lost data is rebuilt 
automatically, as a background task 
when the hard drive is replaced. 

CNLXff1RABLE 
Up to 12 simultaneous, independent 
video /audio output channels per server. 
That could mean hundreds of channels. 

SONY 

The new Sony VideoStore'M Multichannel Video File Server lets 

you bring the advantages of digital storage to your commercial 
playback needs. With the VideoStore system, you can access a huge 

library of material - instantly and in any order. Last minute changes 
are simple. Picture quality is improved. The system is designed to 

be more accurate and reliable than your current analog system -you 
can have absolute verification every time a spot airs. And there's no 

more time wasted assembling hundreds of spots onto a cassette - 
you simply enter the playlist into the VideoStore system. No more 
resource conflicts. Changes are just a matter of adjusting the playlist. 

Since the VideoStore system is digital, you save money on labor, 

maintenance, equipment; you make money from last minute oppor- 

tunities. You basically make out financially, both corning and going. 

For further information call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. EARN. 

` 



IT WA5 JUST ANOTHER PEACEFUL DAY IN THE LIFE OF 

BERT CANAVAN, SALES MANAGER. THEN, THE PHONE RANG... 

HELLO, MR. 
WEINIM. You 

NEED YOUR SPOT 

ON AIR? ASAP?! 
COST 15 NO 

OBJECF ER, 

YES 51RI 

Wow. WEINER INDUSTRIES 15 OUR 

E.IGGEST ADVERTISER. STILL, THERE 

ISN'T MUCH TIME. 

J.K. FIRST I'LL RUN 

AN TO THE LIBRARY AND 

GET THE 5PQ. How TOUGH , 
CAN T OE? 

HERE IT IS. 

AND THERE'S STILL 

A MINUTE TO GO. 

THERE'S 
GOT TO BE A BETTE`r 

WAY TO MANAGE 

SPOTS. TITIS 

IS INSANE. 

1T4E41tMLI IIIMI NNW 
1111113111l 

FINALLY CANAVAN 

LOCATES THE CA55.=TTE. 

'You roo 
CAN END YOUR 

COMMERCIAL INSERTION 

NIGHTMARES. 

THE EXPANDABLE 

FLEXIBLE RELIABLE 

SONY VIDEOSTORE 

SYSTEM ALWAYS 

DELIVERS A HAPPY 

ENDING. UGH, WHAT AN AWFUL DREAM. 

THANK GOODNESS MY OPERATION HA5 THE 

SONY VIDEOSTORE SYSTEM. I GUE55 I HAVE TO 

LAY OFF THE ANCHOVY PIZZA BEFORE BED. 

01495 Sony Electronics Inc. Reproduction in whole or in part without written permission is prohibited. All rights reserved. Sony, Predictive Maintenance and VideoStore are trademarks of Sony. 



Continued from page 60 

100dB. With subcarrier tech- 
niques, the best you will see is 

about 70dB. In many produc- 
tion applications, this is simply 
not good enough. In televising 
golf, for example, when audio 
gain is cranked up to hear the 
club hit the ball, background 
noise becomes unacceptable. 
Numerous studies have shown 
that viewers are less tolerant of 
audio noise than they are of 
video noise. The growing home 
theater marketplace has placed 
even greater emphasis on audio 
quality. 

In the field 
Golf and auto racing are excel- 

lent examples of fiber optics in 
remote broadcasting today. Ap- 
plications include interconnect- 
ing the vehicle to remote camer- 
as, RF towers and announce 
booths. Distances can be miles 
long, and copper cables just don't 
reach. 

For example, ESPN and NBC use fiber as 
a staple for golf broadcasts, as do TV net- 
works around the world. One reason is the 
speed and ease of setup, but other factors 
also play a role. Fiber outlasts copper. Triax- 
ial cable punctures easily, and water mixed 
with fertilizers is terribly corrosive to copper 
shields. Fiber cable is relatively immune to 
punctures, because golf spikes just slip off 
the cable. 

An example of a sports -booth link is one 
that uses a 4 -fiber tactical cable fitted with 
a hermaphroditic connector to bring three 
or four video monitor feeds to the an- 
nounce booth, and a Telestrator video back 
to the truck. It can also bring more than 20 
microphone signals back to the truck (de- 
livered at line level) and several separately 
powered IFB lines to the booth, while carry- 
ing two powered 2 -wire intercom lines both 
ways along with various data and switch - 
closure utility lines in both directions. 

For maximum flexibility, cable sections 
can be 1,500 feet in length, but more than 
10 such sections can be linked together to 
span 5km without any repeaters or amplifi- 
ers. All this over a cable that weighs less than 
15 pounds per 1,000 feet. Equivalent cop- 
per cables (assuming transmission over such 
lengths were even possible) would weigh 
more than 1,000 pounds per 1,000 feet. 

In most cases, fiber -optic cable is de- 
ployed at each event, and reeled up after 
the event is over. As the technology ma- 
tures, however, more facilities will be pre - 
fibered, similar to today's common pre - 
installation of triax into stadiums and oth- 
er facilities. At that point, broadcasters will 
be able to drive up, plug in and get on the 

New fiber -optic field enclosures use wavelength- division multiplexers that allow 
2 -way transmission on a single fiber. 
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air without having to pull in any cable 
whatsoever. 

Perhaps the greatest advantage of fiber is 

its flexibility, in that it is not dedicated to a 

specific signal type or quantity. It is capable 
of transmitting all forms of signals (and 
lots of them), whereas triax is for cameras 
only, wire pairs are for audio only, and so 
on. For most applications, the fibers' ca- 
pacity will be limited only by the terminal 
equipment on hand for the event. 

Fiber has advanced well 
beyond the stage of a 
mere solution to an 

occasional transmission 
problem. 

Many non -sports venues are already pre - 
fibered for video and audio. Government 
centers, including the White House and the 
U.S. Capitol premises, have installed fiber - 
optic video /audio backbones, and smaller 
state and local facilities have done the same. 

For example, at the Texas State House in 
Austin, nine Texas broadcast stations use 
the House fiber by plugging in their porta- 
ble units, thus eliminating the need to string 
unsightly cables through the beautifully 
restored edifice. The Texas' State Preserva- 
tion Board had the foresight to fund this 
advance, to both the statehouse's and the 
broadcasters' benefit. 

Looking ahead 
As broadcast technology ad- 

vances, fiber systems will remain 
expandable to accommodate 
change. Survey the industry and 
you will find fiber -optic terminal 
equipment in either stand -alone 
or modular plug -in form that 
carries a wide variety of signals, 
including digital audio (using 
AES /EBU I /O), digital video 
(CCIR -601), lighting control 
(DMX -512 protocol), Ethernet 
LAN data and digital- matrix 
intercom signals. 

What will the future bring? 
New adapters will be introduced 
to interface yet more types of 
signals using the same fiber ca- 
bles. For example, one module 
will be a dial -up telephone inter- 
face that permits phone calls from 
the remote end of a link without 
having to rent expensive telco 
circuits to the camera or produc- 
tion site. Another is a fiber -optic 
adapter that completely replaces 

triaxial cable on existing cameras, sending 
all component program video, return video 
and gen -lock, audio, data, intercom and 
camera control data up to 10km on one 
optical fiber (four cameras per fiber cable). 
This will have a monumental impact on 
metropolitan production networks. 

Clearly, fiber -optic systems will have to 
coexist with conventional copper cables for 
years to come, so the technology will rely 
heavily on interface adapters. Widespread 
use of end -to -end fiber interconnection is 

still a few years away, and copper termina- 
tions will remain in use, particularly in older 
facilities. But make no mistake, fiber has 
advanced well beyond the stage of a mere 
solution to an occasional transmission prob- 
lem. It is now a key part of remote broad- 
casting equipment - one that is quickly 
replacing ordinary copper as the primary 
production link. 

Richard Cerny is president of Telecast Fiber Systems, Inc., 
Worcester, MA. 

For more information on remote 
fiber -optic equipment circle (151, 

on Action Card. See also "Fiber - 
Optic Components," p. 88 of the 

1996 BE Buyers Guide. 

Internet: 
be ©intertec.corn 

CompuServe: 
74672,3124 

FAXback: 
913- 967 -1905 



Meet the hottest... 

...UHF wireless 
Red hot performance 
and solid reliability... 

The UCR190 narrow -band UHF receiver utilizes the 
proven UNICHANNEL© design with helical resona- 
tor front -end filtering and narrow band crystal IF 
filtering. An all new dual -band compandor provides 
low distortion and a high signal to noise ratio. Aimed 
at broadcast ENG applications, the UCR190 receiver 
provides unmatched interference and IM rejection. 

The 195 Series wide -band UHF system utilizes 
±75KHz deviation for outstanding dynamic range and 
signal to noise ratio. An exclusive dual -band 
compandor and pulse counting detector provide audio 
quality well suited to the most demanding digital 
recording techniques. The balanced audio output is 
adjustable from mic level up to +8dBm studio levels. 

More transmitter output power, plus higher receiver 
sensitivity than any other brand we've tested, all adds 
up to more operating range than you will probably 
ever need. 

Call for more information 

800 -821 -1121 
and a free copy of the 50 page "Wireless Guide 

Distributed in Canada by MILLER CANADA 

Belt -pack and plug -on transmitters are available in 
both narrow -band and wide -band UHF versions. Audio 
outputs are balanced XLR types with separate monitor 
outputs. All housings and panels are made of machined 
aluminum for a precise fit and lasting ruggedness. 
Shock mounted crystals and surface mount components 
withstand the toughest field use. 

Inside Lectrosonics 
UHF products you 
will find advanced 
RF engineering, 
superb mechanical 
design and the very 
latest in surface 
mount technology. 
This is the present 
state of the art in 
wireless systems. 

We invite you to compare these systems with 
any other wireless system, at any price. 

LECTROSONICS 
581 Laser Rd., Rio Rancho, NM 87124 USA 
Ph: (505) 892 -4501 FAX: (505) 892 -8243 

Circle (45) on Action Card 
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The Bottom Line: 
The fibre of averages applies tc this year's 
ofthe industry. Station budors and staff sizes 
will not jump significantly abfad of last ye.zr, 
nor shculd they tae any drastic downta- 
Stations are holding their own and that's 
nice ta know in this Pst-paced 
industry. This year, stati-3sts 
will be looking !`o new 
technology for the 
answers. 
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By Dawn Hightower 

1996 
state of 
the 
industry 
The pulse of the industry 
has a nice steady beat. 

1 995 was a year of positive growth for the broadcast industry. 
Things were on the upswing...stations had bigger budgets and 
bigger staffs than they have had in the past several years. Now, the 
pulse of the industry has evened out to a nice steady beat. On 
average, stations are spending about the same as last year, give or 
take a few percentage points across the different market sizes. But 
it's not time to tighten the budget belt anytime soon. And staff size 
has remained about the same too. 

Stations are still in a buying mode. 
And that's up across all market sizes 

compared to last year 

Budget basics 
What stations will be spending on new equipment is always a hot 

topic. Being able to purchase needed equipment while staying within 
a budget can be difficult. But this year, that should not prove to be 
too much of a problem. Overall, stations have the money to spend 
on equipment, as you will see later on. 

Table I shows the forecasted equipment budgets from 1994 
through 1996. Compared to last year, forecasted budgets are up 
slightly for the top 50 stations from $508,724 to $534,618, 
which is more than 5 %. The top 100 budget is down by 
approximately 6.5 %, from $274,343 to $257,933, and the 
below top 100 budget is up over last year by a decent margin of 
9 %, from $186,081 to $202,855. This year, we were able to 

Photo: Home & Garden TV Network's Avid editing room designed and built 
by A.F. Associates. Photography by Robert Wolsch Designs. 
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include totals for the cable and production 
categories. The cable budget shows a whop- 
ping 60% increase over last year, from 
$112,923 to $180,796, which should en- 
able many cable stations to update some old 
equipment. The production budget fell back 
by about 3.5 %, from $167,643 to 
$162,246. Even though not all categories 
saw percentage increases this year, there still 
continues to be an upward trend in what 
stations can afford to spend. 

Station spending plans 
Compared to last year, stations this year 

will spend about the same on equipment 
purchases. On average, the top 50, top 100 
and below top 100 TV stations and pro- 
duction companies will all spend about the 
same as last year. Cable's 60% budget 
increase is showing a corresponding in- 
crease in what equipment will be purchased 
this year. 

The bottom line is that stations want to 
and need to invest in equipment to remain 
competitive and up -to -date with all the 
changes continuing to occur in the industry. 
Stations are still in a buying mode and new 
equipment is always on the agenda. Look at 
Table 2 to find out what kinds of equipment 
stations are planning on purchasing this 
year. The table includes 17 different types of 
equipment. 

The top 10 
equipment wish list 

Continuing the tradition over the years, the 
ever -popular audio and video monitors once 
again top the charts as the number one 
planned equipment purchase for stations. 

Across the board, more than 63% of sta- 
tions over all markets plan on buying audio 
and video monitors. That is 10% above last 
year. The second priority in equipment pur- 
chases for TV stations is test equipment. 
1994 was the year for graphics equipment; 
1995 was the year for new VTRs; and now, 
for 1996, the priorities have moved to new 
test equipment. 

In 1995, 45.3% of stations bought test 
equipment. This year; 51.6% plan on buy- 
ing test equipment. Even though stations 
will be spending about the same as last year, 
equipment purchases have stayed the same 
or gone up across all market sizes this year, 
except for video recorders. Here's a run- 
down of the remaining top 10 equipment 
purchases for 1996 and how these catego- 
ries compared to 1995: 

Number 3 - Video recorders, down by 
5.5% over 1995; 
Number 4 - Editing equipment, stayed the 
same as 1995; 
Number 5 - Microphones, up by 5% over 
1995; 
Number 6 - Signal routing /distribution 
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FORECAST 
BUDGETS 

TV TV TV below 
top 50 top 100 top 100 

Cable 
total 

Production 
total 

1994 $518,895 $267,453 $184,390 NA NA 

1995 $508,724 $274,343 $186,081 $112,923 $167,643 

1996 $534,618 $257,933 $202,855 $180,796 $162,246 

Table 1. Equipment budgets for 1994 through 1996. Bidgets are broken down by market size. 

equipment, up by 1.5% over 1995; 
Number 7 - Cameras, up by 9.5% over 
1995; 
Number 8 - Signal processing equipment, 
up by 7% over 1995; 
Number 9 - Automation equipment, up by 
4.5% over 1995; and 
Number 10 - Audio consoles, up by 2.5% 
over 1995. 

The two lowest equipment purchase pri- 
orities for stations this year are antenna 
systems and remote production vehicles. 
However, even though antenna systems are 
a low priority, these systems purchases are 
up slightly by 1.5% over last year. The same 
goes for remote production vehicles, with 
an increase in purchases this year by a 1.5% 
margin. 

Buying patterns were similar across the 
different -sized markets, with of course, the 
larger markets purchasing equipment from 
almost all of the categories, because of the 
bigger budgets. 

This year, we also included the spending 
plans for cable and production facilities. 
Cable's priority also is audio and video 
monitors, with their second priority being 

test equipment:' And with a 60% increase in 
their budget. this year, piany cable stations 
will be updating and purchasing a lot more 
equipment. 

Production's main equipment purchase 
this year will be editing and desktop sys- 
tems. Audio and video monitors rate sec- 
ond, with video recorders. a close third in 
equipment priority. 

Engifleers are 
holding their own 

Station technical staff sizes will not in- 
crease proportionately fol- 1996, but they 
are definitely holding their own. Across all 
markets, including cable and production, 
staff sizes, on av rage,. have remained the 
same. Check out Table 3 for staff sizes for 
1996. 

For top 50 stations, the'rnedián staff size is 

24.1. For top 100 stations, . 1'1; 3 is the aver- 
age staff size, and for below top 100 sta- 
tions, 6.4 people seems to be the norm. 
Cable technical staff size is about equal to 
that of top 100 TV stations at 11.6. Produc- 
tion, on average, has about 6.3 people, 
about the same staff sine as a below top 100 
TV station. 

Type of equipment 

Antenna systems 
Audio consoles 
Audio recorders /players 
Automation equipment 
Cameras 
Editing, including desktop systems 
Graphics /effects/titlers 
Microphones 
Monitors (audio & video) 
Remote production vehicles /pgm relay 
Signal processing 
Signal routing /distribution 
Test equipment 
Transmitters 
Video recorders 
Video switchers 
Other 
No purchases planned in 1996 

Top 
50 

224% 
32.7% 
30.8% 
37.4% 
46.7% 

Top 
100 

'5.2% 
20.8% 
20.8% 
24.0% 
29,2% 

54.2% 41.7% 
31.8% 32.3% 27.2% 
44.9% 41.7% 33.3% 
69.2% 60.4/, 1.4% 

22.4% 11.5% 13.2% 

43.0% 33.3% 26:3% 
45.8% 32.3% 37.7% 
61.7% 51.0% 42.13% 

27.1% 14.6% 15.8% 

50.5% 47.9 %1 43.9% 
27.1% 18.8% 17.5% 

4.7% 12.5 %1'19.6% 
1.9% 2.1% 7.0% 

Table. 2. 1996 buying plans by market size and type of equipment.- 

Below 
top 100 

10.5% 1299% 

18.4% 22.6% 
22.6% 

25.4% 19.4% 
32,5 %. J 32.3% 
38.6% 35.5% 

29.0% 
35.5% 
48.4% 
12.9% 
32.3% 
38.7% 
45.2% 
12.9% 
32.3% 
29.0% 
12.9% 
3.2% 

Production 

2.7% 
32.9% 
28.8% 

4.1% 
58.9% 
71.2% 

50.7% 
49.3° %ó 

64.4% 
2.7% 

30.1% 
38.4% 
39.7% 

0.0% 
63.0% 
31.5% 
2.7% 
1.4% 

l 



A Smooth 
Operator... 
Tekniche is in the business of solving your 

standards conversion problems. We are the 

Company leading the development 
of the Art of Standards Conversion, 

supplying converters for a wide range of 

applications and budgets. 

TK3:2 

*14 4114 i 11 - :. 

EOS is a cost -effective standards converter which does not 

compromise on conversion quality. The digital processing 

provides comprehensive picture enhancement facilities with 

full resolution four -field conversion. 

Cyrus is the World's most flexible four -field standards converter. 

Designed to support all available digital and analog video tape 

formats and all world standards, the all- digital signal processing 

offers unrivaled facilities and signal integrity. Cyrus can be field 

upgraded to operate with Motion estimation. 

Cyrus Prime leads the field in standards conversion. Utilizing 

advanced motion estimation techniques, it provides the 

smoothest portrayal of motion available today. 

TK3:2 Our Emmy° award- winning TK3:2 Film Converter leads 

the field in specialized Film -to -Video applications. TK3:2 has 

been optimized to deliver seamless transfer of film- originated 

NTSC to PAL. 

Tekniche - at the heart of standards conversion. 

Cts 
Circle (57) on Action Card 

T E K N I C H E I N C., 
1 0 0 S T O N E H U R S T C O U R T 

N O R T H V A L E , N J 07647, U S A 
TEL: +1 201 784 2288 FAX: +1 201 784 386O 



ARE YOU LISTENING... 

® ". ® AS,. . 

...TO YOUR SWITCHER? 
VAS -1000 10 by 1 VIDEO and AUDIO SWITCHER 

Vertical interval switcher, 1 video and 3 audios. 
30 MHz BW for HDTV, NTSC, PAL and SECAM. 
Includes 1 video and 2 audio break -aways. 
3 LED VU meters and 12 W audio power amplifier 
to drive speaker for audio monitoring. 
Chop feature to compare video levels and phase. 
Loop- through video inputs, 4 video outputs and 
optional XLR interface for audio. 
Remote control panel operates from up to 3000 feet 
with no external power. 

MUL TID YNE 

In the U.S. and Canada call 1- (800) -4TV -TEST 
191 Forest Avenue, NY 11560 -2117 USA 
1- (516)- 671 -7278, FAX 1- (516)- 671 -3362 

Circle (62) on Action Card 

Belded 
E L E C T R O N I C S 

;1 

Stocking one of the largest 

AUDIO & VIDEO 
BROADCAST CABLE 

INVENTORIES 
in the country at prices that 

can't be beat! Such as: 

8281 -1000 / All Colors Only $329.00 
8451 -U1000 Only $77.00 

Also stocking everything in 

BROADCAST 
ELECTRONICS SUPPLIES 

including: Neutrik, Shure, Brady, Kings, 
Leader, Panduit, and much more! 

Call Joe Steinberg, Broadcast Specialist 

800 -938 -4376 Ext.335 
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Base =all respondents TV Cable Production 
Top Top Below 
50 100 top 100 

None 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2.7% 
1 person 1.9% 3.1% 4.4% 19.4% 20.5% 
2 people 3.7% 5.2% 17.5% 9.7% 15.1% 
3 people 5.6% 5.2% 14.9% 9.7% 15.1 ° /A 

4 people 2.8% 5.2% 16.7% 9.7% 19.2% 
5 to 9 people 17.8% 44.8% 34.2% 12.9% 12.3% 
10 to 24 people 26.2% 29.2% 10.5% 25.8% 11.0% 
25 to 50 people 24.3% 3.1% 1.8% 9.7% 1.4% 
Over 50 people 17.8% 3.1% 0.0% 3.2% 2.7% 
Estimated mean 24.1 11.3 6.4 11.6 6.F0 

Table 3. Station technical staff size by market size. 

Buying power 
Engineers (more precisely, vice presidents of engineering, chief 

engineers, directors of engineering and technical managers) are the 
ones who've got it when it comes to buying authority. They know the 
equipment, they handle the budget and they do the recommenda- 
tions and the buying. 

For all markets, including cable, technical managers continue to 
have the final say on what brands and types of equipment to 
purchase. 

TV 
Cable Production Top 

50 
Top 
100 

Percent 

Below 
top 100 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Yes 32.7% 22.9% 21.1% 25.8% 28.8% 

No 67.3% 77.1% 78.9% 74.2% 71.2% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

Table 4. Stations that use contract engineers, broken doitn by market size. 

Consulting and contract engineers are more in demand these days. 
See Table 4. Although the majority of work continues to be done by 
in -house engineering staffs, the contract engineering business is 

increasing slightly. On average, more than 25% of stations in the 
different markets use contract engineers. Depending on how you 
look at it, this can be good or bad. Experienced and qualified 
engineers are still in demand to create and maintain a quality 
facility. And this can be done with an existing engineering staff or 
with engineers who see more opportunities running their own 
contracting services. The demand is there and the work needs to be 
done. 

The beat goes on 
There is always room for growth. With the fast -paced changes that 

are occurring in this industry between ATV, spectrum auctions, going 
digital and dealing with new regulations, it's nice to hear that strong 
steady beat. Overall, this year, we'll still be holding our own. 

The information in this year's survey was prepared by the 
Intertec Publishing research department. The data is based 
on responses developed from 2,000 mailed surveys forms, of 
which 421 usable forms were returned. 

Internet: be@intertec.com 
CompuServe: 74672,3124 
FAXback: 913 -967 -1905 



The Thinking is in the Box. 

VVC RThe high quality Digital Disk Recorder that meets the 
needs of broadcast facilities today and tommorow. 

The Intelligent Solution. 

VVCR provides a standard fully functional front panel 
and industry standard rear panel connections. 
Of course, what is inside will impress you'even more... 

VVCR plays and records PAL or NTSC Composi-e, 
Component, S -VHS, or Dl video, at full CCIR resoluTlon, 
along with two channels of balanced audio. 

VVCR performs with a visually- Icssless compression ratio 
of 2.5:1 up to 20:1 for rough cul editing, to maximize 
storage. With features like nonlinear playback, 
Dynamic Motion Control "' and variable -length loop 
record, the applications are limitless. 

VVCR's unique flexibility makes it easily integrated 
into any video environme.lt. The industry standard 
RS232/422 serial connections allow VVCR to be 
plugged into any standard edit controller, 
animation controller or desktop video p'oduction 
system, 

With overfifty emulation modes and protocol 
extensions, VVCR s both the perfect VTR 

replacement and the logical alternative to 
any other digital recording technology. 

111111,11 

For Latin American sales contact: 
Gendra Broadcasting Corporation 
Tel 305 372 8845 
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For all other inquiries contact: 
Drastic Technologies 
37 Kodiak Crescen' #6, 
Downsview Ontario Canada, M3J 3E5 
Tel 416 636 4444 Fax: 416 636 4454 
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PAGE, THEY'RE WRITTEN ON THE STREETS. 
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Northern Ireland- 1 9 9 4 

WHAT WE FEEL, WE REMEMBER. 
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South Africa- 1 9 9 3 

Soviet Union- 1 9 8 9 

SONY 

BC T-30rviA 

SONY 
EACH DAY THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD IS WRITTEN ON SONY BETACAM TAPE. 



BROADCAST 

MegaWave's 
new set -top 
antenna: 
The shape 
of things to 
come 
By Marjorie Costello 

At the 1995 NAB convention, Mega - 
Wave made its own big news at the show. 
Unlike other exhibitors, the company was 
not in Las Vegas to promote a product for 
TV stations or video professionals. Instead, 
its product -in- development, the next gener- 
ation in set -top TV antennas, was geared 
toward consumers. However, the antenna's 
potential impact could reverberate through- 
out the consumer electronics and broadcast 
industries. 

After meeting with MegaWave at NAB 
and following the company's progress in the 
months that followed, a special demonstra- 
tion was arranged for this column. We'll 
share our impressions of the performance of 
the working prototype shortly. 

NAB set -top box project 
MegaWave was selected this past March by 

the National Association of Broadcasters 
(NAB) as the developer for the organization's 
improved set -top antenna project. In its se- 
lection of the company, the NAB heralded 
the undertaking as the first major improve- 
ment for set -top TV antennas in 30 years. 
NAB launched and funded the project be- 
cause research indicated that more than 
50% of televisions in the United States de- 
pend on set -top antennas to receive TV 
programming. 

The research reflects a real -world reception 

2000 

MegaWave expects that its antenna technology could be incorporated in a design featuring a mor aesthetic 
and streamlined appearance, such as an eye- catching horizontal winged design that could rest o -z top of or 
under the television. 

reality: While most homes are wired for 
cable, often the second, third and even fourth 
television depends on a set -top antenna for 
reception of VHF and UHF broadcasts. And, 
notes Kelly Williams, NAB director of engi- 
neering, "It was our opinion that there hadn't 
been a significant improvement in [set -top] 
antenna technology in the last 20 or 30 
years." While companies had added amplifi- 

"MegaWave solved at 
least some of the 

fundamental problems 
with rabbit ears ..." 

ers and offered different packaging, set -top 
box technology was, in Williams' words, "a 
mature technology" that still relied upon the 
dipole (or rabbit -ear) antenna approach. 

During the past few years, it has also be- 
come common practice among TV set man- 
ufacturers not to include a set of rabbit ears 
with most models. This recent trend joins the 
long -time habit among bad -reception -plagued 
viewers of complaining to the station and 
asking for advice. As a result, chief engineers 

often get calls asking for the name of a good 
indoor antenna. In fact, it was an NAB board 
member's request for information on the 
subject that led to an information - gathering 
assignment for NAB's science and technolo- 
gy department. Then, in June 1994, NAB 
released a Request for Proposal (RFP) for its 
set -top box project. 

NAB's goal was to fund the development of 
a new set -top antenna that could be commer- 
cialized and sold to consumers. Some of the 
major problems with rabbit ears, summariz- 
es Williams, include their need for adjust- 
ment; the fact that they scratch the wall; and 
as they get older, the telescoping pieces don't 
fit. Another drawback is that dipole anten- 
nas generate picture interference from near - 
field coupling: "When you touch the rabbit 
ears and you tune, and you then let go, 
boom, it's bad," explains Williams. 

MegaWave's background 
MegaWave's proposal - one of the five 

submitted - caught the attention of NAB. 
The proposal, Williams says, offered an ex- 
citing application of defense technology to a 

common everyday consumer application. 
Recalls Williams, "I am an old antenna 

guy, and we engineers are funny people and 
get excited over strange things. [The Mega - 
Wave approach] was very interesting and 
intriguing. 
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DFD -U PAL/NTSC 
DIGITAL DECODER 

and Di CONVERTER 

The ideal bridge between the analog world 
of PAL and NTSC and the digital world of D1 

Adaptive Comb Filter Decoding 
Full Frame Synchronization 
Time Base Correction 
Y and C Bandwidth. Expansion 
Analog ROB, Yuv Outputs 
D1 Parallel and Serial Outputs 

An entirely digital product with 10 bit processing, 
delivering perfect analog and digital outputs. 

Emmy Winring 
Technoloçy 

FAROUDJA 
Faroudja Laboratories, Inc. 
750 Palomar Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Telephone (408) 735 -1492 
FAX 1408) 735 -8571 
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SEE THE 

DIFFERENCE 

II 
BATTERY 

OPERATED PORTABLL 
PIVOT STRIPPER 

OPTIONAL A/C 
TO DC POWER 
SUPPLY FOR LIGHT 

PRODUCTION 

WIDE RANGE OF 
COAX AND WIRE TYPES, 
INCLUDING SEMI -RIGID 

1 to 4 Level Strip in 4 

Seconds 
Quick Change All Metal 
Cutter Heads 

Wire Diameters: .030 
to .430" 

BENCH TOP 
MODEL FOR HIGH 
PRODUCTION 
APPLICATIONS 

THE 
=nARCG ,:-;.r.. 
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE ERASER CO., INC., 

200 Salina Street Suite 109 Liverpool, NY 13088 
315. 461-8161 Fax 315.461-8162 
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ERGO INDUSTRIES, INC 

presents 

EICKS - 1 
A RACKMOUNTED COMPUTER 

KEY : l ARD SHELF 

*HOLDS A (101 KEY) FULL SIZE KEYBOARD 
*SLIDE OUT MOUSEPADIROLLERBALL PAD 

-ADJUSTS TO RIGHT OR LEFT HANDED 
USER 

*TAKES FIVE MINUTES TO INSTALL 
*TAKES UP ONLY 3 RACK UNITS 
*FRONT DOOR CONCEALS KEYBOARD 
WHEN NOT IN USE 

CALL FOR MORE INFO AND A DEALER LIST 

(800) 635 -9297 FAX (714) 992 -2131 
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The MegaWave antenna tuning in television in Manhattan, 

"MegaWave solved at least some of the fundamental problems with 
rabbit ears: the near -field coupling and the need for minimal adjust- 
ment. The company also has built a good antenna in the engineering 
sense of the word." The MegaWave design method provides flexibility 
so that different configurations can be tested via computer. And the 
antenna combines the VHF and UHF antenna in one unit, so consumers 
don't have to attach the UHF "bow tie." This feature will offer future 
benefits if plans go forward to co- locate many advanced TV channels in 

the UHF band next to the NTSC VHF channel. 
Founded in 1994 and based in Boylston, MA, MegaWave is corn- 

prised of veteran communications and computer engineers, whose 
work includes the design and testing of innovative military antennas. 
Before its selection by the NAB, the company had already worked on 
contracts for the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the 
Department of Defense. Accustomed to the quick turnaround expect- 
ed by the military, MegaWave was demonstrating its "black box" 
prototype by the summer of 1995. 

The technology 
Company CEO John Benham, while remaining mum on proprietary 

specifics of his company's antenna, says that the antenna taps the latest 
in electromagnetics. Although applying military communications 
technology to a consumer antenna, MegaWave does not include a 

microprocessor in the antenna. 
The key to the quick project turnaround and overall development 

effort, explains Benham, was using computer simulations to "make 
more precise determinations of how an antenna works, taking into 
account such variables as design of the antenna, distance from the 
transmitter and the transmitter's power" among other factors. 

Antenna test 
Two versions of the 20 "x 8 "x4" black box prototype were available 

for the special demonstration arranged by MegaWave: a "passive" 
antenna, geared toward urban and suburban areas, and an "active" 
electrically amplified model for fringe areas. The passive antenna 
receives VHF and UHF signals - like the amplified model - and was 
tested in a Manhattan apartment and in a suburban New Jersey home 
30 miles outside the city. The MegaWave reception was compared with 
the performance delivered by several major -brand conventional set - 
top antennas. 

The MegaWave models tuned in channels automatically, while the 
rabbit ears required rod adjustments. The MegaWave antennas could 
not overcome inherent reception problems at both locations: steel - 
structure apartment building in Manhattan and the mountain in the 
suburbs. However, the new antenna offered picture lock and color for 
more channels than was possible with the conventional antennas in the 
demonstration. 

In addition, gone was the annoying coupling effect. Instead, objects, 
such as the human body or a hand, could be close - or touching - 



Las Vegas, 

Mjird 
As the 4:onimurications 

industries continue to converge, 

it becomes even more importcnt 

for you to keep up with the latest 

technologies and trends. NAB '96 wil 
help you do just that. See, compare and discover 

revolutionary equipment, product. and services for broad- 
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without affecting the MegaWave- 
received picture. Hands and bod- 
ies registered as picture interfer- 
ence with the rabbit ears. 

The amplified antenna was also 
tested in the suburban location. 
For some channels viewed, only 
the active MegaWave antenna 
provided any semblance of a pic- 
ture. To optimize reception for 
some channels, the antenna was 
turned 90 °. 

The demonstration indicated 
that if the antenna was used in 
locations with good over -the -air 
reception, the MegaWave anten- 
na would most likely outperform 
rabbit ears. Its "rodless" design 

A Mega Wave antenna. 

underlined the antenna's adaptability for 
household venues, such as an audio /video 
cabinet and under the kitchen counter, where 
consumers find it next to impossible to use 
extension rods for tuning in. 

MegaWave expects that its technology could 
be incorporated in a design featuring a more 
aesthetic and streamlined appearance. Cur- 
rently, the black box approximates the di- 
mensions of an audio component. Examples 
cited by Benham include a horizontal winged 
design that could rest on top of or under the 
television. Or, the antenna could be integrat- 
ed into the TV's cabinet once shielding issues 

are overcome. The company also says that its 
technology could eventually be built into 
walls or featured in rooftop antennas. 

Marketing plans 
MegaWave is demonstrating its antenna to 

consumer electronics and accessory compa- 
nies for possible licensing deals. MegaWave 
is also raising capital to start its own manu- 
facturing operation. Emphasizing that the 
antenna not only uses state -of- the -art tech- 
nology, but manufacturing as well, Benham 
says that the MegaWave antenna contains 
only 10 parts. This is compared to an esti- 

mated 25 to 30 required for 
current antennas. The compa- 
ny is shooting for a $40 retail 
price, hoping to have a product 
on the market by the third quar- 
ter of 1996. 

However, it is possible that 
MegaWave's technology could 
first appear as part of another 
system, instead of debuting as a 

stand -alone box, which is the 
major goal of the NAB. 

The DSS connection 
One industry segment show- 

ing particular interest is the Dig- 
ital Satellite System (DSS). Since 
DSS, unlike cable, does not de- 

liver local broadcast TV channels, an anten- 
na that improves reception of terrestrial sig- 
nals could help wean potential DSS custom- 
ers off cable. Both cable and DSS charge for 
service, and with the exception of local sta- 
tions, offer many of the same cable networks. 
DSS, while delivering digital video and audio 
and offering many more pay -per -view choic- 
es than cable, costs consumers a minimum of 
$600 for the equipment. 

As a result, the MegaWave antenna - if it 
can perform as promised - could spur sales 
of DSS home systems currently sold by RCA 
and Sony. The MegaWave antenna could, 

The longest lasting 
battery* for the home... 

`Comparison of leading non -rechargeable battery brands. 



for example, be Marketed as an accessory by 
those companies or a third -party antenna 
company. It could even be integrated into 
components of the DSS system. 

An indication of the impact of DSS on 
indoor antenna sales comes from Recoton, a 
marketer for set -top indoor antennas. Selling 
under the Recoton, Rembrandt and Parsec 
brands - as well as manufacturing for other 
brands - the company is among several 
groups evaluating the MegaWave technology. 
Dramatic growth at Recoton - which also 
markets other audio and video accessories - 
has been driven, in part, by the fact that TV 
sets today usually don't come with rabbit ears. 

According to Peter Ildau, vice president of 
corporate communications, "People have rec- 
ognized that when they buy a DSS, they can 
have a choice of maintaining their cable ser- 
vice for local off- the -air broadcast reception 
or buying a quality antenna." According to 
lldau, in most markets, consumers can use an 
indoor antenna, which even in their current 
form, have come a long way since rabbit ears. 

Riding the wave with broadcasters 
Judging from the calls and faxes we've re- 

ceived since mentioning the MegaWave an- 
tenna in this column in June, broadcasters also 
are interested in the antenna. 

According to Benham, MegaWave has re- 
ceived many inquiries from interested stations 

Rabbit ears and the MegaWave antenna. 

throughout the country who often discuss 
individual market reception problems. 

The common thread it that off -air is always 
difficult to receive if a household is far away 
from the broadcast station and/or in moun- 
tainous terrain or on the wrong side of the 
mountain. Says Benham, a typical successful 
market for the MegaWave antenna is one 

where viewers are relatively close to the trans- 
mitter, such as a large urban population 
within a 50 -mile radius. 

We asked Benham how interested broad- 
casters could work with his company to 
promote the technology when it becomes 
available. Aside from recommending the an- 
tenna to viewers, stations and networks could 
include coverage of the antenna in science 
and technology news stories. Sums up Ben- 
ham, "Rabbit ears are an irritation and any- 
thing that makes off -air broadcast TV easier 
to receive is going to have a benefit to the 
broadcast industry." 

The shape of things to come 
Regarding future plans, MegaWave re- 

ports that it already has a modified version 
of the TV antenna optimized to work for 
FM rather than television. The radio ver- 
sion is somewhat smaller, among other dif- 
ferences. The company is also investigating 
other antenna applications featuring its tech- 
nology, including an integrated AM and 
FM radio /cellular /navigation antenna. 

If you cruise the World Wide Web, Mega - 
Wave maintains a home page with updated 
information at http: / /www.megawave.com. 
The MegaWave web site is also linked to the 
NAB's home page. 
Marjorie Costello is a broadcast and video industry consultant and 

Broadcast Engineering contributing editor based in New York. 

...is also the longest lasting 
battery on the job. 

That's because PROCELL° PROFESSIONAL" batteries are DURACELL® batteries - the longest lasting alkaline batteries available. PROCELL is Duracell's line of 
alkaline and specialty batteries made for professionals. They deliver DURACELL 
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PROCELL's superior performance is the result of a new Duracell 

alkaline battery design with features so unique they're patented. 
See for yourself that PROCELL is the 

longest lasting battery you can buy. For more 
information or a distributor referral, 

call 1- 800- 4PROCELL Ext. 21. 
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TRANSMISSION TECHNOLOGY 
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As ATV transmission comes closer to re- 
ality, TV broadcast companies must make 
some fast decisions. Whether simulcasting 
signals using existing equipment at half 
power or purchasing new equipment and 
duplicating facilities, these decisions may be 
required in the near future. To help simplify 
this change, the ideal solution will involve a 
transmitter facility that is efficient and eco- 
nomical, yet uses the latest advances in ice 
protection and component -style construc- 
tion. This same approach can apply to pos- 
sible future TV duopoly facilities, or for that 
matter, to any multistation transmission site 
where real estate and construction costs are 
problematic. 

Requirements 
Many future transmission sites (ATV, duopoly 

or joint ventures) will have to accommodate 
more than one station on the same tower. 
Ideally, a single transmitter building should 
house all transmitters, and additional space for 
offices, other equipment and rental to telecom- 
munications tenants is also desirable. 

Many future 
transmission sites will 
have to accommodate 
more than one station 

on the same tower. 

With experience showing that ice is the 
most common environmental hazard to 
transmission sites (particularly with tall TV 
towers), special attention also should be 
paid to this issue when designing a new 
transmitter facility in any location where 
icing is likely to occur. 

Speed, cost and ease of construction are 
other important criteria for the multistation 
transmission site, along with the potential for 
modular future expansion. (See Figure 1.) 

Considering all these needs, a prototypical 
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By Roy Abernathy 

A new transmission facility design 

transmitter building design has been devel- 
oped (and copyrighted by Thomas G. Crow- 
der, AIA). Resulting from more than eight 
years of research, this prototype is adapt- 
able to a wide range of applications and 
geographic conditions, and it takes advan- 
tage of the latest in ice -protection technolo- 
gy. It is an appropriate design wherever ice 
protection, cost and time are factors in the 
development of a new facility. 

Design features 
Today, most transmitter facilities in the ice 

belt are constructed like fallout shelters to 
protect themselves from radial ice falling 
from the tower(s) above. Many existing 
facilities use roof -protection systems, such 
as rubber tires, concrete ballast or wood 
crates, which serve more as "quick fixes" 
than truly preventive methods. 

In this new design, a galvanized steel grat- 
ing system serves to deflect the ice from the 
facility below, thereby protecting exterior 
equipment, the building roof and the 
transmitter(s) within. 

The galvanized steel ribs form an equilater- 
al triangle, a more economical and stronger 
structural form. This triangulation transfers 
the force from falling ice to the foundations 
below. The addition of a horizontal member 
serves to suspend the mezzanine and roof of 
the inner building skin. (See Figure 2.) This 

same horizontal beam supports the transmis- 
sion line(s) traveling from the transmitter(s) 
to the base of the tower. Such double duty of 
the horizontal member adds significant cost - 
effectiveness to the design. 

The structural skeleton integrates the ice 

bridge as its backbone, with the equilateral 
structural members acting as ribs. All of these 

Ice is the most common 
environmental hazard 
to transmission sites. 

members are hot -dip galvanized and built as 
a separate unit outside and above the trans- 
mitter enclosure. Steel grating is placed over 
the equilateral structural members to form 
an outer skin that protects the building, 
transmission lines and other equipment. 

Construction details 
The skin of the transmitter facility is com- 

prised of simple, light -gauge steel framing 
covered with a metal roofing and siding 
shell, while its interior veneer is built of 
concrete masonry blocks. This allows for an 
economical, yet sturdy enclosure for the 
transmitter equipment. In the transmitter 

Overhead view of scale model for prototype transmission facility. This version can accommodate three 
separate transmitters (one in each building wing), all sharing common ice bridge to the tower's base.. (Photo 
by Doug Van de Zancle.) 



The TASCAM DA -8 
Because performance 

makes the difference. 
Whether in front of the camera or in your recording studio, 

it's the performance that really counts - your performance, 
the performance of your band and the performance of your 

equipment. And behind the scenes its the dynamic efforts of engi- 
neers, technicians and artists that result in the great sound tracks that 

support great performances. To help produce those sound tracks music 
and production professionals rely on the performance of the TASCAM DA -88. 

And when it comes to digital multitrack recording, the TASCAM DA -88 is an out- 
standing performer. That's why it has been awarded the Erniii y for Outstanding 

Achievement in Engineering Development - the only modular digital multitrack to 
win this award. Next generation digital multitrack technology, 
ease of use, affordability, compatibility with other equip- 
ment, and unmatched reliability have firmly established 
the DA -88 as the preferred digital multitrack for music 
recording and post -production. 

Why settle for anything less? 
Whether you have a project studio, record in your bed- 

room or 
operate a full- service facility, demand the best performance - 
ilemand a TASCAM DA -88. Because no one was ever sorry they 
beu fit the best. 
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ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS & SCIENCES 

1995 PRIMETIME EMMY AWARDS 

OLTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT 

FOR THE TASCAM DA -88 DIGITAL MULTITFACK RECORDER 

SEPTEMBER 9, 199. 

Take advantage of our experience. 
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Listen to Intraplex. Improve the 

management and operation of mul- 

tiple stations from a single facility 

as an LMA or a duopoly. Let 

Intraplex channel module flexibility 

tune you in to greater profits. 

Intraplex solutions provide high 

quality, uncompressec audio trans- 

mission over inexpensive Tl lines. 

You can combine data and PBX 

voice channels in the same circuit. 

And save money month after 

month after month. Only Intraplex 

provides LMA /duopoly operators 

the freedom to combine all your 

communications into a single, 

managed network. 

Listen to Intraplex. You can 

call for our free booklet on radio 

stations that have already chosen 

Intraplex for a 

quality transmissici 

solution. In it, radie 

professionals g've their own 

reasons for chcosi Intraplex 

for their solution. letraplex, Inc. 

(508) 692 -9000. I Europe, 

+441442 87010x. 

Intraplex, tncorporctec 

3 Lyberty Way 

Westford, MA 01886-3636 U.S.A. 

TEL 15081 692 -9000 FAX: 2200 

England TEL +44 14r2 870103 FAX 870148 
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Tower 

Pp 

SINGLE CONFIGURATION 

Ice bridge only 
(emerg. gen. & rwr 

elev. equipment 
below) 

Common 
area 

Transmitter 
room 

Transmitter 
1%.,0N% 

Transmittei 
room room 

A B 

DUAL CONFIGURATION 

A Ei 

Transmitter 
room 

C 

TRIPLE CONFIGURATION 

Figure 1. Overhead views of building, showing 
configurations for use with one, two or three trans- 
mitters. 

rooms, 4 -inch masonry veneer increases the 
ease of mounting grounding straps, a mul- 
titude of panel cans, disconnects and other 
interior equipment. 

Planned on a 20 -foot bay system, the 
facility also allows for expansion, and it 
provides an open, unobstructed transmitter 
room to accommodate any manufacturer's 
standard transmitters. The expandability of 
the facility makes it easy to include such 
areas as 2 -way and telecommunication rental 



spaces, as well as pump and/or high- voltage 
power supply rooms. Additional structural 
members and building components can be 
easily replicated and economically supplied 
in mass production. 

In the central common area, separate work - 
room/office spaces are provided for up to 
three stations with a common entry and 

Speed, cost and ease of 
construction are 

important criteria for 
the multistation 

transmission site. 

bathroom. Above the central section, a stor- 
age mezzanine level is provided, which is 
open to each transmitter below. The mezza- 
nine level also provides access to the ice 
bridge, tower elevator and building roof via 
a common area that also provides access to 
a common tower telephone/electrical room. 
This central core combines the amenities 
that can be shared, further increasing the 
facility's efficiency, while also providing a 
security entrance for staff. 

Ice protection 
As Figure 2 illustrates, in a space above the 

transmitter enclosure (between the finished 
roof of the building and the outer steel skin), 
a protected cove is provided for standard 
rooftop HVAC equipment. This allows for 
more economical rooftop- package systems 
to cool the spaces below without concern for 
damage from falling ice. HVAC equipment is 
also easy and safe to access and maintain. 

The same erector used 
to install the tower can 
erect the structure for 

the building. 

Above this area, a catwalk and hangers for 
the transmission line(s) provide a truly inte- 
grated ice bridge. Although earlier designs 
may have used an ice bridge of steel box 
truss design that served as the structural 
backbone for the facility, this new approach 
makes the ice bridge an integral part of the 
entire structure, forming the peak of its 
equilateral triangle design. Cross members 
below this peak support the catwalk /ice 
bridge as well as the roof and mezzanine 
floor of the transmitter enclosure below. 

The equilateral -triangle design also of- 
fers simpler construction, which in turn 

HELP! 
when you need it. 

Whatever you need in electronics racks and consoles, you'll 
probably find it in our 

FREE 
CATAL OG 
136 helpful pages 
of details and 
pricing on our 
full product 
line. 

-Mused ,ratr,N.,1r- 

We also offer a 

FREE 
DESIGN 

T 
. .:a + to help you 

plan and 
design 

your own system. 

FREE CATALOG & DESIGN KIT, CALL OR WRITE 

800- 559 -6691 
MORE HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT. 

For FREE DESIGN CONSULTATION call 800 -447 -2257 and talk 
directly to a Winsted Design Engineer. We'll help you design a sys- 
tern that fits your specific needs. Or you can ask your Winsted dealer 
to help you design a system on computer with our exclusive WELS 
software program. 

Got questions? Need help? Call us! 

luillsted 
10901 Hampshire Ave. So.. Minneapolis, MN 55438 -2385 Fax 612 -944 -1546 

Preferred by Professionals Worldwide. 
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reduces time and cost, while pro- 
viding a stronger and more eco- 
nomical ice -protection system. 

Rapid construction 
and installation 

This system of construction can 
be manufactured off -site and 
transported to the site for erec- 
tion, similar to a broadcast tow- 
er's components. The site work 
begins with the foundations for 
the equilateral structural system, 
then as the slab is poured, the 
same erector used to install the 
tower can erect the structure for 
the building. With much of the 
steel fabrication occurring off -site, 
the quality of steel fabrication 
and the hot -dip galvanizing can 
be held to the same tolerances as 
the tower. This method is espe- 
cially important in areas where 
the construction market is tight 
or skilled labor is difficult to find. 

Next, as the enclosure starts to take shape 
and the inverted masonry veneer is com- 
pleted, the spaces are enclosed and equip- 
ment installation can begin. The reduced 
time from groundbreaking to completed 
enclosure makes for an earlier on -air date, 
thereby further reducing overall costs of 
the project. 

In conjunction with the designer, one of 
the world's largest tower fabricators has 
expressed interest in providing this proto- 
typical facility as a turnkey product with 
its towers. This arrangement, although 
not the only method of delivery, can pro- 
vide installation of the building, tower, 
transmission line(s) and antenna(s) under 

A. Transmitter room 
B. Storage mezzanine 
C. Waveguide 
D. Catwalk 
E. Building roof & HVAC cove 

Figure 2. Section view of building's center wing and ice bridge, showing 3- 
level design. Ice bridge section consists of upper level (C and D) only. Storage 
mezzanine (B) appears in central common area only. 

a single contract. This could further re- 
duce project time, cost and administrative 
complexity. 

Multiple transmitters 
As new regulations and increasing costs 

make "vertical real estate" more precious, 
the broadcast industry continues to look 
toward consolidation of transmission fa- 
cilities. One of this new prototype's great- 
est advantages lies in its potential for such 
consolidated application, either for new or 
existing towers. 

Its economy involves not just the use of a 
single tower by multiple stations, but the 
incorporation of all required transmission- 
facility elements into the structure of a single 

building, as well. This efficiency 
arises from the use of inner and 
outer skins to take advantage of 
the structural, ice protection and 
enclosure systems, along with 
the inclusion of more than one 
transmission line on a single ice 
bridge. As Figure 1 indicates, the 
configuration of this prototype 
can fit up to three separate trans- 
mitter facilities within the same 
building and provide access for 
all three to a single tower, while 
combining commonly required 
areas and services. 

The new approaches used in 
this transmission -facility design 
will serve broadcasters well as 
they confront the inevitable mar- 
ketplace and regulatory chang- 
es that lie ahead. 

Look for more information on 
sharing vertical real estate and 
multistation transmitter facilities 

and towers in next month's issue. 

Editor's note: Facility design and all diagrams 97995, 
ARCHITEKTUR. 

Roy Abernathy, associate AIA, is a project manager at 
ARCHITEKTUR, Raleigh, NC. 

i 
1 

Internet: 
be@intertec.com 

CompuServe: 
74672,3124 

FAXback: 
913 -967 -190E 

74e GALLERY 
A Versatile VTR 

Control System... 

1X8 RS422 Switcher 

Control Solutions 
from DNF Industries 

Your Source For High Quality, 
Low Cost Control Solutions 

Gang Roll 8 VTRs at the press of a button 
Select 1 of 8 VTRs for individual control 

Slow Motion Controller 
100 Cue Point Memory 

Cue points are retained when controller is off 
Vary from -100% to +200% of play speed 

Call now for a free catalogue 
213 -650 -5256 213 -650 -6639 Fax 

VTR Control Solutions 
from $250.00 
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C a l l For Rigid Line 

MYAT & Components 

New installation? Facility upgrade? 
"Right Now" emergency? 

MYAT is the solution for dependable 
quality, maximum performance, long life 
and on -time delivery. 

Call MYAT at 20I- 767 -5380 or 
FAX 201- 767 -4147 for our complete 
catalog and reference guide. 

mimic 
380 Chestnut St 

P.O. Box 415 
Norwood, N, 
0 7 6 4 8 
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SBE UPDATE By John Poray 

Broadcast engineers are invited to check 
out a chapter near them. For more informa- 
tion, contact the chapter chairman. 

ALABAMA 
Birmingham - #68 
Truman Ferguson 
(205)558 -7238 
Hunsville -#1 l l 

Tom Stinnett 
(2051544 -6162 
Montgomery -# 118 
Dwight Cleveland 
(205)570 -3269 

ALASKA 
Anchorage - #89 
Harold D. Millsap, Jr. 
(907)562 -3456 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix - #9 
Edward S. Sutton, Jr. 
(602)264 -1000 
Tucson - #32 
Roy Mitchell 
(602)770 -1123 
Chapter of the Air - #73 
Hal 'Hostetler 
(602)792 -2270 

ARKANSAS 
Link Rock - #75 
Fred Anderson 
(501)376 -1111 

CALIFORNIA 
Eureka - #71 
L. David Shallenberger 
(707) 443-3061 
Fresno - #66 
Jeff Jordan 
(209)442 -1170 
Los Angeles - #47 
Christopher Hays 
(81&)952-2014 
Sacramento - #43 
Gerald N. Agresti 
(9161325 -3247 
San Diego - #36 
Steve Sellman 
(619)336 -4900 
San Francisco - #40 
Dane Ericksen 
(7071996 -5200 

COLORADO 
Denver - #48 
Jack McKain 
(303)740 -2222 
Fort Collins - #50 
Kevin Beard 
(303)491 -5927 

Grand Junction - #81 
Dwight C. Morgan 
(303)241 -9230 

CONNECTICUT 
Ct. Valley - #14 
Ted Szypulski 
(203)585 -2325 

DISTRICT OF 
COLUMBIA -#37 
Edwin Bukont 
(703)232 -7180 

FLORIDA 
Central - #42 
John M. Sprysenski 
(407)682 -2121 
JJacksonville - #7 
James O. Biggers, Jr. 
(904)393 -9871 
Palm Beach - #88 
Angelo Figurella 
(407)845 -2929 
South - #53 
Ray J. Vaughan 
(305)576 -1010 
Tampa Bay area - #39 
Lloyd Berg 
(941)289 -0455 
Southwest -#127 
G. Wayne Phillips 
(813)283 -8701 

GEORGIA 
Atlanta - #5 
Duncan Pearson, Jr. 
(404)827 -8940 

HAWAII 
Honolulu - #63 
Clayton Caughill 
(808)941 -3618 

IDAHO 
Moscow -#I17 
Dave Brawdy 
(509)335 -6511 
South -#115 
Ralph Hogan 
(208)385 -3760 

ILLINOIS 
Central - #49 
C. Robert Niller 
(217)854 -4800 
Chicago - #26 
Scott Curts 
(312)433 -3838 

Contact your local SBE chapter 

Rockford - #96 
Gregory A. Dahl 
(815)969 -7204 

INDIANA 
Indianapolis - #25 
John Zuber 
(317)636 -1313 
South Bend - #30 
John Kimsey 
(219)299 -1495 
Tri -state - -- #121 
Robert Effland 
(618)262 -8641 

IOWA 
Quad Cities - #65 
Jon Book 
(319)344 -7000 
Des Moines - #109 
Don J. Deboef 
(515)673 -5710 

KANSAS 
Wichita - #3 
Charles Myers 
(316)689 -3575 

KENTUCKY 
Louisville - #35 
Gilbert A. Lochner 
(502)893 -3671 

LOUISIANA 
New Orleans - #72 
Ernie Kain 
(504)593 -2105 
Shreveport - #44 
Rick Benson 
(318)425 -8692 

MAINE 
New England -#110 
Sandra Fryou 
(603)868 -4390 

MARIANA ISLANDS 
Saipan - #126 
Robert Springer 
(670)322 -3841 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore - #46 
Dwight Weller 
(410)252 -8351 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston -#11 
Robert P. Hess 
(617)787 -7050 

MICHIGAN 
Central - #91 
Michael Bradford 
(519)782 -5209 
Grand Rapids - #102 
Patrick Smith 
(616)771 -6685 
Southeast - #82 
Gregory Urbiel 
(810)423 -3366 

MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis - #17 
Craig Bomgaars 
(612)251 -1450 

MISSISSIPPI 
Jackson - #125 
Thomas Bondurant 
(601)922 -1607 

MISSOURI 
Kansas City - #59 
Mark Lucas 
(913)661 -0101 
St. Louis - #55 
Doug Maxeiner 
(314)516 -5966 

NEBRASKA 
Holdrege - #87 
Verne T. Killion 
(308)324 -6717 
Midland - #74 
David Ohmstede 
(402)491 -3128 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
New England -# 110 
Sandra Fryou 
(603)868 -4390 

NEW JERSEY 
Central -#119 
David Barth 
(201)429 -2829 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque - #34 
John Ramp 
(505)277 -1251 

NEW YORK 
Binghamton - #1 
Charlie Hallinan 
(607)724 -5608 
Central - #22 
John L. Merrill 
(315)477 -9422 
New York City - #15 
Dave Bialik 
(914)634 -6595 
Northeast - #58 
William A. Winans 
(518)346 -0899 
Rochester - #57 
Edward Wright 
(716)258 -0272 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Charlotte - #45 
Terry Johnson 
(704)563 -6693 
Raleigh- Durham - #93 
Latham Hammer 
(919)733 -6341 
Winston -Salem - #84 
Donald L. Moore, Jr. 
(910)282 -1601 

OHIO 
Central - #52 
John E. Marocchi 
(614)451 -2191 
Northeast - #70 
Barry Thomas 
(216)623 -1105 
Southwest - #33 
Fred Stone 
(513)220 -1686 
Toledo - #104 
Barry Gries 
(419)849 -3078 

Youngstown - #122 
H. Wesley Boyd 
(216)744 -4421 

OKLAHOMA 
Central Western - #85 
Paul Sublett 
(405)521 -0800 
Tulsa - #56 
Troy Cook, Jr. 
(918)343 -7658 

OREGON 
North - #124 
Jerry Nichols 
(503)746 -1600 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Central - #41 
Robert S. Hershey 
(717)238 -2100 
Northeast - #2 
Charles Sakoski 
(717)824 -5485 
Philadelphia - #18 
Ronald W. Simpson 
(215)493 -8232 
Pittsburgh - #20 
Nicholas Cap 
(412)788 -8989 
Lehigh Valley - #120 
Eric Reinert 
(610)797 -4530 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Charleston - #107 
Lowell Knouff 
(813)723 -8371 
Greenville - #86 
Dean Beebe 
(803)246 -0928 

TENNESSEE 
Memphis - #61 
Kirk Harnack 
(901)377 -5565 
Knoxville -#113 
J. Steve Martin 
(615)637 -6666 
Nashville - #103 
Joseph G. Prichard 
(615)242 -5600 

TEXAS 
Austin - #79 
David P. Otey 
(512)471 -4811 
Bryan - #99 
Jon Bennett 
(409)846 -7777 
Corpus Christi - #29 
Anita Easter 
(512)884 -8435 

El Paso - #38 
Andrew C. Kiska 
(915)532 -5421 
Houston - #105 
Gerald Weaver 
(713)778 -4721 
North - #67 
Rick J. Anderson 
(214)640 -3466 
South - #69 
Garth A. Perry 
(210)351 -1200 

UTAH 
Murray - #62 
Chuck Condrom 
(801)580 -3025 

VERMONT 
New England -#110 
Sandra Fryou 
(603)868 -4390 

VIRGINIA 
Blue Ridge - #78 
Jon T. Daggett 
(804)528 -3179 
Richmond - #60 
Ken Sell 
(804)330 -8888 
Tidewater - #54 
Bill Swartz 
(804)898 -0357 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle -#16 
John W. Price 
(206)233 -1037 
Spokane - #21 
John Barnett 
(509)358 -4725 
Tri -cities - #51 
Dave Hebert 
(509)545 -9672 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Mountain state -#116 
Noel W. Richardson 
(304)342 -3136 

WISCONSIN 
Fox Valley - #80 
Gregory S. Tadyshak 
(414)432 -3331 
Madison - #24 
Paul Stoffel 
(608)263 -2175 
Milwaukee - #28 
Todd Boettcher 
(414)223 -5229 
Western -#112 
Daniel F. Smith 
(507)895 -2026 MI 

NOTE: 
If you are not located near a 

chapter anc are a ham radio 
operator, you can participate in 

Chapter 73, ''The Chapter of the 
Air. 

,r Chapter 73 meets on the 
second Sunday of each month at 

0000GMT on 14.205MHz. 
All SBE members are welcome. 

ohn Poray is executive director for the Society of Broadcast 
Engineers, Indianapolis, IN. 
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY 

In September 1995, Thomson Broadcast 
Systems delivered two remote trucks to the 
Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC). 
These vehicles enabled the ZBC, with equip- 
ment provided by the South Africa Broad- 
casting Corporation (SABC), to provide TV 
coverage of the 6th All- Africa Games. These 
games are held every four years - on this 
occasion in Zimbabwe. 

Zimbabwe has the most up -to -date digital 
TV production equipment of any country 
in southern Africa. The two remote trucks 
join five existing post -production suites with 
Thomson 9200 mixers (three of them with 
Pinnacle PRIZM DVEs) and a digital studio 
built in 1989 with the TTV 5650 first - 
generation digital mixer. The trucks act as 
all- digital, high- capacity, mobile control 
rooms, using the latest -generation equip- 
ment (90% of French origin). 

At the beginning of 1995, the challenge 
seemed ambitious. It was impossible for us to 
build the two remote vans in time using 
normal procedures - three months for deliv- 
ery of the chassis, three months for coach 
building and two months for cabling and 
installation, for a total of eight months. The 
two vehicles had to be finished by the end of 
June, so that they could be shipped by sea 
and road to reach Zimbabwe before the end 
of August. With technical assistance from 
Thomson Broadcast Systems in training the 
operators, the ZBC then had to 
take over the two vans to provide 
coverage of the 6th All- Africa 
Games, due to take place from 
Sept. 13 -23, 1995. To meet this 
tight schedule, Thomson proposed 
an innovative solution. 

Coach work design 
The project really began in mid - 

January 1995, with time already 
running short. Because of the long 
delivery time for the vehicle chas- 
sis, the assembly of the upper 
coach work had to begin before 
the chassis' delivery. This approach 
had never before been attempted. 

To understand the magnitude 
of the project, consider some pa- 
rameters of the 19 -ton vehicles 

By Pascal Trahy 

Thomson digital remote vehicle 

themselves. Each represents the following: 

Several hundred hours of design; 
More than a hundred drawings, including 

mechanical modifications and wiring dia- 
grams for power, video and audio; 

Several thousand hours of work at the 
coach builders; and 

Miles of mains, video, audio and triax 
cabling, as well as two tons of electronic 
equipment. 

Design and implementation 
After studying the general layout of the 

coach work (using CAD techniques) and 
checking it with the customer, the many 
drawings for the vehicle were sent to the 
coach -building contractors (Hatty) in mid - 
February, so that construction could begin. 
Before even starting to build and assemble 
the body work, our coach builders had to 
produce their own fabrication plans. 

Right from the start it was essential to 
obtain accurate technical drawings and blue- 
prints for the chassis, in order to be aware of 
all difficulties and constraints in assembly. 
We obtained this vital information from 
Renault Industrial Vehicles, to whom we are 
most grateful. 

Each body was 8.3m (27.2 feet) long and 
2.5m (8.2 feet) wide, mounted on a short- 
cabin 19 -ton Renault G230Ti left -hand drive 
chassis, with a total vehicle height not ex- 
ceeding 4m (13.1 feet). A sandwich construc- 
tion was used, which provided a high degree 
of insulation with good electrical continuity. 

Following a detailed study of the ergonom- 
ics with the client, the body was fitted with 
two access doors and steps folding into the 
floor. The body was divided into three inde- 
pendent compartments: a video control room 

(with slow- motion facilities) accommodat- 
ing six people; an audio control room for 
two people; and a technical area for two 
video engineers and a technical supervisor. 

A number of small, but unusual, features 
made these vehicles particularly easy to use. 
The cable drums located in the underfloor 
lockers were mounted on sliding trays. The 
telescopic masts were pneumatic, with manu- 
al controls built into the coach work. The 
ladder for access to the roof was enclosed. At 
the rear of the vehicle were four manually 
operated stabilizing legs and a fold -away 
working platform for access to the patch 
panels, drums for triax cables and an air - 
conditioning system. 

The outcome 
These custom, left -hand drive vehicles, 

specially adapted for difficult terrain, were 
ordered at the beginning of February and 
arrived at the coach builders in mid -May. 
The result was convincing: final assembly of 
the coach work on the chassis took less than 
a day overall for each of the vehicles. 

The challenge had been met. Not all the 
finishing touches had been completed, but we 
had saved three months on the overall con- 
struction time, that is, the time for fitting out 
the vehicles. The vans left our contractor's 
premises just three weeks later (at the begin- 
ning of June), painted and ready for fitting. 

Power supplies 
The electrical supply system was designed 

in collaboration with the contractors. The 
vehicles can be powered by connection to 
the mains or to a trailer generator. 

Safety protection was provided by a high - 
sensitivity 30mA differential- current detec- 
tor at the input to the installation. Monitor- 

ing of the presence of three phas- 
es and neutral was provided. 
None of the technical apparatus, 
air -conditioning or services, 
which were transformer isolated, 
could be powered up unless the 
supply was functioning correct- 
ly. The monitoring system also 
displayed the mains currents, 
voltages and supply frequency. 

The equipment was powered 
up via a phase- changeover con - 
tact -breaker, which also handled 
the power to the air -conditioning, 
always ensuring phase rotation in 
the same direction. A neutral -im- 
pedance -type system was used for 
the neutral of the isolating trans- 
former secondary. An insulation 
monitor triggered audible and vis- 

Front section of the truck includes video mix and CG positions (background), 
plus TD'sand slow -motion operator's positions (smaller console in foreground). 
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ible alarms at the first insulation fault. The 
audible alarm could be inhibited. If a second 
fault appeared, a circuit breaker would cut 
power to the involved circuit. 

Each generator, manufactured by Simed, 
was fitted with a soundproof hood (70dBA 
at 1m) and was towed on a twin -axle heavy - 
duty trailer. The trailer was specially adapt- 
ed to provide covered storage for four cable 
drums (in addition to those fitted inside the 
remote truck). Each generator had a nomi- 
nal output of 50kVA, down -rated because 
of the high altitude of Harare (1,000m or 
3,280 feet). The generators will function 
independently for 12 hours at full load, 
with reserve power for lighting if required. 

Air -conditioning equipment 
A Gredai air- conditioning system was 

mounted at the rear of each vehicle. It was a 

single, compact unit, with a nominal cooling 
capacity of 15kW for a dissipated heat rating 
of 11kW for the truck. The air -conditioning 
system was fitted with dual compression/ 
evaporation systems, providing partial re- 
dundancy in the air -conditioning should one 
of the systems fail. 

Cool air was blown in and stale air was 
extracted via a false ceiling, using a specially 
designed duct to ensure ideal air speed, uni- 
form pressure and minimum noise in each of 
the groups of bays and working areas. Air 
flow was 2,400ms/h. 

Wiring 
In order to save as much time as possible, 

power, video and audio cable runs were all 
preplanned. All the drawings were pro- 
duced using CAD techniques and submit- 
ted speedily to the client for approval. 

The relationship between customer and 
supplier was particularly important. It was 
essential to reach an agreement before the 
project started and before work began (sup- 
ported by validation of the designs) on how 
the vehicle would finally be built, in terms of 
design and how it would be operated. A 
remote vehicle has a design life of at least 10 
years and users must be completely at ease 
working in it. 

On that basis, we were able to start all wiring 
preforms at the beginning of May, using rack 
layout diagrams, finishing them even before 
the vehicles were delivered to us from the 
coach builders. Prewiring saved another month 
on the overall construction time. 

Completion 
When the vehicle arrived in our work- 

shops, we had no more than a month left to 
complete the work. All the cable preforms 
had to be drawn through and installed. 

The power wiring took four days. The 
power supply rack, entirely prewired on the 
workbench, was built directly into the vehi- 
cle. Video cabling took four days and audio 

Figure 1. Plan view of Thomson all -digital remote vehicle. 

took three days - all the patch wiring had 
been prepared previously. In less than two 
weeks, all wiring and equipment had been 
installed. 

The date for shipping was approaching 
rapidly. We had only three weeks left for 
commissioning the vehicles and factory ac- 
ceptance by the client. After the usual minor 
snags in fine -tuning the systems, the two 
vehicles were accepted on the due date and 
embarked from France on July 15 by ship, 
bound for Durban, South Africa. They were 
unloaded in Durban on Aug. 17, and arrived 
in Harare, Zimbabwe, by road without inci- 
dent on Aug. 22. 

A number of small, 
but unusual, features 
made these vehicles 

particularly easy to use. 

Prior to on -air use, full training was provid- 
ed for ZBC's operators and technicians. This 
was followed by technical assistance during 
the maiden broadcasts. 

Equipment 
Each vehicle was prewired for eight camer- 

as and four VTRs, and generally equipped as 
follows: 

Eight Thomson 1657 cameras with EFP 
1685 (digital output); this camera has a well - 
established reputation: FIT technology CCDs, 
4:3 or 16:9 switchable, electronic color tem- 
perature and pixel correction; 14 cameras 
have been supplied, five of them in Sportcam 
configuration (1657 + A85 + long lens cra- 
dle), with three x40 and two x20 lenses from 
Angenieux; 

Up to four Thomson 3575 DP digital 
output VTRs with slow- motion facilities; 

Up to four external PAL synchronizers; 
Up to four external digital signals; 
An Aston Motif character generator with 

Grab option and software; 

A Thomson 9500 digital mixer with 32 
primary inputs (24 video + eight key + black 
+ color + matte); two full -function mix/effect 
units M/E1 and M/E2 (with fade, wipe and 
key) and one mix unit M/E3 (PST/PGM); 
four DSKs with independent transition mod- 
ule; auto -phasing of inputs (30µs adjust- 
ment, relative to reference) and all outputs; 
10 auxiliary video buses, 10 auxiliary key 
buses and "key- follow -video" mode; 

TTV 5790 digital routing switcher, which 
operates as a standby router (32 inputs, 16 

outputs); 
24 input Digitec audio console; and 
Clear -Com intercom switching system, 

with commentator terminal. 

The advantage of all these sources was that 
they have digital outputs. Signals were dis- 
tributed using digital video distribution am- 
plifiers from the Evolution range, then pro- 
cessed directly by the mixer; the latter was 
linked to a Pinnacle PRIZM single- channel 
video effects generator, which also had digi- 
tal inputs and outputs. The system was backed 
up by the TTV 5790 digital router. 

Other features 
Each vehicle can operate independently, 

having its own generator. One of the vehicles 
had a 2.7GHz terrestrial microwave link. 
The other had a camera Betalink in the 
2.5GHz band. Both vans could operate in 

urban or rural areas with equal facility. 
Thanks to the joint efforts of the ZBC, 

Thomson Broadcast Systems and all its con- 
tractors, coverage of the All- Africa Games 
was a success. The two vans made a lasting 
impression on all who visited them. 

Pascal Trahy is project manager for Thomson Broadcast Systems, 

Cergy Pontoise, France. 

For more information on 
Thomson digital remote vehicles, 

circle (150) on Action Card. 

Internet: be@intertec,com 
CompuServe: 74672,3124 
FAXback: 913- 967 -1905 
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY 

The desire to use economical general -pur- 
pose PCs in demanding professional video 
applications like non -linear editing, graphics 
creation, animation recording, 3 -D render- 
ing, video -on- demand and commercial in- 
sertion continues to grow. In these applica- 
tions, specialized PC adapters are typically 
used to handle the massive processing re- 
quirements for transporting natural data types 
in real time. The problem is essentially one of 
data rate considering that a single ITU -601 
4:2:2 digital videostream requires 21MB /s 
(32MB /s for 4:2:2:4). Additionally, eight 
48kHz/16 -bit audio tracks require 768kB/s 
or a motion JPEG- compressed stream at 
Betacam quality requires 6MB/s. 

Commonly used PC subsystems include 
video 110, video processing (DVE/mixing), 
video compression/decompression (codec), 
audio I/O, audio processing (EQ /mixing), 
mass storage interface, network interface 
and video -in -a- window console display. Al- 
though it is possible to accomplish some of 
these tasks with host CPU software and a 
single highly integrated adapter, most pro- 
fessional systems require more than one 
adapter. 

For example, a non -linear ed- 
iting system may require a co- 
dec board, a videographics 
board, an audio processor, a 

console display and mass stor- 
age and network interfaces. 

How to interface these multi- 
ple adapters inside a PC is a 
question that system integra- 
tors have been wrestling with 
for many years. Many consider 
the ideal solution to be an open 
architecture that leads to a wide 
variety of different price /per- 
formance solutions from mul- 
tiple vendors. 

By Alain Legault 

PC bus architecture 

The solutions 
The two most common ways to deal with 

digital video data types are through the system 
host bus or through a dedicated bus architec- 
ture. Digital audio and video data can be 
communicated through the system host bus, 
but the bus must be shared with the other 
common host CPU activities, such as interfac- 
ing with the system hard -disk controller (SCSI 
or IDE), the graphics display device (GUI) and 
the network interface controller (MC). Where 
the bus bandwidth is insufficient to handle the 
demands placed upon it, normal application 
response time diminishes and/or the video - 
stream breaks down. 

The two most common 
ways to deal with 

digital video data types 
are through the system 
host bus or through a 

dedicated bus 
architecture. 

Based on Table 1, ISA is clearly useless for 
professional video applications. Bandwidth 
is insufficient for uncompressed video or 
even high -quality compressed video data. 
Products using ISA can only communicate 
digital audio data effectively. 

Nubus, EISA and MicroChannel (MC) have 
been used successfully by a number of ven- 
dors over the last five years to send com- 
pressed video and audio data between adapt- 
ers. EISA and MC theoretically have enough 
bandwidth to accommodate a full uncom- 
pressed digital videostream interface. In prac- 
tice, unfortunately, there is not enough band- 

width left for the rest of the application, 
killing overall system performance. 

Today, many users are demanding real - 
time AB roll systems, 10MB /s compressed 
datastreams, multiple audio tracks, power- 
ful mass storage, high -performance graphics 
controllers and LAN interfaces. Clearly, these 
buses are becoming less than adequate. 

At first glance, the PCI bus with 132MB /s 
throughput seems to be the perfect solution. 
A number of video chipsets are becoming 
available that can send uncompressed digital 
video information over PCI. However, video 
equipment manufacturers quickly found 
PCI's limits. Here's why: 

Although the theoretical speed of PCI is 

132MB /s, the effective bus bandwidth ranges 
between 40MB /s and 80MB /s depending 
on the chipset used on the motherboard and 
various PCI implementation factors. In ad- 
dition, fast disks, high- resolution desktop 
displays and fast network cards require 
incremental bus bandwidth, leaving less 
bandwidth available to video adapters. 

PCI transfers data by grouping the data 
into packets. Different agents alternately 
take control of the bus every 10µs to 30µs 
(depending upon their latency times), leav- 
ing enough time to transfer only a small 
data packet (approximately 3,000 bytes) 
until the next transfer. Because video is 

synchronous, video data needs to be fed 
continuously. The higher the quality of the 
video, and the more simultaneous streams 
involved, the more difficult maintaining 
continuity becomes. This inherent incom- 
patibility creates substantial hurdles for those 
who want to interface professional -quality 
video through PCI. To integrate the bus 
design, manufacturers must devise compli- 
cated interfaces. 

It has become clear that PCI can be used 
successfully to interface video adapters for 
some multimedia applications, but it is not 

for professional video systems 
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Table 1. Digital audio and video can be communicated through the system host 
bus, but with this approach, the bus bandwidth needed by the videostream(s) 
must be shared with the other common host CPU activities. The table illustrates 
the transfer rate of various buses. 
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Expansion buses 
The alternative to commercial 

general -purpose buses are dedi- 
cated over -the -top expansion 
buses. One that has been around 
for some time is the VideoBahn 
developed by Intelligent Re- 
sources for the Macintosh plat- 
form. Several proposals for the 
PC platform are available in the 
marketplace including VGA FC, 
VAFC, VMC and Movie -2 bus. 

VGA FC, the first over -the -top 
expansion video bus used in PCs, 
has a single limited video bus 



Figure 1. An example of a Movie -2 bus implementation. 

and no audio support. It offers little for the 
video professional. 

VAFC is an enhanced version of the VGA 
FC. It offers the ability to interface 32 -bit 
RGB with alpha or YUV without alpha, 
but still is limited to a single video channel 
and provides no audio support. Its prima- 
ry application is in computer graphics. 

VMC is closer to the needs of the profes- 
sional video marketplace. It interfaces mul- 
tiple videostreams over a unified bus, simi- 
lar to PCI. Video can be 32 -bit RGB or YUV 
and there is enough bandwidth for design- 
ers to implement an alpha channel and 
audio support. 

When it was initially proposed, VMC gen- 
erated some interest, but it has not found 
many adherents because, like PCI, it is corn- 
plicated and costly to implement. And, since 
both VMC and PCI exchange data through 
packets, some of the same problems exist in 
this area, as well. Systems designers ask, "If 
PCI and VMC accomplish the same task in 
much the same way, why design the same 
solution twice? 

The broadcast and professional video in- 
dustries are converging toward the ITU -601 
specification (sometimes referred to as D -1, 
although D -1 is a tape format, not a video 
specification). Virtually all professional y-J 
eo chipsets, board -level products and s: s- 

tems adhere to the ITU -601 standard. This 
specification defines the video parameters, 
frequency specifications and signal formats 
for digital video. The Movie -2 bus has been 
designed around the ITU -601 standard and 
features an uncompressed 10 -bit video bus 
architecture, which provides board designers 
with the basics for simple and inexpensive 
implementation. 

The Movie -2 bus carries eight digital video 
buses, six digital key buses and four serial 
digital audio buses for a constant data band- 
width above 242MB /s, almost three times 
the effective bandwidth of PCI. 

The concept of modularity is important to 
the Movie -2 bus architecture. More than 10 

leading digital video hardware vendors, in- 
cluding Matrox Video Products Group, Pin- 
nacle Systems, Miranda Technologies, Op- 
tivision and Interactive Images, currently 
have plans to introduce Movie -2 bus -com- 
pliant products prior to NAB '96. 

Movie -2 bus 
product implementation 

Matrox has recently announced DigiSuite, 
a family of PC -based digital video hardware 
and software development tools built around 
the Movie -2 bus. OEMs and systems inte- 
grators can use these to build a wide variety 
of cost -effective, PC -based video products, 
including: non -linear editing systems, virtu- 
al VTRs, MPEG -2 video -on- demand serv- 
ers, live video switchers, commercial inser- 
tion systems, CATV barker channels, ani- 
mation/paint/CG workstations, composit- 
ing systems and much more. 

Matrix DigiSuite components include: 

DigiMix - a digital video /graphics mixer 
with 2 -D DVE; 

DigiMotion - a motion -JPEG codeddig- 
ital audio mixer/Fast -20 SCSI controller; 

DigiVid -a multichannel analog video I/O 
card; 

QMPEG -2 -a 4 -channel MPEG -2 decoder; 
Marvel Millennium - a video- in- a -win- 

dow console controller; and 
Matrox DigiSDK - a Component Object 

Model (COM) software development kit for 
Windows NT 3.51 and Windows 95. 

Movie -2 bus -compatible products from 
third parties include a 3 -D DVE unit, a serial 
digital (D -1) I/O, MPEG encoders and soft- 
ware modules for CG, paint, 2 -D DVE and 
stills storage. 

System integrators, VARs, and ultimately, 
end -users, will benefit from the modularity 
offered by the Movie -2 bus technology. It 
will allow them to quickly and economically 
integrate different digital video building 
blocks from many different vendors. 

Alain Legault is video products group director at Matrox, Quebec, 
Canada. 

For more information on the 
Matrox Movie -2 bus, circle 
(152) on Action Card. For 

more information on additional 
Movie -2 bus -compliant products, 

circle (153) on Action Card. 

\ 
Internet: 

be@intertec.com 
CompuServe: 

74672,3124 

FAXback: 
913 -967 -1905 

Rg.DATA TRANSMISSION 
IN VERTICAL BLANKING 
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. 

VBI232 Encoder / Decoder board plugs into 
LEITCH or GRASS VALLEY GROUP DA frames. 

The VBI 232 allows any RS232 data to be transparently 
inserted and recovered from a user selectable line in the 
vertical blanking interval of a baseband video signal 
- THINK OF THE POSSIBILITIES! 

broadcast video systems ltd. 
40 West Wilmot St., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1H8 

Telephone:(905)764 -1584 Fax:(905)764 -7438 J 
Circle (58) on Action Card 
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INDUSTRY BRIEFS 

BUSINESS 

Philips Electronics North America Corpo- 
ration, New York, completed its acquisition 
of Alamar Electronics USA. Alamar will 
become part of Philips' Business Electron- 
ics, but will continue to operate within its 
existing management structure. 

Hewlett -Packard, Anaheim, CA, an- 
nounced that telecommunications compa- 
nies Hongkong Telecom, Hong Kong, and 
Deutsche Telekom, Germany, selected the 
HP MediaStream server to deliver their in- 
teractive TV services. 

Also, MTV Europe chose the HP broad- 
cast video server as the digital- video -server 
technology for the new Gulf DTH channels 
throughout the Middle East. 

Panasonic, Secaucus, NJ, established a busi- 
ness-to- business on -line service called PO- 
LAR (Panasonic On -Line Access and Re- 
trieval), and is seeking to qualify video pro- 
fessionals for a free membership to the net- 
work. The service provides instant access to a 
virtual library of information on Panasonic 
professional video and broadcast products. 

Synergistic Technologies Inc. moved. The 
company is now located at: 121 Hillpointe 
Drive, Suite 700, Canonsburg, PA 15317; 
telephone: 800 -659 -7715 or 412 -873 -0800; 
fax: 412 -873 -4770. 

Thomson Broadcast announced the sale of 
five of its new 7830 motion -compensated 
standards converters to NBC for use in Asia. 

Also, the company sold its 9500 compo- 
nent digital switcher to Roland House, VA. 

Thomson Broadcast Systems, a subsidiary 
of Thomson multimedia, received the con- 
tract to design and build an all- digital pro- 
duction and broadcasting system for Mi- 
lan's new local TV channel, SEI Milano. In 
addition, the subsidiary also received a con- 
tract by TDF Cable to build the cable net- 
work for Aulnoye -Aymeries in northern 
France. 

Solid State Logic, Oxford, UK, installed 
two additional Scenaria digital audio /video 
post -production systems at Fox Tape Engi- 
neering, Los Angeles, bringing the total 
number of Scenaria systems at Fox to six. 

Ampex Media Corporation officially be- 
came Quantegy, Redwood City, CA. Cus- 
tomers will continue to do business with 
Quantegy just as they did in the past with 
Ampex. The use of the Ampex brand name 
on packaging will continue. 

BTS Broadcast Television Systems, Berk- 
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shire, UK, announced the purchase of sever- 
al LDK 10P portable camera systems by 
QVC, the satellite shopping channel. 

Dynatech, Salt Lake City, sold a 
128x128 video /stereo audio UTAH -300 
routing system and a 32x32 serial digital 
matrix to WXIA -TV, 11Alive, Atlanta's 
NBC affiliate. 

Louth Automation, Palo Alto, CA, opened 
a new sales office in New York. For more 
information contact: Martin Frange, P.O. 
Box 3200, Wantagh, NY 11793; telephone: 
516- 783 -6022; fax: 516- 221 -5209. 

Leitch moved its European headquarters 
to a larger location in Basingstoke, UK, for 
additional office and warehouse space. 

FAST Multimedia, Foster City, CA, and 
Panasonic Broadcast & Television an- 
nounced an OEM agreement to market 
FASTEDIT, an integrated turnkey editing 
solution that combines Panasonic's AG- 
1970 S -VHS VTRs with FAST'S PC -based 
video editor; Video Machine Lite. 

Dielectric Communications, Raymond, 
ME, received three major contracts for dig- 
ital HDTV implementation studies. Chris - 
Craft/United Television granted a contract 
for digital HDTV implementation studies 
to the company. Also, both Pulitzer and 
WABC -TV Channel 7, New York, awarded 
HDTV/NTSC design contracts to Dielectric. 

ASC Audio Services Corporation, N. Holly- 
wood, CA, is changing its name to Location 
Sound Corporation. There has been no change 
in ownership, management or location. 

Macrovision, Sunnyvale, CA, announced 
that Fox Latin America has been using the 
company's VES -TP video encryption sys- 
tem to secure satellite transmissions of weekly 
Fox National Football League telecasts to 
Latin America. 

LNR Communications, Hauppauge, NY, 
delivered three complete SAFARI digital 
video flyaway earth stations for use by 
Taiwan broadcaster TVBS. The station will 
use the units for news and special -event 
coverage in Taiwan and other locations in 
the Pacific Rim area. 

TimeLine Vista, Vista, CA, announced sales 
to four new United Kingdom customers, 
including freelance editors Rodney Glenn 
and Peter Joly, who purchased 16 -track 
StudioFrames; the De Lane Lea Sound Cen- 
tre, which purchased an 8 -track Studio - 
Frame; and the National Film & Television 

School, which now has a 16 -track Studio - 
Frame workstation. 

Eimac, a division of Communications & 
Power Industries, San Carlos, CA, received 
its ISO 9001 certification. 

Sony, Park Ridge, NJ, sold several of its 
products to full- service production and post - 
production facility ProVideo, Madison, WI, 
for its redesigned on -line bay. 

PEOPLE 

William P. "Pete" Mountanos has been 
appointed president of FAST Multimedia 
and chief executive officer of FAST Elec- 
tronic U.S. 

Robert M. Long has been appointed to 
oversee operations of Dynatech NewStar, 
the newsroom automation branch of Dy- 
natech, Salt Lake City. 

Milton E. McNally has become vice presi- 
dent and chief operating officer of Clear- 
Corn Intercom Systems, Berkeley, CA. 

James C. McKinney resigned as chairman 
of the United States Advanced Television 
Systems Committee to the ATSC Executive 
Committee. 

Martin Frange has been appointed north- 
eastern sales manager at the new New York 
sales office of Louth Automation, Palo Alto, 
CA. 

Michael Benya has been named product 
manager for multichannel multipoint dis- 
tribution service (MMDS) low -power 
products for ITS, McMurray, PA. 

Also, Rick Labuda has been promoted to 
sales manager for MMDS; Keith Ross has 
been named product manager for MMDS 
high -power products; and Gary Smyth has 
been appointed corporate communications 
manager at ITS headquarters. 

Jack S. Kenney has been appointed presi- 
dent and chief executive officer of Quante- 
gy, Redwood City, CA. 

Ian G. Miller has become regional sales 
director for Harris Corporation's broad- 
cast division in Africa (excluding North 
Africa). 

Wayne Cook has been appointed national 
director of sales for The Winsted Corpora- 
tion, Minneapolis. 

Alan R. Davis has become vice president 
sales /marketing for Lighthouse Digital Sys- 

tems, Grass Valley, CA. 



411111111111 NEW PRODUCES 

Oscilloscope 
Hewlett -Packard 

HP 54615B: a 2- channel digital-storage oscilloscope that combines fast 
sample rate with high bandwidth and a peak detect that captures lns events 
at any sweep speed; features include 1- gigasample/s sample rate and 5K 
memory depth per channel; automatic measurements of frequency, voltage, 
pulse width and rise time eliminate time -consuming setup of the scope; 
waveform storage allows signals to be stored for later comparison with 
other signals; the HP 54615B has storage and recall of up to 16 scope setups 
and also features roll mode, built -in power for active probes and built -in 
calibration signals; the HP 54615B uses the same compact, easy -to -use 
frame as others in the HP 54600 series, and it is compatible with all current 
HP 54600 scope modules except for the HP 54655A and the HP 54656A. 

Circle (350) on Action Card 

Solid -state power amplifiers 
Satcom Division of Communications 
& Power Industries (CPI) 

Line of solid -state power amplifiers: the expanded product line 
includes high- efficiency indoor and outdoor units for satellite commu- 
nications designed for minimal -current and low- voltage demand appli- 
cations; the devices incorporate overtemperature shutdown and dis- 
play current consumption and case temperature; the SSKI -20 to 12SW, 
single -rack Ku -band units (14- 14.50GHz) are for single and multicar- 
rier service in transportable or fixed stations where good intermod -to- 
carrier performance is required; the SSKO -20 to 100W weatherproof 
outdoor amplifier is available for antenna mount use; the SSCO -30 to 
250W C -band (5.850- 6.450G1-z) unit has weatherproof housing for 
antenna mounting; the SSCI -30 to 500W C -band (5.850- 6.450GHz) 
unit is for single and multicarrier service where good kttermod -to- 
carrier performance is required. 

Circle (351) on Action Card 

Composite decoder and encoder 
Vistek 

V4228 (decoder) and V4238 (encoder): composite decoder and encoder 
featuring ASIC technology, digital stability and accuracy, flexible interfaces, 
coupled with Varicomb processing; for fit- and -forget operation, the seam- 
less adaptation of Varicomb prevides optimum video processing and the 
automatic format sensing configures the units instantly for different video 
standards; if required, full control of all parameters is available from the control 
panel, with commonly used setups stored in the internal memory; the V4228 
provides high- resolution transparent decoding that is virtually free of the 
artifacts of cross -color and cross -luminance. 

Circle (353) on Action Card 

Enhanced digital audio ISDN system 
Dolby Laboratories 

Dolby Fax ISDN system: a reconfiguration of the 
Dolby Fax system for high- quality ISDN transmis- 
sion of audio material; the 2- channel, full duplex 
system now offers AES/EBU, SPDIF, 18 -bit ADC, 20- 
bit DAC and mono /stereo formats; a streamlined 
Ascend multiband VSX ISDN inverse multiplexer has 
been incorporated into the system; the package also 
includes an improved PC interface for the Dolby Fax 
that features a Windows -based dialer program allow- 
ing control of the system from a PC. 

Circle (352) on Action Card 
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fixed and 

Video modulator /data 
upconverter 

LNR Communications 
LVM series: a low- profile video 

modulator /data upconverter de- 
signed for applications where a corn- 
pact baseband -to -RF satellite video 
modulator/low -phase noise upcon- 
verter is required; the synthesizer - 
tuned agile upconverter was special- 
ly designed for low -phase noise re- 
quirements in preparation for digi- 
tal/full- motion or compressed video 
formats; the LVM series is ideal for 

mobile applications, SNG vehicles and other transportables, uplinks where 
access to the 70MHz interface is required, split (remote upconverter) exciter operation 
and systems that must use a data -capable upconverter for inclusion of SCPC data 
channels in the same transponder and/or future digital video requirements. 

Circle (354) on Action Card 

Camera control/ 
110P1' monitoring system 

Telemetrics 
Camera control system: a camera 

control system that integrates Tele- 
metrics line of camera robotics corn- 
ponents with a software control 
program for comprehensive 
camera control capabilities on a 
single touchscreen workstation; by 
employing a touchscreen graphical 
user interface (GUI), the Tele- 
metrics control panel software 
(TM -CPS) provides simple con- 
trol of all camera robotic and elec- 
tronic settings, video switching 
and peripherals; live camera program and preview images and still video preset images c.1 all 
be viewed on a single PC display; the program and preview windows are viewed in real time, 
with still video images to view camera presets. 

Circle (355) on Action Card 

Digital video 
interface 

Matthey 
Electronics 

3000 series: a se- 
ries of serial digital 
video interface 
cards based on an 
extended Eurocard 
format; the 3000 sys- 
tem solves problems 
encountered when 
interfacing existing 
analog equipment 
with new serial digi- 
tal products; the 
range includes 10 -bit 
A -to -D and D -to -A 

converters, plus serial digital distribution amplifiers (both reclocking and non -reclocking); 
processing using quality 10 -bit converters and full specification CCIR -601 filtering ensures 
optimum broadcast performance; serializers and deserializers to component and composite 
standards are also included; six cards can be housed in the 1RU subrack frame designed to 
meet the latest EMC directives. 

Circle (356) on Action Card 



PHOTO -VIDEO 

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE" 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800 -947 -9928 800 -947 -9003 
212- 444 -5028 212 -444 -5001 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E-Mail at 76623.570@compuserve.com 

KY-27C JVC 
3 -CCD Color Video Camera 

New if-broadcast-quality 380,000 pixel CCDs with advanced electronics deliv- 
er resolution of 800 horizontal lines and reduced smear. 
High sensitivity of F9.0 at 2000 lux allows a truly usable minimum illumination 
of 1 lux with JVC's exclusive LoLux dual pixel readout sampling technique. 
LoLux mode allows shooting scenes that were previously impossible due to 
insufficient lighting. CCDs are maximized for low light sensitivity equivalent to 
an electronic gain of 24dB, then the dual pixel readout system is added which provides an additional 6dB. Together they provide 
+30dß without the noise and picture degradation normally associated with this much gain. 

Signal -to -Noise ratio of 63dB assures virtually "noise free" images. 
Auto Shooting Mode where you only have to zoom, focus and record. All other parameters are controlled automatically. 
Enhanced ALC (Automatic Level Control) mode for continuous shooting in all light levels. This allows continuous automatic shoot- 
ing from dark interiors to bright outdoors. Also features an aperture priority mode, manually set the iris for desired depth of focus 
and the ALC circuit automatically achieves correct video level. 
The Multi -Zone Iris Weighting system gives preference to objects in the center and lower portions of the picture. The Automatic 
Peak/Average Detection (APB) provides intelligence to ignore unusual objects such as bright lights. 
Auto knee circuitry extends a scene's light to dark dynamic range reproduction by up to five times without overexposure. 
Has large 1.5 -inch viewfinder with 600 lines of resolution and SMPTE color bars. Status system provides audio levels, accumulated 

or remaining recording time, VTR operation, battery voltage and camera setup. Zebra pattern indication and safety zones with a 

center marker are also provided. 
Equipped with Variable Scan function. This allows flicker -free shooting of computer screens. Variable scan enables a precise shut- 
ter speed from 1/60.2 to 1/196.7 of a second in 256 increments to be set, matching a computers scan rate. Almost any computer 
display can be clearly recorded. 
Star filter creates dramatic 4 -point star effects. Users can also select from a wide range of optional filters. 
Advanced Memory System (AMS) stores customizable settings for various shooting conditions. 
Camera head allows direct input of genlock signal and timing adjustment. A wide range optional remote controls, RS -232 interface, 
multicore and triax CCU's are available. 
Docks directly to the JVC BR- S422U, BR- S411UB and BP- S420CU professional S -VHS recorders. Optional adapters for docking to 
Hi -8 and Betacam SP are also available. 

Vinten 
THE 

ADVANCED 

RANGE OF 

VISION 

LIGHTWEIGHT 

HEADS AND 

TRIPODS 

Vision SD 12 and SD 22 
Pan and Tilt Heads with Serial Drag 

The Vision SD 12 and SD 22 are the first heads with the "Serial 
Drag" pan and tilt system. The system consists of a unique, per- 
manently- sealed fluid drag and an advanced lubricated friction 
drag. So for the first time, one head gives you all the advantages 
of both fluid (viscous) and lubricated (LF) drag systems - and 
none of their disadvantages. Achieve the smoothest pans and tilts 
regardless of speed. drag setting and ambient temperature. The 

Serial Drag system provides the widest range of infinitely variable 
precise settings with repeatable, consistent drag in each pan and 
tilt direction. 

Features: 
Simple, easy -to -use external control for perfect balance. 
Patented spring- assisted counter -balance system permits per- 
fect "hands -off" camera balance over full 180° of tilt. 
Instant drag system breakaway and recovery overcome inertia 
and friction for excellent "whip pans ". 
Consistent drag levels in both pan and tilt axis. 
Redesigned flick on, flick off pan and tilt caliper disc brakes. 
Greater control, precision, flexibility and "touch" than any other 
head on the market. 
Touch activated, time delayed illuminated level bubble. 
Environmental working conditions from as low as -40° to as 
high as n60°C. 
SD 12 weighs 6.6 lbs and supports up to 35 lbs. 
SD 22 weighs 12.7 lbs and supports up to 55 lbs. 

Vision Two Stage ENG and 
LT Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods 

The ultimate in lightweight and innovative tripods, they are avail- 
able with durable tubular alloy (Model 83513) or the stronger and 
lighter, axially and spirally wound carbon fiber construction 
(Model 83523). They each incorporate the new torque safe clamps 
to provide fast, safe and self -adjusting leg clamps that never let 
you down. Two stage operation gives them more flexibility when 
in use as well as greater operating range. 

"Torque Safe" requires no adjustment. Its unique design adjusts 
itself as and when required, eliminating the need for manual 
adjustment and maintenance and making for a much more reli- 
able clamping system. 
New hip joint eliminates play and adds rigidity. 
They both feature 100mm levelling bowl, fold down to a com- 
pact 28 ", and support 45 lbs. 
The 83513 weighs 6.5 lbs and the #3523 CF (Carbon Fibre) 
weighs 5.2 lbs. 

Vision 12 Systems 
All Vision 12 systems include #33643 SD 12 dual fluid and 
lubricated friction drag pan/tilt head, single telescoping pan bar 
and clamp with 100mm ball base. 

SD -12A System 
3364 -3 SD -12 Pan and tilt head 
3518 -3 Single stage ENG tripod with 100mm bowl 
3363 -3 Lightweight calibrated floor spreader. 

SD -12D System 
3364 -3 SD -12 Pan and tilt head 
3513 -3 Two -stage ENG tripod with 100mm bowl 
3314 -3 Heavy -duty calibrated floor spreader 

SD -12LT System 
3364 -3 SD -12 Pan and tilt head 
3523 -3 Two -stage carbon fibre ENG tripod w /100mm bowl 
3363 -3 Lightweight calibrated floor spreader 
3425 -3A Carry strap 
3340 -3 Soft case 

Vision 22 Systems 
All Vision 22 systems include #3386-3 SD -22 dual fluid and 
lubricated friction drag pan and tilt head, single telescoping pan 
and clamp with dual 100mm /150mm ball base. 

SD -22E System 
3386 -3 SD -22 Pan and tilt head 
3219 -52 Second telescoping pan bar and clamp 
3516 -3 Two -stage EFP tripod with 150mm bowl. 
3314 -3 Heavy -duty calibrated floor spreader 

SD -22 LT System 
3386 -3 5D -22 Pan and tilt head 

3219 -52 Second telescoping pan bar and clamp 
3523 -3 Two -stage carbon fibre ENG tripod w /100mm bowl 
3314 -3 Heavy -duty calibrated floor spreader 
3425 -3A Carrying strap 
3341 -3 Soft case 

SD -22 ELT System 
3386 -3 SO -22 Pan and tilt head 
3219 -52 Second telescoping pan bar and clamp 
3383 -3 Two -stage carbon fiber EFP tripod w /150mm bowl 
3314 -3 Heavy -duty calibrated floor spreader 

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

onto tiaunn 
Logic Series DIGITAL Gold Mount Batteries 

The Logic Series DIGITAL batteries are acknowledged to be the most 

advanced in the rechargeable battery industry. In addition to the comprehen- 

sive sensors integral to all Logic Series batteries, each DIGITAL battery has a 

built -in microprocessor that communicates directly with Anton/Bauer 
InterActive chargers, creating significant new benchmarks for reliability, per- 

formance, and life. They also complete the communications network between 
battery, charger and camera. With the network in place, DIGITAL batteries 

deliver the feature most requested by cameramen: a reliable and accurate 

indication of remaining battery power. 

DIGITAL PRO PACS 
The Digital Pro Pac is the ultimate professional video bat- 
tery and is recommended for all applications. The premium 
heavy duty Digital Pro Pac cell is designed to deliver long 
life and high performance even under high current loads 
and adverse conditions. The size and weight of the Digital 
Pro Pac creates perfect shoulder balance with all 

cameras /camcorders. 

DIGITAL PRO PAC 14 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY 
14.4v 60 Watt Hours, 5 1/8 lbs. Run time: 2 hours @ 27 
watts, 3 hrs. @ 18 watts 
DIGITAL PRO PAC 13 LOGIC SERIES NICAD BATTERY 

13.2v 55 Watt Hours. 4 3/4 lbs. Run time: 2 hours @ 25 
watts, 3 hours @ 17 watts 

GOLD MOUNT BATTERIES 
Logic Series Gold Mount batteries are identical to the respective 

DIGITAL versions with respect to size, weight, capacity, IMPAC 

case construction, and application. They are similarty equipped 
with micro -code logic circuits and comprehensive ACS sensors 
They do not include DIGITAL microprocessor features such as the 

integral diagnostic program "Fuel Computer ", LCD/LED display 
and InterActive viewfinder fuel gauge circuit. 

PRO PAC 14 MICAS BATTERY 114.4v 60 Watt Hours) 

PRO PAC 13 NICAD BATTERY (13.2 v 55 Watt Hours) 

MAGNUM 14 NICAO BATTERY (14.4v 72 Watt Hours) 

MAGNUM 13 NICAO BATTERY (13.2 v 66 Watt Hours) 

COMPAC MAGNUM 14 NICAD BATTERY (14.4v 43 WH) 

COMPAC MAGNUM 13 NICAD BATTERY(13.2v 40 WH) 

eaely. precision optics 

WIDE ANGLE ADAPTERS 
Tools For Creative Videographers 

Century Precision's wide angle adapters open new possibilities for videographers. By providing a wider angle of view they let you 

capture more of the action from close up- especially crucial when shooting in tight quarters. Using a wide angle adapter also yields 

increased depth of field and shorter MOD (minimum object distance), enabling you to move closer to the subject and to arrange sub- 

jects within a shot over a greater range of distance relative to the lens. Century's wide angle adapters are divided into two classes: 

fixed focal length adapters and zoom -through converters. The Wide Angle Adapter Set, .6X Double Asphere and Super Fisheye are 

designed for use with a zoom lens set at its widest focal length. With one of these adapters a zoom lens performs as a wide or super 

wide angle fixed focal length lens. (Focus is done by using the lens' macro function.) For zoom -through applications, the .8X Wide 

Converter is perfect for shooting situations which require wide angle and the ability to zoom. 

WA -7X5X WIDE ANGLE ADAPTER SET 

Compact, lightweight and economical, 
the Wide Angle Adapter Set is the indus- 
try standard. The set consists of two 
lenses; the .70 Wide Angle and .5X 
Super Wide Angle. The .7X attaches to 
the front of a zoom lens, increasing cov- 
erage by 30 %. 

For example, when attached to a lens that 
zooms to 9mm, the.7X W/A adapter short- 
ens the effective focal length to 6.3mm. 
Adding the .5X Super Wide further alters 
the wide end of the lens to just 4.5mm. 
Thus producing coverage nearly double that 
captured by the lens alone. 

WA -7X98 .7x Wide Angle Adapter. ................445.00 WA -7X5X Wide Angle Adapter Set (WA -7X93 and WA -5X45) ........895.00 

WA -5X45 .5X Super Wide Angle Adapter......535.00 FA-6X Step-up Ring (specify 75mm, 80mm, 85mm, 90mm)..ea. 104.95 

SUPER FISHEYE ADAPTER 
When you need the widest possible angle of view, the Super The Super Fisheye's tremendously wide field of view sug- 

Fisheye Adapter produces an extraordinary degree of barrel pests a myriad of creative possibilities -from panoramic vis- 
distortion for a magnification factor of approximately .550. tas that seem to stretch to the edge of the earth, to comical 

For example, adding the Super Fisheye to a modern 15x 8 forced perspective close -ups, in which an actor's distorted 
lens results in a 116° horizontal angle of view -a remarkable features seem to pop through the video screen. While 

extreme telephoto shots tend to flatten the subjects against 
the background. the Super Fisheye exaggerates depth, 
pulling nearby objects closer and causing distant objects to 

recede into the background. 
In addition to the Super Fisheye (designed for the newest 
generation of internal focus zooms) Century Precision also 

offers the Fisheye Adapter for industrial video zoom lenses 
with 75mm lens fronts. 

145° when measured diagonally. 
Due to the Super Fisheye's characteristic barrel distortion, 
extreme low and high angle shots are also made more dra- 
matic. An attic crawlspace can induce heightened claustro- 
phobia or a forest of tall skyscrapers made to bend menac- 
ingly over the audience. And since the Super Fisheye takes in 

a much wider angle of view than the human eye, it can also 
be used to plunge the audience into a scene- surrounding 
then with a noisy crowd or exiling them to a lonely beach. 

WA -FESU Super Fisheye Adapter (specify lens front diameter). 
WA -FE75 Fisheye Adapter for industrial zoom lenses with 75mm fronts..... ..... ....... 

FA -6X Step -up Ring (specify 75mm, 80mm, 85mm, 90mm) ....... ............................... 

.8X ZOOM -THRU 
The .8X Wide Converter offers the high quality, economical 
well as situations which require both a wider angle of view and 

The .8X attaches quickly to the front of a zoom 
lens, effectively shortening its focal length while 
maintaining full zoom capabilities. With the con- 
verter attached, 20% more coverage is realized 
when the lens is set to wide angle, telephoto or 
anywhere in between. For example,when added to 

an 8.5 -119mm lens, the .8X Wide Converter 
afters the focal range to 7 -98mm. This can be 

especially advantageous when shooting in con- 
fined quarters. 

WIDE ANGLE CONVERTER 
way to expand a lens' angle of view when the shot requires a zoom -as 
the ability to zoom. 

The .8X not only expands field of view but also 

reduces minimum object distance (MOD). The 

camera can therefore move considerably closer 

to the subject while maintaining focus. And 

because there is no light loss with the .8X, there 
is no need to change exposure or lighting. 

WA -BXCV .8X Wide Zoom -Thru Converter.1479.00 

FA -388X 138mm Filter Adapter .............184.95 

.6X DOUBLE ASPHERE WIDE ANGLE ADAPTER 

Unequivocally superior to every other wide angle Remarkably lightweight and compact. the .6X was created especially 

adapter, the 6x Double Asphere utilizes a single ele- for use with the latest internal focus lenses like Canon and Fujinon s 

ment with two aspheric surfaces. This design 15x8. The 6X increases their coverage 40 %, effectively changing at 5x8 

ensures a performance that is not possible with con- into a super -sharp 4.8mm fixed focal length lens. 

ventional single element adapters. The adapter mini- The .6X fits most lenses via interchangeable adapter rings. An accesso- 

mizes distortion and reduces chromatic aberration ry Lens Shade /Fitter Holder accepts either a single 405 or Panavision- 
while dramatically increasing edge resolution. size filter holder. 

WA -ERAS .6X Double Asphere (fixed focal length) ............................................................ ............................... ........................1225.00 

FA -6XAS Sunshade for .6X Double Asphere with slot to accept one 4x5 or 405.65 filter In a holder ........... ........_.._.............349.95 
FH -4X50 4x5 Filter Holder.... _..___ ..... ........_................199.95 FH -4565 4x5.65 Filter Holder......... ...__............._..__..199.95 

SEVEN -DAY OUSTOMER SATISPABTION GUARANTEE 

Circle (54) on Action Card 
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TASCAM 
DA-88 Multi -Track Recorder 

NovaRouter 
óXó, 16x16, 32x32 

SYSTEMS, INC. Intelligent Matrix Routing Switchers 
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FP32A PORTABLE STEREO N I(ER 
This small and rugged portable mixer is well equippedtto handle 

the demands of EFP, ENG, live music recording orend other sit- 
uation that requires a low noise high performance mbar. 

High quality-low noise elec- Each channel base pan pot 
tropics, perfect for digital Each channel hasilluninated 
recording and transmission meter and peak indicator 
Three balanced inputs, two Two units can be-rasulded to 
balanced outputs plus tape provide six input chapels 
out and monitor Intemal 1 KHZ osc L r for 
Supports all types of con- record and send level 
denser mics with internal calibration 
phantom supply Internal (2x9V alibiing 
Inputs can be switched batteries) or external power 
between mic and line level Switchable low col filters 

A series of serially controlled 
audio and video matrix rout- 
ing switchers, a 

are av ailable In and 

32x32 matrices. They are 

capable of up to five switch- 
Mg levels to support unlimited"' - 
combinations of stereo audio. 

component, composite and S- 
-. 

- 
video. RGB/S and VGA graph- - 

ics. Audio follow video or - - 

breakaway routing is con- 
trolled by intuitive 

^I 

- 
II I 
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?' 
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The first thing you notice about the eight channel DA -88 is the 
size of the cassette - it's a small Hi -8mm video cassette. You'll 
also notice the recording time - up to 120 minutes. These are 
just two of the advantages of the DA -88's innovative use of 
8mm technology. 

Intrinsic to the 8mm video format is the Automatic Track 
Finding (ATF) control system. This approach records the 
tracking control information, along with the program material. 
using the helical scan (video) head. Competing S -VHS based 
system record the tracking data with a linear recording head, 
independent of the program data.. The S -VHS tape must be 
run at a higher speed (thereby delivering shorter recording 
time) to deliver control track reliability, and requires some 
form of automatic or manual tracking adjustment. Synch- 
ronization and tracking must be adjusted, either automatically 
or manually (just like on your home vor) as the machine ages, 
or if the tape is played back on another machine. 
On the other hand, the ATF system ensures that there will be 
no tracking errors or loss of synchronization. The DA -88 
doesn't even have (or need) a tracking adjustment. All eight 
tracks of audio are perfectly synchronized. What's more, this 
system guarantees perfect tracking and synchronization 
between all audio tracks on all cascaded decks - whether you 
have one deck or sixteen (up to 128 tracks!). 
Incoming audio is digitized by the on -board 16 -bit 0/A at 
either 44.1 or 48KHz (user selectable). The frequency 
response is flat from 20Hz to 20KHz while the dynamic range 
exceeds 92dB. As you would expect from a CD- quality 
recorder, the wow and flutter is unmeasurable. 
One of the best features of the DA -88 Is the ability to execute 
seamless Punch -ins and Punch- outs. This feature offers pro- 
grammable digital crossfades, as well as the ability to insert 
new material accurately into tight spots. You can even delay 
individual tracks, whether you want to generate special effects 
or compensate for poor timing. All of this can be performed 
easily on a deck that is simple and intuitive to use. 

DPnoxs 
RC -8011- Single Unit Remote Control 
RC-848 - System Remote Control 
MU -8824 - 24- Channel Meter Unit 
SY-88 - Complete SMPTE/T BU Chase Synchronizing and 
MIDI Machine Control interface 

RD -8 Multi -Track Recorder 

very com- 
puter software or optional XY control panels. 
All NovaRouters include an RS -232 interface and software. The software and VGA display provide quick visualization of all crosspoints 
and facilitates routing operations. An unlimited number of switching configurations may be stored in memory and recalled at the click 
of a mouse. User defined labels for all sources and destinations provide positive identification of the matrix status. One PC (386 or bet- 

ter) can control several NovaRouter Systems for multiple studio or large presentation system applications. 
An optional, easy -to -use, push -button XY control panel provides routing functions for basic systems without the use of a computer. All 

video, audio and audio follow video switching functions are controlled by source select and destination select switches. Changing and 

verifying the matrix configuration is simple and clear. The XV controls may be front panel mounted or are available as a rackmountable 
remote control unit. 
Broadcast quality audio and video processing and microprocessor control ensure superior quality and performance. Yet the simplicity 
and modular configurations of NpvaRouters make them economical for broadcast, production, cable TV, graphics. presentation, educe - 

tional and teleconferencing applications. 

System Configurations- 
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MicroSeries 1202 

Mic/Line Mixer 
12- Channel Ultra Compamä 

Usual the performance and durability of smalerm fixers 
in direct proportion to their price, making lower crest 

unacceptable for serious recording and sound reitacrament. 
Fortunately, Mackie's fanatical approach to presamdkngi- 
nearing has resulted in the Micro Series 1202. an affoddable 
small mixer with studio specifications and ruggedcorsiruc- 
clop. The Micro Series 1202 is a no- compromise, 

ultra- compact mixer designed for pan -stop 24BSSional 
day professional duty in broadcast studios, permanent 
applications and editing suites where nothing mud ever 
wrong. So no matter what your application, the Micror5eries 
1202 is ideal. If price is the prime consideration oryoe 
want the best possible mixer in the least amount d duce, 
there is only one choice. 

aa 
CR -1604 

16- Channel Audio Mixer 
In less than three years, the Mackie CR -1604 has became 
industry standard for compact 16- channel mixers. It 
hands -down choice for major touring groups and studio 
sign players, as wed as for broadcast, sound contently 
recording studio users. For them the CR -1604 offers 
specs, and day -In- day -out reliability that rival far lager 
Its remarkable features Include 24 usable line inputs 

headroom /ulna -low noise Unityplus circuitry. Revd 
sends, 3 -band equalization, constant power pan donut 
segment LED output metering, discrete front end ore 
powered rain inputs and much more. 

TASCAM 
M -2600 Series 

16/24/32 Channel 
Eight Channel Mixers g 
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8 x 8 Matrices: Price 111 x 16 Matrices: Price 32 o 32 Matrces: Price 

Video NR -8V 1395.00 NR-16V 3299.00 NR-32V 7199.00 

S -Video NR -8y. 2595.00 NA -16Y 5799.00 
Stereo Audio NR -8A 1299.00 NR -16A 2249.00 NR -32A 4999.00 

Balance Stereo Audio NR -8AB 1750.00 NR -16A8 3299.00 NR -32A0 6695.00 

XY Front Panel Control: Price XY Remote Control: Price 
Xy -8P 8x8 275.00 XY -8RM 8x8 375.00 

XY-16P 16x16 495.00 XY -16RM 16016 595.00 
XY-32P 32x32 895.00 XY -32RM 32x32 9%.00 

CIFILII(11Ratkil Graphics 
PC -CQDI TEXT and GRAPHICS GENERATOR 

A PC- compatible (ISA bus) board, the PC -CODI incorporates a broadcast quality encoder and wide bandwidth linear keyer to provide 
highest quality realtime, video character generation and graphics display. Used individually or configured with multiple boards. it is a 

complete and affordable solution for information displays, broadcast, video production or multi -media applications. 

Standard PC /AT ISA bus interface: 2/3 length form factor User definable tab/template fields 
Fully- antialiased displays Shaded backgrounds of variable sizes and transparency 
Less than 1 Onsec. effective pixel resolution User definable read effects playback; wipes, pushes, lades 
16.7 million colon selections High quality composite 8 S -video (Y /C) encoder 

operations Integral composite and S -video linear keyer Fast, ealtime 
Character, Logo and PCX Image transparency NTSC or PAL sync generator with genlock 
Display and non -display buffers Module Switchable NTSC or PAL operation 
Bitstream typeface library selection Software controlled video timing 
Variable edges: border, drop shadow and offset Board addressability for multi -channel applications 
Variable flush Auto display sequencing 
Full position and justify control of character 8 row Local message /page memory 
User definable intercharacter spacing (squeeze 8 expand) Preview output with safe -title /cursor /menu overlay 

'Multiple rolVCrawl speeds Automatic character kerning Composite 8 S -video input with auto -genlock select 
This digital multitrack recorder is designed specifically for the 
audio professional. Fates has long been a leader in synchro- 
nization, and the RD -8 redefines that commitment. With its 
built-in SMPTE / EBU reader /generator, the RD -8 can stripe, 
read and jam sync time code - even convert to MIDI time code. 
In a sync environment the RD -B can be either Master or Slave. 
In a MIDI environment it will integrate seamlessly into the most 
complex project studio, allowing you complete transport control 
from within your MMC (MIDI Machine Control) compatible 
sequencer. 

Full transport control is available via the unit's industry-stan- 
dard RS-422 port, providing full control right from your video 
bay. The-Up records atw either coosr48Km and will per- 
form Pull -Up and Pull -Down functions for film /video transfers. 
The Track Slip feature helps maintain perfect sound -to- picture 
sync and the 8- Channel Optical Digital Interface keeps you in 

the digital domain. 
All of this contributes to the superb sound quality of the RD -B. 

audio itself is processed by 16 -bit digital -to- analog 
(D /As) converters at either 44.1 or 48KHz (user selectable) 
sampling rates, with 64X oversampling. Playback is accom- 
pushed with 18 bit analog-to- digital (A/D's) and 64X oversam- 
piing, thus delivering CD- quality audio. 
The S -VHS transport in the RD -8 was selected because of its p 
proven reliability, rugged construction and superb tape hen- 
ding capabilities. Eight tracks on S -VHS tape allow much 
wider track widths than is possible on other digital tape 
recording formats. 
With its LCD and 10 -digit display panel, the RD -8 is remark- 
ably easy to control. You can readily access 100 locate points, 
and cross -fade time is fully controllable in machine to 
machine editing. Table of Contents data can be recorded on 
tape. When the next session begins, whether on your RD -8 or 
another, you just load the set up information from your tape 
and begin working. Since the RD -8 is fully ADAT compliant. 
your machine can play tapes made on other compatible 
machines, and can be controlled by other manufacturers 
ADAT controllers. Your tapes will also be playable on any 
other ADAT deck. 
In addition to familiar transport controls, there are a number 
of logical, user friendly features. This is the only unit in its 
class with an on- board, back -lit variable contrast LCD display. 
It provides all of the information you'll need to keep track of 
offsets, punch points, generator functions and other pertinent 
data. Three function keys, combined with HOME, NEXT and 
UP/DOWN buttons, enable you to navigate the edit menus 
effortlessly. If you need to have access to the front panel con- 
trots, the optional model 8312 remote control gives you 
remote command of the most common functions. 

SONY COLOR MONITORS 
PVM-1 350 PVM -1351 Q 

13"" Presentation Monitor 13-Production Monitor 
Employs a P -22 phosphor fine pitch CRT to deliver stunning hori- Has all the features of the PVM -1350 PLUS - 
zontal resolution of 450 horizontal lines. Is also a muitisystem monitor. It accepts NTSC, PAL and NTSC 
Equipped with beam current feedback circuit which eliminates video signals. NTSC 4.43 can also be repro - 

white balance drift for long term stability of color bal- duced. 
ante. Equipped wlce SMPTE 259M Serial 

Has analog RGB, S-video and two Digital Interface. By inserting the 
composite video (BNC) inputs as .- optional serial digital interface kit 
well as 4 audio inputs. ,. .,, BKM -101C for video and the BKM -102 
Automatic Chroma/Phase setup for audio the PVM -13510 can accept 
mode facilitates the complex, deli- ° 
pate procedure of monitor adjust- 

SMPTE 259M component serial 

ment. Using broadcast standard 
digital signals. 

Equipped with RS -422 serial interface. 
color bars as a reference, this 

With optional BKM -103 serial remote 
function automatically calibrates control kit all of the monitor's functions 
chroma and phase. - 

can be remotely controlled with greater 
Chroma/Phase adjustments can 
also be easily performed with the alp confidence and precision. 

Equipped with input terminals such as 
monochrome Blue Only display. In Ï 
Blue Only mode video noise can be - 

component (Y/R- Y/B -Y), analog RGB. S- 

precisely evaluated. video, 2 composite video (BNC) and 4 

Factory set to broadcast standard audio terminals for complete flexibility. 

6500K color temperature Aspect ratio is Switchable between 4:3 

Provides an on- screen menu to and 16:9 simply by pressing a button. 

facilitate adjustment/operation on I Underscan and HN delay capability. 

the monitor. The on- screen menu With underscan, entire active picture 

display can be selected in English, French, German, Spanish or area is displayed. Allows you to view 

Italian entire image and check the picture 

On power up. automatic deguassing is performed. edges. H/V delay allows viewing of the 

There is also a manual degauss switch to demagnetize the screen. blanking area and sync/burst timing by displaying the horizontal 

Sub control mode allows fine adjustments to be made on the knob and vertical intervals in the center of the screen. 

control for contrast, brightness, chroma and phase. The desired Color temperature switchable between 6500K/9300K/User pm- 
level can be set to the click position at the center allowing for mul- set. 6500K is factory preset. 9300K is for a more pleasing pic- 

tune. User preset is 3200K to 10,000K. 
PVM -1354Q /PVM -1954Q i r and 15" Production Monitors 

All the features of the PVM-1351Q PLUS: 

SMPTE C standard phosphor CRT is incorporated in the PVM- 13540/19540. SMPTE C phosphors permit the most critical evaluation 
of any color subject. Provides over 600 lines of horizontal resolution. 
The PVM -13540 mounts into a 19 -inch EIA standard rack with the optional MB-502B rack mount bracket and 

SLR -102 slide rail kit same as PVM -1351 U. The PVM -19540 mounts into a 19-inch EIA rack with the optional SLR -103 slide rail kit. 

LOW NOISE CIRCUITRY 
Combining completely redesigned, low noise drafty with 
Absolute Sound Transparency'. the M -2600 delivers high - 
quality extremely clean sound. No matter how rrenyilmes 
your signal goes through the M -2600, it wont be colored or 
altered. The signal remains as close to the originals possi- 
ble. The only coloring you hear is what you add withcreative 
ED and your outboard signal processing gear. 
Double reinforced grounding system eliminates any hum. 
World -class power supply provides higher voltage output 
for better headroom and higher S/N ratio. 

THE BEST AUX SECTION IN THE BUSINESS 
The most versatile AUX section in es class; rivaling expensive 
high -end consoles. it sends total, 2 in stereo. Send signal in 

stereo or mono, pm- or post -fader. Available all at rape. 
Return signal through any of 6 stereo paths. 

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS 
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VAILABLE (extra charge) 

...FOR PHOTO & VIDEO" 
TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER: 

800 221 -5743 212 807 -7479 

OR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366 -3738 
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Store & Mail Ord: 
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RUSH OR OVERNIGHT SERVICE 
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AUDIO -VIDEO 

HRITA 
WG -50 

Window Dub Inserter 
Makes burned -in SMPTE TC window dub copies 
Indicates drop -frame or non -drop -frame time code 
Also functions as play speed SMPTE time code reader 
Adjustments for horizontal and vertical size and position 
Dark mask or "see -thru" mask surrounds display 
Provides reshaped time code output for copying TC 
Displays time code or user bits Display on /off 
Field 1/ field 2 indicator Sharp characters 
Always trame accurate (on time) 

TG -50 
$269 

Generator / Inserter 
Combination time code generator and window dub inserter. 
It includes all features of WG -50 PLUS- 

Generates SMPTE time code in drop /non -drop -frame format 
Jamsync mode jams to time code input and outputs new TC 

Simple "on screen" preset of time code and user bits 
RuNstop operation using front panel momentary switch 
Selectable 30/60/90/120- second automatic generator back -time 
Make a window dub copy while 
recording TC on source tape $349 

BSG -50 
Blackburst/Sync/Tone Generator 
The B5G -50 provides an economical means for generating 
the most common RS -170A video timing signals used to 
operate various video switchers, effects generators, TBCs, 
VCRs, cameras and video edit controllers. 

6 BNC video /pulse outputs 
Now available: 6 blackburst, 4 sync, 2 subcarrier 
Each sync output individually settable for composite sync. 
composite blanking, H- dove, or V- drive. 
Separate buffer for each output -maximum signal isolation 
1KHz, 0dB sinewave audio tone output, locked to video A Outputs can easily be configured to meet $269 specific user and equipment needs 

CSG -50 
Color Bar/Sync/ Tone Generator 
Generates full /SMPTE color bars, blackburst and com- 
posite sync signals. 
Built -in timer can automatically switch video output from 
color bars to color black after 30 or 60 seconds. Easy and 
convenient for producing tape leaders and striping tapes 
with color bars and black. 
Front panel selection of full -field or SMPTE color bar pat- 
terns or colorblack )blackburst) video output. 
Includes crystal -controlled, 1KHz, odB audio tone output. 
Outputs, video, sync. ref frame, 1 KHz. OdB 
Audio tone switches to silence and color bars change to 
black when using 30/60 second timer 
Fully RS -170A SC /H phased and always correct. 
Na adjustment required 

TSG -50 $349 
NTSC Test Signal Generator 

The TSG -50 generates 12 video test signals suitable for set- 
ting up, aligning, and evaluating the performance of various 
video equipment found in a typical video editing system, such 
as video monitors. distribution amplifiers, VCRs, switchers, 
effects generators. TBCs, etc. In addition to the video signals, 
the TSG -50 also generates composite sync and, with a video 
DA such as the Horita VDA -50, becomes a high quality, multi- 
ple output, house sync generator. 

Fully RS -170A SC/H phased and always correct. No adjust- 
ments ever required 
Built -in timer automatically switches video output from color 
bar pattern to black after 30 or 60 seconds. Makes it easy to 
produce tape leaders of color bars followed by black. 
Video signals generated are in accordance with industry stan- 
dard EIA RS -170A video timing specification. 
Audio tone switches to silence and color bars change to black 
when using 30/60 second timer 
Convenient pattern selection - 12 position front panel switch. 
Includes crystal controlled, 1 KHz. OdB audio tone output. 
Generates precise oscilloscope trigger output signal one H 

line before start of color field 1. 

Outputs, video, sync, ref frame. 1KHz, 0dB $439 
WE STOCK THE FULL LINE OF 

HORITA PRODUCTS INCLUDING: 
WG -50 - Window Dub Inserter 
TG -50 - Generator/Inserter 

TRG -50 - Generalor /Inserter /Search Speed Reader 
TRG -5OPC - Has all of the above plus RS -232 control. 
VG -50 -VITC Generalor. LTC-VITC Translator 

VLT -50 - VITC -To-LTC Translator 
VLT -5OPC - VITC -TO -LTC Translator / RS-232 Control 

RLT -50 - Hi8 (EVO- 9800/9850)TC to LTC ranslator 
TSG -50 - NTSC Test Signal Generator 
SCT -50 - Serial Control Titles "Industrial" CO, 

Time -Sate Stamp, Time Code Captioning 
SAG -5o - Sate Area. Convergence Pattern and 

Oscilloscope Line Trigger and Generator 

Visit our newly expanded video Store 
and Computer video Showroom 

TiuivisIoN 
T/1RGN 2000 PCI 

PC -based Digital Video Capture Board 
Designed for l'igh performance IBM compatibles, Truevision's TARGA 2000 PRO PCI brings tremendous power to the desktop video 
editing market. With the proliferation of PC -based video and audio) programs, and the domination of the platform by Microsoft's 
Windows, there has been a demand for high performance hardware that won't tie up the computer's resources. The TARGA 2000 PRO 
PCI meets that demand with a board that performs all its own signal processing. Realtime CODEC (COmpression /DECompression) 
processing of audio and video, 24 -bit video windowing and full motion/full screen print -to -tape are just a few of its many capabilities. 

Allows recording and playback of video directly to/from hard Provides a large work area for displaying video, as well as editing 
drive at full motion. full frame rates (50 fields /sec - PAL, 60 application controls. Any part of the display (or even the whole 
fields /sec -NTSC). Video is stored and played back at the image) can be recorded to tape (video- out -of -a- window). 

The audio is digitized at 16 -bit resolution (at 44.1 KHz or 48KHz 
sampling rates), yielding professional quality stereo sound. Since 
all audio and video processing is done by on -board DSPS, you are 
assured of perfectly synchronized sound and images. 
View your desktop and video -in -a- window on your non -interlaced 
high resolution desktop display while the processed video is out- 
put at NTSC or PAL resolutions to a video monitor and /or a VCR. 
All Windows. VFW (Video For Windows) and ADI compatible soft- 
ware run perfectly on the TARGA 2000. You have a choice of hun- 
dreds of applications, with more to come (see Real Impact below). 

highest resokrtion for each format (768 e 576 e 24 bit - PAL, 

640 x 480 x 24 b8 - NTSC). Compression can be adjusted on 
the fly to optimize for image quality and/or minimum storage space. 
Equipped with composite, 5 -video and component (Betacam) 
inputs and outputs. 
Accelerated Windows 31 and Windows NT drivers offer inte- 
grated.true- color (24 -bit), non -interlaced desktop up to 1152 
x 870 pixels 
Genlock using separate sync input for working in profession- 

al video suites 

Complete Truevislon TARGA 2000 /Avid Real Impact Non -Linear Turnkey System: 
TARGA 2003 PCI digital video capture board Avid Real Impact software 220 -watt, 6 -bay midtower case PCI motherboard with 

256K synchronous cache Pentium 133 Mhz processor Diamond Stealth64 Video VGA display card 32MB of EDO (Extended 
Data Out) RAM Iluantum 1.28GB IDE system drive Seagate (Barracuda) 4.2GB SCSI -2 Wide hard drive Adaptec AHA -2940W 
Fast Wiie SCSI II controller card 3.5° floppy drive Plextor 4.5x SCSI internal CD -ROM drive Altec- Lansing 300.1 three -piece 
speaker system MAG Innovision MXG -17F 17" muBiscan monitor Focus 2001A keyboard, Microsoft MS mouse. 

Enhancement Options Available: 
Additional 3MB of RAM Additional 25610 cache memory Seagate (Elite) 9.1G8 SCSI Wide hard drive Mag 21" multiscan 

monitor Bx CD -ROM drive Adobe Premier 4.0a for Windows 

Real Impact 
Video Editing Software 

. for TARGA 2000 

With the introduction of Real Impact. Avid provides Windows users vnth the same professional 
image quality intuitive cut/copy /paste editing, and instant random access capabilities that have won 2 

Emmy awards -for thousands of dollars less than outsourcing an average video. Designed exclusively for Truevisions TARGA 2000, 
Real Impact lets you create professional -quality video with audio, graphics, animations, special effects and titles -with the speed, 
flexibility and creative freedom you need. Create sales, training and product videos right on your PC quickly and easily -without com- 
promising quality. Produce video in 24 -bit color, with CD- quality sound and perfect lip sync. 

Easy to Use: A true Windows 32 -bit application (Windows NT 3.51 or later), Real Impact's intuitive interface and extensive on -line 
help get you productive right away. It's powerful editing features let you work with video, audio, graphics, animations and titles with 
the simplicity of cut, copy and paste. 

Video Capture: Digitize video and audio from your camcorder, VCR or professional tape deck -without dropping a frame. Your video 
will be full -screen, lull- motion, 30 frames- per -second and your audio in sync. With its Dial -a- Duality image feature, Real Impact 
allows you to adjust image quality for differing system, storage and delivery requirements. 

Create a Sta.yboard: Extensive media management with Real Impact's built -in inedia library and database let you easily find the video 
and audio clips that you want. Instant random access makes previewing edits simple and immediate. And, with timeline editing, you 
just click and drag to experiment with different cuts, rearrange clips and assemble your story. There are 332 levels of undo /redo. 

Add Graphics, Tilles and Special Effects: Its easy to create and seamlessly incorporate audio. graphics and animations into your 
video using popular Windows -based applications. Real Impact supports AVI video files, WAV audio files, FLC animation files as well 
as BMP, JPF3, PCX, MA and TIFF graphics files, 

Add Audio: Polish your audio with music and narration. Adjust pan and volume in real time. Simultaneous playback of four audio 
tracks makes audio editing quick and easy. View your four audio tracks in sync with the video immediately, no waiting for tracks to 
compile. 

Digital Media Interchange: Real Impact is compatible with the Open Media Framework (OMF) Interchange, an industry- standard file 
format for the seamless integration of digital data among applications and across platforms. Through OMF. you can import video and 
audio files from other OMF- compatible applications such as Avid's Media Composer system. 

Output to Tase, CD -ROM or Overa Network: Real Impact gives complete control over how you distribute video. There's no long ren- 
dering process- creating professional quality tape is a snap. Embedding video in multimedia presentations for distribution on disk or 
CD -ROM is as simple as the click of a mouse. Support for third -parry MPEG tools make it possible to create MPEG files for network 
distribution. 

Avid's Support Advantage: Like all other Avid products, Real Impact is backed by Avid's world -class customer service. Toll -free tele- 
phone support and bulletin board service are just some of the benefits. 

Real Im: 

Real Impact Features: 
Video: 

Real- time .PEO compression, decompression and playback 
at 60 fields per second. 
Supports Sony serial and VLAN deck control protocols, sup- 
ports SMPTE time code. 
Edit two trucks of video for layered effects. 

Audio: 
Edit up to four tracks of 44.1 KHz, 16 -bit CD- quality audio. 
Real -time pan and volume adjustments, digital audio scrub. 
Audio waveform for precise audio editing. 

Digital Editing: 
Instant random access to footage Cut, copy, paste editing 
with 32 leeels of undo and redo. 
Instant trim editing mode, plays back all edits instantly. 

Import/Eepret: 
AVI video Iles, WAV audio files, FLC animation files. 
OMF Interchange files. 
BMP, JPEG. PCX. TGA and TIFF graphics files 

Special Effects: 
Filter effects with previews and adjustable parameters. 
Transition effects include wipes. dissolves. zooms. pushes 
and squeezes. 
Layered effects include picture -in- picture, luminance and 

chroma key. 

Support for Avid TransJammer effects Vol. 2 or later (Vol. 1 

requires a free update through Avid Technical Support). 
Integrated Title Generator. 

Fully anti- aliased titles. 
32 -bit processing (24 -bit color and 6-bil alpha channel). 
Support for TrueType fonts and international character sets. 
Drop shadows, transparency and color blends. 
NTSC and PAL -safe color palettes. 

Media Management: 
Media library for organizing digital media clips. 
Database with search capabilities. 
Customized views for easy clip access and retrieval 

MAGNA 
111MED 

MM-400 
The MM -400 is a combination waveform and vector 
monitor especially configured for the cost -conscious 
producer. A low -cost alternative to CRT -based waveform 
monitoring the MM -400 produces a video picture of the 

input signal's waveform and displays it on any video 
monitor. It provides a simple, affordable and accurate 
way to set camera levels before a shoot, or to check time 
base correctors and color fidelity in editing. Problems 
like hue shift, smearing, muddy contrast and loss of 

detail are easily identified for correction. 

FEATURES: 

Converts waveform or vector display information into a 

standard video signal which can be displayed on a video 
monitor or routed around a video facility. no need for 

additional expensive monitors. Switch between pictures 
and waveforms at the push of a button. 
Incorporates an advanced SC /H phase and color frame 
indicator that is a must for editing and post production. 
At a glance it tells you if a signal's subcarrier -to- hori- 
zontal phase is properly adjusted and if the signal's color 
frame matches the house black burst connected to the 
MM -400 external reference input. 
Works anywhere and with any analog video format - 
RISC, PAL, Component or S- Video. It has automatic 
detection between NTSC and PAL formats. 
Three loop- through inputs can accept three composite 
signals or one component, or RGB signal 
No complex displays or special test signals are required 
for component video monitoring 
Interchannel timing and amplitude display make compo- 
nent analog monitoring easy. has color bar limit mark- 
ings for Betacam, M -II and SMPTE formats. 
Waveform and vectorscope controls, including channel, 
sweep speed, position control, phase rotation are on 

easy -to -see dedicated pushbuttons. 
Besides instant toggling between picture and waveform. 
a mix mode combines waveform and picture displays for 
simultaneous viewing. 
The MM -400 can be readily used by even novice opera- 
tors. It has easy -to- understand set -up menus for dis- 
play color. Interchannel timing, SC /H phase alarm. 
Usable in any video facility of any size for displaying sig- 
nals. its low cost makes it affordable by the smallest stu- 
dio, while its features and performance make it ideal for 

monitoring in high -end facilities as well. 

LEADER 
Model 5850C 

Vectorscope 
An ideal companion for the 5860C Waveform Monitor. 
the 5B50C adds simultaneous side -by -side waveform 
and vector monitoring. Featured is an electronically-gen- 
erated vector scale that precludes the need for fussy cen- 
tering adjustments and eases phase adjustments from 
relatively long viewing distances. Provision is made for 
selecting the phase reference from either (A or B) inputs 
or a separate external timing reference. 

Model 5860C 
Waveform Monitor 

A two -input waveform monitor, the 5860C features 1H, lb, 
2H, 2V, 1 ps /div and 2V MAG time bases as well as vertical 
amplifier response choices of flat, IRE (low pass), chroma 
and DIF -STEP. The latter facilitates easy checks of lumi- 
nance linearity using the staircase signal. A PIX MON output 
jack feeds observed (A or 8) signals to a picture monitor. 
and the unit accepts an external sync reference. Built -in cali- 

brator and on -off control of the DC restorer is also provided. 

5864A 

Model 5864A 
Waveform Monitor 

5161 

A fully portable waveform monitor for field use, the 
Model 5864A is a two- channel unit that provides 2H and 
2V sweeps with MAG. FLAT and IRE response, and nor- 
mal and X4 gain 

Model 5854 
Vectorscope 

2- channel portable vectorscope is ideal for field use and 
features A and B phase reference, fixed and variable gain. 
Both units shown with optional battery holder and NP -1 

type battery. 

stei 

Minimum shipping USA (Except AK & HI) $7.00 up to 3Ibs. Add 60E for each additional lb. For ins. add 4116 per $100. Prices valid subject to supplier prices. Not responsible for typographical errors. © 1995 Photo -Video 
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Oscilloscope 
Leader Instruments 

Model LS 1040: a 40MHz analog oscilloscope that features 3-channel operation with up to six 
traces on screen in the delayed sweep mode; sensitivity ranges from 5V /div down to SmV /div in 
10 steps (to 0.5mV /div with the X10 magnifier); bandwidth drops to 5MHz with the magnifier 

on; CH3 only is switch selected to 0.1 or 0.5 V /div; vertical 
modes are CH1, CH2, CHOP, ALT and ADD (subtract 
with CH2 inverted) and CH3 (TRIPLE); a CH1 output 
jack provides 50mV p -p per div of displayed signal to 
make use of CH1 as a high -gain preamp; X -Y operation 
is standard with 1MHz X -axis bandwidth and less than 
3° phase shift between X and Y at 100kHz; the main time 
base ranges from 0.2s/div to 0.1µs/div in 20 steps. 

Circle (357) on Action Card 
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When selecting 
an audio DA the 
choice is simple 
...toys or power. 

r' You need 
POWER! 

Take 'em for a drive. 
Savor the difference. 

The BENCHMARK Power DATM 

The rules have changed. Most engineers now understand that to drive long 
runs with great HF response requires low Z (60 ohm) outputs. Fewer engineers un- 
derstand, however, that multiple output drivers are not desirable. In fact, all the net- 
works will consider is a single amplifier with resistive splits. Want to be listening to a 
monitor feed and get burned when the air feed fails? Neither would we. 

It's true, DAs are an insurance policy, but anything that cannot deliver with up 
to 1/3 of its outputs shorted is just a toy. 60 S1 outputs have 30 SI resistors in each leg. 
Short three 30 S2 resistors and you have a 10 S2 load. Most DAs simply will not drive 
that kind of a load...you need power and that's why we designed the Benchmark 
Power DA" to put out 40 watts. We hope you'll never need to use that much power, 
but if you do, the Power DA" will deliver. 

Call Rory Rall today for more information. 

#517444' ure of excellence "' 

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC. 
Phone 800- 262 -4675, FAX 315 -437 -8119 

Orbit -tracking system 
Andrew Corporation . 

VALUTrak: an inclinéd orbit -tracking sys- 
tem for C -band earth station antennas; the 
system is ideal for video, voice or data appli- 
cations and can replace an existing C -band 
receive -only fixed feed, or it can be supplied 
with a new C -band receive -only antenna 
system; VALUTrak allows single -axis mo- 
tion so that only the feed moves to track the 
satellite; the system can scan the feed over the 
antenna's aperture and provide a "steerable" 
mainlobe over a limited range. 

Circle (362) on Action Card 

Daylight fixtures 
Sachtler AG 

Director 1.2 and 2.5kW: compact daylight 
fresnel lens lights based on the 2kW and 
5kW tungsten models; the sturdy and light- 
weight aluminum housing was optimized to 
withstand rough outdoor operation; the 
linear ball bearings ensure smooth focusing 
in hot or cold conditions; features include a 
zero -insertion force bulb socket with float- 
ing contacts and optimized convection paths, 
which help keep the bulb and socket cool 
and prolong bulb life; the igniter provides 
cold and hot restrike function, works noise- 
free and is dew resistant. 

Circle (359) on Action Card 

FREE 44pg Catalog & 80 Audio /Video Applic. 
POR SUPP, E0, 250 PRODUCTS 

PHONO, tAIC, 
TRANS, ACN, 

IDEOOP_- +ai TAPE, VIDEO /PRESS 
SVH_-OA -OA- - - EINE, OSC 80 %ES 

-INBaN Video/Audio 
41Nt6out Vleednuelo 
2-1n24.om Apew Dmy 
r-Imx.om Video/Audio 

Video a Audio Diet Ampls 
RGB-Sync Diet. Ampls. Routing SwltcM1lrA 

OPAMP LABS INC (213) 934 -3566 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 900: 8 



Remote party -line intercom station 
Clear -Corn 

PL -Pro RM -440: a remote intercom station that will replace the industry 
standard RM -400; the station features IFB- interrupt programming for talent 
cuing from multiple stations; the microprocessor- controlled talk buttons 
light up to indicate on /off status of each key and can be set for momentary or 
latching; when the call button is pressed at another station, the talk button 
flashes to alert operators who may have removed their headsets or tuned off 
the external speaker; a new all talk function permits simultaneous talk on all 
channels and an announce button with relay allows for external paging. 

Circle (361) on Action Card 

Digital desk for Postbox system 
\ 'insted 

Digital Desk: a Digital Desk for desktop editing and 
production designed especially to accommodate the 
Panasonic non -linear A/V workstation; the desk fea- 
tures a 94- inch -wide work surface that provides ample 
space for keyboard, jog pad and other materials; a 48- 
inch riser for monitors and hard -disk boxes is adjustable 
from six to 10 inches in 1 -inch increments; a 241/2 -inch 
rack cabinet is included to accommodate Panasonic 
Postbox rackmount electronics; the desk is designed to 
curve around the user, pacing equipment within easy 
reach. 

Circle (360) on Action Card 

Modular TV lighting fixtures 
Videssence 

Studio 2000 modular lighting: SRGB light- 
ing fixtures that generate virtually no heat 
and require a fraction of the power requied 
by incandescents, making them ideal for 
facilities with low ceilings; the modular fix- 
tures contain electronics with a reflector and 
lens for each lamp; the fixtures are made of 
composite extrusion with dovetail tracks on 
the top, back and bottom surfaced, allowing 
the fixtures to be ganged together for a 
multiple- source array of light. 

Circle (358) on Action Card 

Control 10 
latching relays and 
check 10 logic -level inputs 
from any touch -tone phone. User 
determined access code. Just $339.00 

CONEA SYSTEMS 11111 
P.O. Box 1342 Bellingham, WA 98227 

Circle (66) on Action Card 
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For AM, FM, SCA 
and TV modulation monitors. 

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS...COUNT ON... 
Call (610) 687 -5550 or write for more 
information on Belar Am, FM, Stereo, 
SCA and TV monitors. 
FAX: 610- 687 -2686 

AGIBELAR INC 
LANCAST ER AVE- AT DORSET, DEVON. PA 19333 

Circle (67) on Action Card 
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Continued from page 22 
compatible with the 188 -byte MPEG -2 
data packet standard, commonly used 
throughout the world. Twenty Reed -So- 
lomon parity bytes for every data packet 
add redundancy for forward error correc- 
tion (FEC) of up to 10 -byte errors /packet. 
Since Reed -Solomon decoders correct byte 
errors, and bytes can have anywhere from 
1- to 8 -bit errors within them, a significant 
amount of error correction can be accom- 
plished in the VSB receiver. 

The VSB transmitter 
The trellis -coded 8 -VSB transmitter block 

diagram is shown in Figure 3. The transmit- 
ter receives the incoming data packets and 
randomizes the data so that what is trans- 
mitted over the air produces a flat spectrum. 
Random data is needed for all the receiver 
recovery loops to work optimally. The Reed - 
Solomon encoding, known for its burst 

The VSB receiver 
The VSB receiver block diagram is illustrat- 

ed in Figure 4. The RF signal is converted by 
the VSB receiver's tuner to the standard 
44MHz IF, After appropriate IF filtering us- 
ing the root -raised cosine, the pilot signal is 

synchronously detected using a narrowband 
frequency- and -phase -locked loop (FPLL). 
The FPLL exhibits good wideband frequen- 
cy acquisition and narrowband phase noise 
tracking, and it also works optimally with a 
wideband phase tracker. 

The VSB modem includes the functions of 
RF selection, local oscillator and conversion; 
IF amplification and band shaping; base - 
band demodulation; AGC; co- channel filter- 
ing; synchronization and phase tracking of 
the carrier; the bit clock, and the data fram- 
ing; equalization, including ghost cancella- 
tion; forward error correction, including trel- 
lis and Reed -Soloman codes; and data de- 
interleaving. 

Data processing 

Data D 

rendomata izer 
Reed - 

Solomon - 
encoder 

Signal processing \ / 
Data 
inter- --v. 
leaver 

Trellis 
encoder ---Iv 

Segment sync 

Flame sync 

MUX Pilot VSB - Insertion -Iv modulator 
RF 

-ion up- 
converter 

RF 
-- 

Figure 3. Trellis -coded 8 -VSB transmitter block diagram. 

RF 

Data processing 

--- Tuner 

IF filter 
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chronous 
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NTSC 
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filter 
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Sync & timing I-- 

Signal processing \ / 
ase 

traPhcker 

Trellis 
decode 

Reed - 
Data Solomon Data 
de- - forward de- 

interleaver error 
corrector 

randomize 

Data 

Figure 4. Trellis -coded 8 -VSB receiver block diagram. 

noise correction capability and overhead ef- 
ficiency, adds the 20 parity bytes to the end of 
each data packet before databytes are inter- 
leaved over many data segments to a depth of 
one -sixth of a frame (4ms). The segment and 
frame syncs are not interleaved. Databyte 
interleaving helps protect against the effects 
of burst noise/interference. 

In the trellis -coded 8 -VSB system used in the 
terrestrial mode, the trellis encoder adds addi- 
tional redundancy to the signal in the form of 
more data levels, as well as creating the multi- 
level data symbols. In 16 -VSB cable applica- 
tions, there is no trellis encoding, and a map- 
per creates the multilevel data symbols. The 
segment and frame syncs are then multiplexed 
with the multilevel data symbols before the 
DC offset is added for creation of the small in- 
phase pilot. The VSB modulator provides a 
filtered IF signal at a standard 44MHz fre- 
quency. Finally, the RF upconverter translates 
the signal to the desired RF channel. 
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The advancements in technology - most 
notable, digital technology - played a major 
role in the development of the VSB modula- 
tion system that will be used for terrestrial 
and cable broadcasting in the United States. 
Digital transmission offers improved video 
and audio reception, with essentially none 
of the artifacts usually associated with broad- 
cast TV reception. It appears that the 8 -VSB 
transmission system has been designed for 
the ruggedness and the reliability that is 
needed for tomorrow's TV system of the 
real world. 

Louis Libin is director of technology for NBC, New York. 

Internet: 
be @intertec.com 

CompuServe: 
74672,3124 

FAXback: 
913- 967 -1905 

PROFESSIONAL 

SERVICES 

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E. 
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER, 
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV 
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork 

2684 State Route 60 RD "1 

Loudonville, OH 44842 
419 -994 -3849 

D.L. MARKLEY 
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CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
2104 West Moss Ave. 
Peoria, Illinois 61604 

(309) 673 -7511 
FAX (309) 673 -8128 
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& EDISON, INC. 
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CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
RADIO AND TELEVISION 

DANE E. ERICKSEN, P.E. 
Box 280068 
San Francisco, CA 94128 
707/996 -5200 707/996 -5280 Fax 
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PHONE: (714) 447 -499.1 
FAX: (714) 578-0284 
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NETCOM 
STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING 

FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO 
ENGINEERING DESIGN CAD DRAFTING SERVICES 

CABLE FABRICATION PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS 
SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS EQUIPMENT SALES 

(201) 837 -8424 
FAX: (201) 837 -8384 

1465 PALISADE AVE., TEANECK, NJ 07666 

"Great article! 
Can we get copies 
for our clients and 

sales force ?" 
Whether it's an article, ad, or an 

interesting column, take advantage 
of this unique opportunity to promote 
your business and products through 

reprints available from this magazine. 
Reprints are great promotional pieces 

and make excellent marketing tools ... 
all at a minimal cost. 

Available in full -color or black & white, 
reprints can be obtained from any issue. 

For a free price quote, 
contact Chris Lotesto, 

toll -free at 800 -458 -0479 
or 312 -435 -2359. 



CLASSIFIED 
FOR SALE 

TRON-Tek 

Microwave 

Video Equipment 

Miniature S -band 2 and 2.5 GHz Links 

Fixed Frequency - Selectable Output 
Tunable - Continuous 
Remotely Tunable - Via RF or Phone 

Tower Cams - Various Configs 
Repeaters - In -band Available 

Call for Free Catalog 

918- 663 -4877 

6570 -B East 51st Street 

Tulsa, OK 74145 

(FCC TYPE ACCEPTED) 

Our 
prices 
can't 
be 
beat. 

Call for 
Catalogue or Quote 
Roadie Products, Inc. 

Factory Direct Cases 
Custom 

or Stock 
Sizes 

800 -645 -1707 
In NY 516 -563 -1181 

Fax: 516 -563 -1390 

TniNn ChM C. Ira" -MIIV VVYM- YVV, - Y- 
Video Audio Data Media 

Special Pricing for FCC 
Call Letter Stations SONY 
(800) 827 -3462 PROFESSIONAL MEDIA 

FIX RF ON HEADSETS, HANDSETS & PHONES. 
Filters Tuned for AM, FM & CB. Modular, for Hand- 
set or Base Cords. Even if you've tried 
others...Ours WILL Work! 30 Day Moneyback Guar- 
antee. Call for 4 Page RFI Tech Bulletin & Catalog, 
or on the web at http: / /www.sandman.com. Mike 
Sandman...Chicago's Telecom Expert. 708 -980- 
7710. 

Broadcast Store] 
Thousands of New& Used Items in Stock! 

BCS BUYS Video Equipment Also! 

Broadcast 
Store 

JVC 
PaaF{MOMAt 

SONY 

PAST 
n/1. aD10.11.3 

Turn Your UVW or PVW Betacam into a 

4 Channel Machine with the AFM -216 

The AfM -216 Upgrade kit is easy to install and 
compatible with all recordings made on a BVW 
series machine. Record and playback 4 
channel audio at a fraction of the cost of a BVW. 

BCS -LA Ph:818 -551 -5858 
BCS -NY Ph:212- 268 -8800 

SERVICES 

FULL -TIME TRANSPONDER SPACE 

AVAILABLE ON SATCOM C3 

Full-time transponder space available on SatCom C3 

Transponder 20. Located at 131W using General 

Instruments Digicipher I Video Compression System. 

Will be converted to MPEG2 Video compression 

Digicipher Il in the second quarter of calendar 1996. 

In addition to transponder space, uplinking and playback 

services are also available from an uplink facility 

located in Englewood, CO. 

Call Doug Greene @ 303-784-8809 

Mokile Production Vehicle For Rent 
3 to 5 Cameras 
Beta SP, 3/4" SP, SVHS 
Abekas DVE 
Still Store 

From $2000 per day with EIC 

Video Works, Inc. 
(800) 844 -4404 

Want more 

information 

on advertised 

products? 

[3 Use the 

Reader 

Service 
Card. 

PANASONIC- MACKIE-RAMSA- TASCAM -Tec hnics- 
Sharp- Bogen -Dalite -Eiki -Maxell- Shure. Profes- 
sional /Industrial Video & Audio Equipment. 
Wholesale Prices! Factory Sealed New! Sales = 

800- 233 -2430, Support = 607-687 -0545. 

STUDIO EXCHANGE 
BURBANK 

(818) 840 -1351 FAX (8 18) 840 -1354 

NEW &USED 
VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

BUY, SELL, CONSIGN; 25 YRS EXP 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 

WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT Systems or 
components. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT 
GROUP: the largest USED equipment dealer in the 
U.S.A. (214)869-0011. 

TRAINING 

FCC GENERAL CLASS LICENSE. Cassette re- 
corded lessons for home study. Our 30th year 
preparing radio technicians for the license. Bob 
Johnson Telecommunications. Phone (310) 379- 
4461. 

BROADCAST PRODUCTS 

PP, : 
rN». 

TBC -RMT (TBC Remote Control Unit) 
Remote moll-al of up to 3 TBC's. For use 

with internal TBC's on BVW, DVW, PVW. 

I V W, and BVH Beta machines or any machine 
using Sony BVR -50 controller. IT Purchased 
with 1.2. or 3 modules. With 3 modules. $960 

SCR -4X8 (Serial Machine Control 
Router) Input /Output: Twelve rear 
mounted I )119 -F connectors (four controllers, 
eight III' vicest. EIA RS -422 send and 
receive. Controls: Twelve lighted push- 
button, for channel assignment. $980 

r 

111 e.*!.. 
SCP -10 (Serial 422 Patch Panel) lox l0 

passive non -normalling serial data patch 
panel. Two rack units high. I egend strips 
and 10 patch cords included. $350 

VU 2 -P (VU /Peak Meter with Phase 
Indicator) Simultaneous peak and VII 

display. Solid state phase indication. 
Highly readable LED arrays. Adjustable 
headphone output. Hi- impedance loop- 
ing inputs. $890 

SPK -2 (Two Channel Audio Monitor) 
Two channel audio confidence monitoring. 
Accepts both balanced and unbalanced 

inputs. l'i t -witchable listening modes. 
Hratlphom w tpal with speaker mute. $650 

LM 2 +2 (Audio Level Matcher) ProtóL> 
a complete interface between an unbalanced 
audio device and a balanced environment. 

Two channels of balanced to unbalanced 
conversion complement two channels of 
unbalanced to balanced. Independent 
gain trims. $212 

LM VCA (Audio Level Matcher w /Remote 
Gain) Two channels of independent 
voltage controlled gain with gain trims. 

Balanced or unbalanced inputs and out- 
puts. IO!) dB range with 0 to +5V control. 

True logarithmic response. Used for 
remote riding, remote monitor gain. $255 

STG (Stereo Tone Generator) With 
simultaneous, unbalanced and balanced out- 
puts, digital precision and crystal controlled 
accuracy. T, Provides a source of digitally 
generated 400 Hz and 1kHz tone for ass 
consumer or professional input. $305 

Beck Associates Inc 
1-800-728-3725 

2403 Howard Lane Austin. TX 78728 
Phone 312- 388 -9777 Fax 512- 388 -1833 

Circle (100) on Action Card 
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CLASSIFIED 
HELP WANTED 

ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS 
OPPORTUNITIES WITH SINCLAIR 

BROADCAST GROUP 
Sinclair is seeking qualified applicants for our com- 
pany in many areas. We are a growing station group 
moving quickly to secure our technological future. 
If you are a technically competent hands on engi- 
neer with leadership skills, or you are a creative 
hands on production editor, then you must join our 
team. Sinclair operates a group of television sta- 
tions located in Baltimore, MD; Birmingham, AL; Co- 
lumbus, OH; Flint, MI; Milwaukee, WI; Norfolk, VA; 
Pittsburgh, PA; Raleigh /Durham, NC; and 
Tuscaloosa, AL. Sinclair offers a competitive ben- 
efits and compensation package. 

CHIEF ENGINEER: A technically competent leader 
who is a hands on problem solver, a people per- 
son, a good communicator and an organized com- 
petent administrator. The position demands an ex- 
tensive background in RF transmission systems, 
studio systems, news, and be capable of planning, 
organizing and directing station projects. The ap- 
plicant must also possess specific knowledge of 
computers, digital electronics, and a forward think- 
ing attitude on ATV and future digital technology. 
You must be capable of working in consonance with 
the other department heads to achieve station goals. 
An FCC License, SBE Certification, and can accept 
an "On Call" status are prerequisites for this posi- 
tion. 

TELEVISION ENGINEER: A person who is capable 
of thinking on their own and can apply their "trouble 
shooting" expertise to all areas of the broadcast 
plant. You must be a capable electronics techni- 
cian who can repair any type of electronic equip- 
ment, including but not limited to, computers, video 
cassette recorders, cameras, switchers, and moni- 
tors. Possessing an FCC license or SBE Certifica- 
tion and a comprehensive background in digital and 
analog electronics is imperative. Our engineers 
must be able to see the big picture, but focus and 
act on the pixel. The ability to effectively communi- 
cate and interface with other department's person- 
nel whom you service is a must. You must be a 
team player who can accept an On Call" status. 

OPERATIONS /PRODUCTION PERSONNEL: Artistic 
creative people who can write copy, shoot video and 
edit spots on traditional computer editors, as well 
as any of the non- linear editors currently on the 
market. You must be experienced and able to handle 
the pressure of client production, the immediacy of 
news promotion, and the creative challenges of sta- 
tion promotions. We are looking for someone who 
is hot on the new technology and is able to use com- 
puters to expand your creativity. If this describes 
you, or what you think you need to become, then 
please respond. 

I encourage minorities and women to apply. Sinclair 
Broadcast Group is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
Send resume and salary history to: Del Parks, 
Director of Engineering and Operations, Sinclair 
Broadcast Group, 2000 W. 41st St., Baltimore, 
MD 21211. No phone calls please! 

TELECINE ENGINEERS 
THE POST GROUP is seeking experienced Telecine 
Engineers for day and night shifts, to add to its ex- 
panding facility. This is an excellent opportunity to 
join a Company on the leading edge of technology. 
Applicants must have a strong background in all 
troubleshooting procedures required to support 
modern digital color correction systems. Qualified 
candidates should submit a resume to: 

1HE POST CROUP 

6335 Homewood Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90028 
Attention: Rick Girardi 
Fax #: (213) 462 -0836 

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Self 
starter with experience repairing digital & ana 
log studio equipment, all types of Sony VTR's & 
automation systems. High power UHF transmit- 
ter experience a plus. General class radio li- 
cense preferred. Send resume to: Attn: Engi- 
neering, KAYU -TV, 4600 Regal Drive, Spokane, 
WA 99223. EOE 
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ENGINEER 
E! Entertainment Television is currently seek- 
ing Engineers to work in Los Angeles. Candi- 
dates must be experienced in component level 
trouble- shooting and maintenance of video and 

audio equipment. Qualified engineers must 
be able to shade cameras, set up for studio 
and remote productions, assist in studio de- 
sign and installation, perform bench repairs 
and system level trouble- shooting and instal- 
lation. Knowledge of post -production and 
master control required. Salary commensu- 
rate with experience. Excellent benefits pack- 
age and 1101(k) Savings Plan. Please send 
resume with salary history to: 

E! Entertainment Television 
Broadcast Engineer Ad 

5610 Wilshire Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90036 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

The Entertainment News and 

rrEIT 
[n 

icri :.o. Information Authority 

SNG TECHNICAL /OPERATOR: Requires two 
years' experience operating and maintaining 
transportable KU uplink; knowledge of satellite 
systems; ability to solve problems on site; abil- 
ity to obtain AZ commercial driver's license; 
willingness to work long hours, weekends, holi- 
days and to travel on short notice covering spot 
news in the Southwest. EOE. Resumes to Chief 
Engineer, KSAZ -TV, 511 W. Adams, Phoenix, AZ 
85003. FAX: 602-262-5106. 

MINOLTA 
Regional Salesperson Southeastern US 
Minolta Corporation is seeking an aggres- 
sive self- starter to work as a regional 
salesperson for their Instrument Systems 
Division. Products to be represented n- 
clude; color analyzers, light measuring 
products, spectrophotometers and colo- 
rimeters. This person will have responsi- 
bility for selling into the Broadcast, TV and 
Monitor manufacturing businesses as well 
as for managing independent representa- 
tives who sell into many other industries. 
Applicants should have technical experi- 
ence in the broadcast, or CRT manufac- 
turing industries. Sales experience is a 

plus. About 50% travel required. The ter - 
ritory covered will include Florida, Geor- 
gia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Ala- 
bama and Tennessee. Compensation in- 
cludes base salary commission and car 
allowance. Forward resumes to Mary 
Tennermann, Minolta Corporation, 101 
Williams Dr., Ramsey, NJ 07446 or fax 
201 -825 -4374. 

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER Fox 
affiliate seeking professional, experienced main- 
tenance engineer. Must have 5 years minimum 
experience in repair and installation of broad- 
cast related equipment. Satellite, RF, and com- 
puter knowledge a plus. Salary highly competi- 
tive. We are an equal opportunity employer. 
Send resume to Lisa Gerald, Personal Director, 
WXIX TV, 635 West 7th St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
45203. 

ENGIN E ERS N ED E 
NFL Films is ready to draft three All -Pro caliber Maintenance Engineers. 

Cinematography Maintenance Engineer - This position is responsible 

for the maintenance and repair of our inventory of motion picture cameras and 
related equipment. Design, fabrication and milling /machining experience a plus. 

Telecine Maintenance Engineer - This position is primarily responsible for 
the maintenance of our Telecine Facilities. Secondary responsibilities include general 
plant maintenance and construction. Rank experience a must, FDL experience a plus! 

General Maintenance Engineer - This position is responsible for general 
plant maintenance and construction including production, editing, graphics and audio 
facilities. Prior teleproduction facility maintenance experience preferred. 

If you're one of our draft picks, you will be compensated accordingly, and 
work with the best organization in the business. 

Professional, team atmosphere. Quality and innovation are encouraged. 

A career opportunity with all NFL benifits including health, disability 
and pension plan. 

70,000 sq. ft. facility 15 minutes from Philadelphia. Low taxes. 
Reasonable real estate. 

If you think you've got what it takes, send your resume in strictest confidence to: 

Jeffrey A. Howard, NFL Films, 330 Fellowship Road, Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054 
or by fax to (609) 866 -4848 

or by email to 76245.52 @compuserve.com 

PLEASE, NO PHONE CALLS! 
EOE NFLF /LMS 



CLASSIFIED 
HELP WANTED 

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER Black Entertainment 
Television Inc. Ability to troubleshoot to the 
component level production switchers, digital 
video effects systems, routing switchers, vtr's 
character generators, cameras, editing systems 
and audio equipment. This will include system 
interfacing to computers and compatible com- 
ponents, equipment installation for studio and 
remote productions. Must be knowledgeable of 
system timing theory, broadcast specifications, 
and electronics course study. Ability to perform 
fiber switches and satellite downlink. Must have 
3 years experience. BET, Corporate Human Re- 
sources, 1905 -E 9th Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 
20018. 

BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER Im- 
mediate opportunity. Must be able to trouble- 
shoot studio equipment, Betacam SP, RF cable, 
master control and related equipment to the 
component level. Knowledge of computers, LAN 
and PBX switches. 3 to 5 years experience, have 
BSEE or equivalent. Good pay, excellent ben- 
efits, paid holidays and health plan. Send re- 
sume to: Daniel Ouellet, Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation, 529 14th Street N.W., Suite 500, 
Washington, D.C. 20045. (202) 638 -3286. 
Internet: douellet@washington.cbc.ca. 

CHIEF ENGINEER WANTED: Requires exten- 
sive hands -on maintenance experience, people 
management and interdepartmental communi- 
cations experience at a commercial television 
station. Long range technical planning and bud- 
geting, knowledge of equipment and current 
trends in technical developments in the indus- 
try required. Positive personnel relations and 
efficient utilizations of manpower a must. M /F, 
ADA, EOE Employer. Send resume to: Dan Steele, 
Operations and Program Manager, WPSD -TV, P.O. 
Box 1197, Paducah, KY 42002 -1197. No phone 
calls, please. 

TELEVISION HELP WANTED, TECHNICAL Chief 
Engineer. Looking for experienced CE, highly 
qualified in all areas of broadcast engineering 
to oversee /maintain transmitter and studio 
equipment. SBE certification, FCC general li- 
cense required. Send resume w /salary require- 
ments to Classified Ad Coordinator, Broadcast 
Engineering, Dept. 773, 9800 Metcalf, Overland 
Park, 1(5 66212 -2215. EUE. 

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER Growing South- 
west UPN Affiliate has an opening for a TV Main- 
tenance Engineer. Candidate must have the abil- 
ity ta troubleshoot a variety of studio broad- 
cast equipment to the component level. Com- 
puter literacy and RF experience a plus. FCC 
License or SBE certification a must. Send re- 
sume, references and salary requirements to: 
Personnel, KUPN -TV, 920 South Commerce, Las 
Vegas, NV 89106. EUE. Women and Minorities 
encouraged to apply. No phone calls please. 

WE PLACE PROFESSIONALS 
(Placement Limited to Technical 

Engineers, Post Production Editors, 
Colorists, Graphics & Animators) 

Employer Paid Fees Guaranteed Confidential 
17 Years of Coast to Coast Service 

Before calling please FAX or Mail 
your Resume to Mark Kelly 

KEYSTONE INC. 
16 LaLAM Road, Suite 900 
Pittston, PA 18640 

Fax 717 -654 -5765 Phone 717- 655 -7143 
E-Mail:keyjobs@keystone.microserve.com 

STAFF ENGINEER: Charlotte, NC. Post Produc- 
tion /Broadcast Facility has immediate opening 
for a staff engineer. Candidate must have a de- 
gree in electronics. Candidate must also have 
five years experience as an engineer, EIC or 
maintenance technician at a post production 
facility or advanced television broadcast opera- 
tion. Send or FAX letter, resume, references and 
salary requirements to David Whaley, Chief En- 
gineer, Creative Post And Transfer, 377 
Carowinds Blvd., Suite 101, Fort Mill, SC, 29715, 
(803) 548 -3153. 

ASSISTANT ENGINEERING MANAGER Reports 
to Chief Engineer. Demands a highly technical 
news oriented individual with above average 
interpersonal skills to build a strong engineer- 
ing /news interface. Oversees all daily engineer- 
ing & technical operations. Requires a minimum 
of 2 years college or technical school and 5 years 
as a Broadcast Engineer. Supervisory experi- 
ence and a college degree a plus. Send resume, 
names of 3 references, and a cover letter detail- 
ing why you would be great at this job. Jim 
Moore, WDAF -TV, 3030 Summit, Kansas City, MO 
64108. No phone calls, please. EUE. 

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER with strong UHF 
transmitter experience needed for growing FOX 
station. The successful candidate will be self 
motivated, team player, excellent studio main- 
tenance and communications skills. Beta SP, 1 ", 

and 3/4" experience preferred. Computer lit- 
eracy a plus. Send resume and salary history 
to: Tom Theilman, Chief Engineer, KMSS -TV/ 
KSHV -TV, P.O. Box 30033, Shreveport, LA 71130. 
PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS. E.O.E. 

BROADCAST ENGINEER WJCT TV has an 
opening for an engineer with min. 3 yrs. broad- 
cast experience to maintain television transmis- 
sion, studio and computer equipment. FCC li- 
cense and /or SBE certification desirable. WJCT 
is presently transitioning to serial component 
digital technology. Upgrade includes installa- 
tion of NLE, DAW, graphics and video server 
systems. Send resume and salary requirements 
to Human Resources, WJCT, 100 Festival Park 
Ave., Jacksonville, FL 32202 EUE. 

7UN.NER EVI RI 11\VILN I .NI kk1 

TELEVISION ENGINEERS 
Turner Broadcasting System, the leading 

News, Sports, and Entertainment system in 

satellite communications, has career 
opportunities for engineers with broadcast 
maintenance experience. These positions 

demand an extensive background in television 
engineering and at least two years of training in 

electronics technology. Turner Broadcasting 
System offers an excellent benefit and 

compensation program. 

Send resumes to: 
Mr. Jim Brown, Corp. Engineering 
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. 

One CNN Center 
P.O. Box 105366 

Atlanta, GA 30348 -5366 
(404) 827 -1638 office 

(404) 827-1835 fax 

TBS is an equal opportunity employer 

SONY 
Projects 
Department Manager 
Within the Systems Integration 
Division, you will orchestrate the 
management of resources to execute 
complex, fully integrated broadcast 
systems. The ideal candidate will 
bring thorough project management 
experience and will be expected to 
further enhance project manage- 
ment techniques and new quality 
assurance programs. Your major 
responsibility will be to ensure pro- 
ject completion, both within schedule 
and budget. You will work in concert 
with our marketing and sales groups 
for future project budgeting. You will 
also prepare and update budgets 
and capital expenditures. 
Requires 10+ years' experience in 
broadcast or production systems, as 
well as project management with 6 
years' supervisory experience. Job 
Code: CCY -PDM 

Proposal Manager 
Utilize your sales and marketing 
expertise to oversee the development, 
coordination and preparation of sales 
proposals. This will include specifying 
strategy formulation and plan gener- 
ation, as well as designing proposal 
formats and ensuring that guidelines 
meet customer and company needs. 
Requires 4+ years' broadcast or tele- 
vision production experience empha- 
sizing operations. Excellent writing 
skills a must; familiarity with value - 
added sales processes desirable. 
Job Code: CCY -PM 

Sr. Video Systems Design 
Engineers 
Regular Full -time and 
Contract/Temporary 
We're looking for very seasoned 
Engineers to work on designing large 
scale digital audio and video facilities. 
Candidates must be strong in system 
level engineering design, technical 
problem solving, team building and 
communications. Responsibilities 
will include the design of floor plans, 
equipment rack elevation layouts, 
and detailed signal flow construction 
diagrams. Fluency in Microsoft Excel 
for Windows is required; AutoCAD, 
MS Word and MS Access software 
knowledge a plus. 

Requires 5+ years' experience in the 
design, operation, maintenance and 
testing of large scale state -of- the -art 
analog and serial digital audio and 
video production, as well as broad- 
cast facilities. Job Code: CCY -VSD 

Send responses to: Sony 
Electronics Inc., 3300 tanker 
Road, MS: SJ -2C2, San Jose, CA 
95134; FAX (408) 955 -5166. Or e- 
mail youngc@ccmail.nhq.sony.com. 
EOE. 
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 CLASSIFIED 
HELP WANTED 

TRANSMITTER SUPERVISOR 
Must be skilled in complete maintenance of VHF 

transmitters, microwave and satellite equipment, 

and related hardware. Familiarity with Mosely 

remote controls a plus. FCC license or SME 

certification desired. If you possess superior 
leadership and communication skills, contact; 

Attn: Personnel Office 
abc'10 Orms Street 

Providence, RI 02904 
EOE 

Post a lob opening and promote your company! 

Advertise in the Help Wanted section 
of Broadcast Engineering! 

TRANSMITTER MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: 
KDVR /FOX 31. Denver, needs qualified person 
to maintain two UHF stations including 
Townsend TA -I Ill and PYE 17911 full -power UHF 
transmitters and LPTVs, all related equipment 
including terminal gear and microwave. Re- 

quires 3 -5 years experience with microwave and 
high -power UHF transmitters: studio equipment 
experience a plus. Valid driver's license and FCC 

General Class license required. Send resume to 
Dept. XE. KDVR /Fox 31 501 Wazee. Denver, CO 
8(12114, Fax 303-595-8312. No phone calls, please. 
Et /E. 

TELEVISION NETWORK has immediate open- 
ing for an experienced production manager. 
Send resume to P.O. Box 1010, Marion, Illinois 
62959. An EEO employer. 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING RATES 
Advertising rates in Broadcast Enginening 

Classified Section are $123" per column inch, 
per insertion, with frequency discounts availlible. 
There is a one inch minimum and ten inches 
maximum. 

Ads may also be purchased By- The -Word for 
$1 .80 per word, per insertion. Initials and abbre- 
viations count as full words. Minimum ciarTi4e is 
$40 per insertion. 

Blind box ads (replies sent to Broadcast Engi- 
neering for forwardingi are an additional 540' ". 
Reader Service Numbers are availahle for ä5(r'° 
per insertion. Ads 4 inches or larger rece'.v a 

tree Reader Service Number and will he isle(' in 
the Advertiser's Index. 

Spot color, determined by Broadcast Engineer- 
ing, is available at S95 "" per insertion. 

Call Matt Tusken, 
Classified Sales Manager 

1- 800 -896 -9939 
or fax 913- 967 -1735 

DIRECTOR OF 
ENGINEERING/ 

CHIEF ENGINEER 
LIFETIME TELEVISION, the dynamic cable network, is seeking a highly 
qualified engineer with leadership skills to bring our extensive production and 
broadcast facility into the digital future. We need a hands -on problem sclver 
with good organization and communication skills to manage an experienced 
staff and collaborate effectively with other department heads. 

The position demands an extensive background in transmission, automated 
broadcast playback systems, studio systems, analog and digital distribution, 
post production and graphics. 

We seek an engineer with a vision for the future. You must be well versed in 

breaking technologies including computer related video disciplines. 

The position requires 7+ years of experience in the design, operation, main- 
tenance and testing of video facilities. Prior supervisory or management 
experience is essential. 

Lifetime offers a competitive salary and excellent benefit package. Qualified 
candidates please send resume in confidence along with salary history to: 

LIFETIME TELEVISION 
Human Resource Department 

309 West 49th Street, New York, New York 10019 EOE M/F 

Lifetime 
lelerision for fi'ornen 
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Reader 
Page Service Advertiser 

Number Number Hotline 

AAVS/Div. of Sencore 3 5 

Avid Technology 9 15 

Beck Associates 103 100 

Belar Electronics Laboratory .... 101 67 

Benchmark Media Systems % 56 

B &H Photo -Video 93 -95 54-55 

Broadcast VideoSystemsLtd..... 89 58 

BTS Broadcast TV Systems 5 13 

Canon USABroadcastLens...32A -F 6 

Clear -Com Intercom Systems .... 23 19 

Conex Electro Systems 101 66 

CPI 57 42 

DNFlndustries 84 52 

Drastic Technologies 71 60 

Duracell USA 78 -79 48 

DNision Systems Inc. 45 22 

DynatechVideoGroup 21 18 

Electro-Voice 53 47 

Electro-Voice 92 90 

Ergo Industries Inc. 76 63 

ESE 10 16 

Faroudja Laboratories 75 61 

Full Compass Systems 48 33 

Harris Corp./BroadcastDiv. 1 4 

Herman Electronics 70 59 

Hitachi DenshiAmerica 61 35 

Ikegami Electronics Inc. 11 17 

Intraplex, Inc. 82 50 

JamproAntennas, Inc. 60 44 

Lectrosonics 65 45 

Leitch BC 3 

800- 769 -MVS 

800- 949 -2843 

512- 388 -9777 

610-687-5550 

800- 262 -4675 

... 800- 947 -9928 

905- 764-1584 

800 -962 -4BTS 

201 -816 -2900 

510 -527 -6666 

360 -734 -4323 

415 -424-4515 

213 -650 -5256 

416 - 636-4444 

800- 548 -5489 

800 -D- VISION 

800-453 -8782 

616 -695 -6831 

616-695 -6831 

714-992 -0874 

310-322 -2136 

408 -735 -1492 

800-356 -5844 

606- 282 -4800 

305477 -0063 

516- 921 -7200 

201- 368 -9171 

508ó92 -9000 

916 -383 -1177 

800-821 -1121 

800-231 -9673 

SALES OFFICES 
NEW YORK, NY 
Gordon &Associates 
Josh Gordon 
210 President Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11231 
Telephone: (718) 802 -0488 
FAX: (718)522-4751 

Joanne Melton 
1775 Broadway, Suite 730 
New York, NY 10019 
Telephone: (212) 641 -5270 
FAx: (212) 459-0395 

OXFORD, ENGLAND 
Richard Woolley 
Kerr Duffy 
Ituertec Publishing Corporation 
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre, 
Clifton Road, Deddington, 
Oxford 0X15 4TP England 
Telephone: +44 (0) 1869 338794 
FAX: +44 (0) 1869 338040 
Telex: 837 -469 BES G 

Page 
Number 

Louth Automation 19 

MatroxElectronicSystems ... 54-55 

Reader 
Service 
Number 

10 

41 

Advertiser 
Hotline 

415 -843 -3665 

800- 361 -4903 

Motorola- MultimediaGroup .. 30-31 12 800- 2WAY -HFC 

Multidyne Electronics 70 62 8004TV -TEST 

MYAT 84 53 201- 767 -5380 

NAB Broadcasters 77 65 202429 -5350 

Opamp Labs, Inc. % 80 213- 934 -3566 

Pulizzi Engineering 47 23-32 ... 714 -5404229 

Quantel 7 14 203- 656 -3100 

RemarcableCo. 76 64 315461 -8161 

SachtlerCorp. of America 29 11 516- 8674900 

Snell & Wilcox Ltd. 13 -15 8 +730 -821 -1188 

Snell & Wilcox Ltd. 34-35 20 +730 -821 -1188 

Snell & Wilcox Ltd. 36-37 36 +730 -821 -1188 

Snell & Wilcox Ltd. 38-39 37 +730-821-1188 

Snell & Wilcox Ltd. 40-41 38 +730-821 -1188 

Snell & Wilcox Ltd. 43 39 +730 -821 -1188 

Sorry Business& Rofessional .. 26-27 800 -635 -SONY 

SonyBusiness &Professional .. 50-51 800-635 -SONY 

Sony Busi Hess & Professional 59 800-635 -SONY 

Sony Busi ness & Professional .. 62-63 800- 635 -SONY 

Sony Busi ness &Professional .. 72 -73 800 -635 -SONY 

Tascam/TEAC America, Inc.... 81 49 213 -726-0303 

Tekniche 69 57 201- 784 -2288 

Tektronix Inc. 17 9 503 -627 -2830 

Videotek, Inc. IBC 2 800-800-5719 

W heatstone Corporat ion IFC 1 315452 -5000 

Will BurtCompany 58 43 216-682 -7015 

WinstedCorporation 83 51 800 -447 -2257 

360 Systems 49 34 818-991 -0360 

AGOURA HILLS, CA 
Duane Hefner 
Lianne Fairchild 
5236 Colodny Ave., Suite 108 
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DIGITALBASICS 
By Paul McGoldrick 

The tale "The Emperor and His New 
Clothes" contains a lesson that applies to 
technology; mass hysteria can persuade peo- 
ple to go along with the majority because 
they feel that their own view is distorted. It is 

too easy to assume that the fundamentals of 
a technology are understood by all, and we 
often suffer an enormous guilt trip when we 
miss a development. 

This column will put the fundamentals of 
digital video in front of you. The only as- 
sumptions will be a basic understanding of 
component and composite analog video. We 
will cover just about anything and every- 
thing digital -related in video and audio with- 
out trying to turn the column into an aca- 
demic dissertation. And, of course, we will 
talk about all the "Ds" and their standards. 

Why digital? 
Our eyes are analog devices. The light 

reaching them is analog. The light reaching 
a sensing device, such as the pick -up device 
in a camera, is analog. So, why should we be 
interested in producing an "unnatural" sig- 
nal in a digital format? The simple fact is 

that if we can carry digital signals through a 
processing and transmission channel or me- 
dium, we are most likely to be able to 
recover the analog display signal in a form 
that is the closest representation of the orig- 
inal. There is no degradation of a correctly 
received digital signal, but there is, general- 
ly, less cost in handling a digital signal. 
Storage, delays and manipulation of a dig- 
ital signal are simpler, and integration with 

The basics of digital video 

other digital devices, such as PCs, becomes 
considerably easier. 

The basics of digital video are simple: an 
analog signal, either composite or compo- 
nent, is digitized by sampling at a constant 
frequency. The modulation system that is 

employed is pulse code modulation (PCM). 
At the instant of sampling, the video level 
corresponds to a predetermined binary code. 
The sampling will be taken to the "nearest" 
digital level. The number of levels of the 
code that are provided must be sufficient to 
cover the whole voltage gamut of the com- 
posite or component signal, while giving the 
reproduced signal its required specification 
of what we will call, for the moment, noise. 
That, in turn, will determine how many 
digital bits are needed for the signal. 

The basics of digital 
video are simple: an 
analog signal, either 

composite or component, 
is digitized by sampling 
at a constant frequency. 

The sampling frequency used for the dig- 
itization must be high enough to allow for 
the reproduction of the system bandwidth 
of the TV standard. Nyquist's theorem states 
that the absolutely highest reproducible fre- 
quency is half the sampling frequency. For a 
4MHz bandwidth video system, therefore, 
the sampling would have to be at least 
8MHz. Practical engineering considerations 
demand that a higher frequency be used, 
and the higher the better. 

Digital composite 
and component 

The two different forms of digital signal are 

VIDEO 
FORMAT 

SAMPLING 
FREQUENCY 

PIXELS LINES 
HORIZONTAL 

TOTAL 
HORIZONTAL 

ACTIVE 
VERTICAL 

TOTAL 
VERTICAL 

ACTIVE 

NTSC D -2 14.32MHz 910 768 626 485 

525/60 D -1 13.5MHz 858 720 626 485 

PAL D -2 17.72MHz 1135 948 625 575 

625/50 D -1 13.5MHz 864 720 625 575 

Note: D -2 is the digital composite standard. D -1 is the CCIR -601 digital component standard. 

Table 1. The sampling schemes for 525 and 625 digital composite and component systems. The sampling 
frequency for the component format is for the luminance component. 
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digital versions of two of our analog forms. 
The digital composite signal takes an analog 
composite signal and directly digitizes it, so 

even the color burst and chroma modulation 
are digitized. In some texts, you might see a 

reference to "digitized video;" this is usually 
meant to be digital composite. 

The digital composite signal is carried on a 

single cable, like its analog counterpart, which 
can be a great convenience. As we will see, 
however, digital composite has its limita- 
tions. The digitizing is based on 10 bits 
(1,024 levels) while the sampling frequency 
is a multiple of the subcarrier frequency. Four 
times (4fsc) has been chosen, which corre- 
sponds to 14.3MHz for digital composite 
NTSC and 17.7MHz for digital composite 
PAL. (See Table 1.) 

For digital component video, the coding is 

based on three channels in the Y, R -Y, B -Y 

format. The sampling is not equal on all three 
channels; for the Y channel, sampling takes 
place at 13.5MHz; for the two color- differ- 
ence channels, sampling is at half that fre- 
quency, at 6.75MHz. Sampling of the color - 
difference channels is alternated, but always 
coincident with the luminance sampling. So, 

when a Y sample is taken, an R -Y sample 
may be taken. At the next Y sample, a B-Y 

sample will be taken. 
The choice of the 13.5MHz sampling is 

the same for 525/60Hz video and 625/ 
50Hz. In a major agreement, there is a 

common standard between all (CCIR -601). 
There is no subcarrier on a component 
signal, of course, so there is no immediate, 
magic frequency to be considered. The orig- 
inal standard called for all the bits of the 
three channels to be carried on separate 
conductors using a multipin connector. Cur- 
rently, the move is to put these signals into a 

serializey so that the complete signal can be 
carried on a single cable. 

Next month: 
A more detailed look 

at the composite digital signal 
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PATENT PENDING 

The unique Videotek digital corrector can even fool Mother Nature. 

Quick, easy, and with total control. Videotek's new 
SDC -101 defeats any threat to your video images. It lets 
you correct picture errors and alter video levels in serial 
component digital video inexpensively, with controls 
and functions familiar in the analog world. 10 -bit digital 
processing guarantees optimum signal quality. And, it 
does it all without relying on expensive outside services. 

Unsuspecting picture variations fall prey to 

I1ii frame by frame correction. Changes in light 
and shadows are transformed before your 
very eyes. 

A Digital System 
Integration Product 

I.ulIt .1." LtItiG4i'Y(acd 

The more you work with the 
SDC -101, the more of its many 
faces you'll see. Its versatility 
and ease of operation means 
cost -effective and timely 
performance. That's what 
Videotek's products are all 
about. 

Call us today. The SDC -101 will make your video 
creations digitally correct. 

.lMM 
TM = VIDEOTEK 

MIMI A Zero Defects Company 

Circle (2) on Action Card 

243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464 1 800- 800 -5719 (610) 327 -2292 Fax (610) 327 -9295 
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Why Have We Sold Thousands 

OÌ Our Serial DAS? 

1 
All DAs Meet Industry 

.Standards Using the 
Latest Technology 

2 Format Independent 
with Automatic Selection of 
143/177 Mbs or 270 Mbs 

3 Frame Designed ned 
. for Over 360 Mbs 

4 10 Modules in 
T. a 2 RU Frame 

(4 Modules in 
a 1 RU Frame) 

5 
VSM -6800 

. Monitoring DA - 

4 Serial Video 
Outputs Re- clocked 
and Equalized 

4 Monitoring Vadeo 
Outputs of PAI/V73C 

9 
EMI Tested to 

. Comply with 
FCC Part 15 

Versatile Frame 
Accepts Other 
Modules such as 
VFS -2200 Serial 
Digital Logo Generator 

6. 

7 
VES -2200B Serial Digital 
Black Generator - 

8 Outputs of Digital Black 
in Component 4:2:2 with 
+3 to -5 Lines of Phasing with 
an Analog Black Reference 

VSE -6800 - 

8 Serial Video 
Outputs Re- clocked 
with Equalization 
up to 300 Meters 

(And The Price Helped!) 

The Digital Glue For Your Digital Systems. 1- 800- 231 -9673 
Leitch Incorporated. 920 Corporate Lane, Chesapeake, VA 23320 Tel: (800) 231 -9673 or (804) 548 -2300 Fax: (804) 548 -4088 

Leitch Video International Inc.. 220 Duncan Mill Rd. #301, Don Mills, ON, Canada M3B 3J5 Tel: (800) 387 -0233 or (416) 445 -9640 Fax: (416) 445 -0595 

Leitch Europe Limited. 2-E Campbell Ct., Bramley, Basingstoke, Hants., U.K. RG26 5EG Tel: +44 (0) 256 880088 Fax: +44 (0) 256 880428 
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